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ABSTRACT

This study investigates the effects on 1) the differing degree of phonetic similarity

between Ll and L2 sounds and between members of an L2 contrast and 2) L2 experience

in the production and perception of L2 phonological contrasts which do not exist in Ll,

along with 3) the relationships between production and perception in second language

acquisition.

In Chapter 1, the results and findings of previous experimental studies of SLA are

discussed along with theoretical models of L2 phonological acquisition. Chapter 2

reviews the articulatory, acoustic, and perceptual characteristics of Korean and English

fricatives found in previous experimental research studies. Special focus is placed on the

phonological and phonetic characteristics of Korean Is-s*1 and of English Is-SI as

produced and perceived by Korean and English native speakers. Chapter 3 presents the

research questions addressed in the present study, and the predictions to be tested in

subsequent chapters. Chapter 4 examines the degrees of both perceived identity and

acoustic similarity between Korean and English fricatives before Iii and Ia!. In Chapter 5,

I attempt to examine the acoustic differences between Ll and L2 groups in the production

of English and Korean fricatives in three vowel contexts, and in Chapter 6, differences in

the perception of Korean and English fricatives. Then, in Chapter 7, along with listener

judgments of production tasks, relationships between perception and production in SLA

are discussed. Finally, Chapter 8 discusses the research questions addressed in this

dissertation, and the implications of my findings in the present studies.
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In conclusion, the production and perception of L2 contrasts not found in LI are

related in various and different ways. The present study claims that the production-

perception relationship depends on the nature of the contrast, on the relative degree of

phonetic similarity between LI and L2 sounds and between members of an L2 contrast,

and on the L2 experience. The following table summarizes the results of Group x Task

interaction found in the present study.

Task

Perception
Production
Acoustics
Advanced
Beginning

Korean Is-s*1 contrast

L2 Beg < L2 Adv < LI Korean
L2 Beg == L2 Adv < LI Korean
L2 Beg == L2 Adv < LI Korean
Production < Perception
Production == Perception

English Is-SI contrast
L2 Beg < L2 Adv == LI AE
L2 Beg < L2 Adv < LI AE
L2 Beg == L2 Adv == LI AE
Production < Perception
Production < Perception



AB
AlP
ANOVA
CAH
EN
ESL
dB
FFf
FO
Hz
KO
KSL
LAB
II.,

Ll
L2
ms
NL
NP
OPM
PAM
SD
SLA
SLM
TL
VOT

LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS

American English
Ratio of Aspiration duration to Frication duration
Analysis of Variance
Contrastive Analysis Hypothesis
English
English as a Second Language
decibel
Fast Fourier Transform
Fundamental Frequency
Hertz
Korean
Korean as a Second Language
Language Analysis and Experimentation
Interlanguage
First Language
Second Language
millisecond
Native Language
Natural Phonology
Ontogeny Phylogeny Model
Perceptual Assimilation Model
Standard Deviation
Second Language Acquisition
Speech Learning Model
Target Language
Voice Onset Time
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CHAPTERl
INTERLANGUAGEPHONOLOGY

1.1 Introduction

One of the areas where second language acquisition (SLA) and linguistics share

interest is phonology.! Recently, second language (L2) phonology acquisition research

has been concerned with how people learn the sound systems of second and foreign

languages and when and why foreign accents occur. Foreign accents occur in language

contact situations where the sound systems of at least two languages meet and interact. It

has been known that adult second language (L2) learners' pronunciation is strongly

influenced by their first language (L1) sound systems, which is termed 'L1 phonological

interference or transfer.' Therefore, the original language of L2 learners can often be

easily identified by their pronunciation patterns in the second language. In addition to L2

learners' pronunciation patterns, it has also been found that L2 listeners' perceptual

abilities are affected by their native language (Lado 1957; Flege 1987; Donegan 1995;

Brown 2000). For instance, adult L2 learners tend to have difficulty in perceiving L2

contrasts between sounds that are allophonic in their native language.

Production is closely connected to perception in L1 and L2 acquisition (Donegan

1995; Major 2001; Stampe 1979). In L1 acquisition, children's sound substitutions are

usually due to articulatory difficulties rather than perceptual difficulties (Donegan 1995;

Stampe 1979). In L2 acquisition, however, production errors are not always due to

articulatory difficulties. Inaccurate perception may cause production errors (Flege 1987,

1990). Regarding the relationships between the production and perception of non-native

1 Throughout the dissertation, the term Second Language Acquisition (SLA) will be used, rather than
Foreign Language Acquisition (FLA), even though FLA might be more appropriate in certain cases.
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sounds by L2 adult learners, a number of experimental studies show three contradictory

results: production precedes perception; perception precedes production; no association

between production and perception. Several studies show that L2 learners' perceptual

abilities are better than their production abilities (Barry 1989; Bohn & Flege 1990).

Conversely, other researchers have demonstrated that while L2 learners are able to

produce a non-native contrast accurately, they are not able to distinguish it perceptually

(Briere 1966; Ladefoged 1967; Goto 1971; Sheldon & Strange 1982; Kang 1999).

Experimental research has shown that factors such as linguistic experience with

L2, sociolinguistic situation, degree of exposure to the language, age of the learner,

aptitude, and so on seem to have an effect on the perceptual and production abilities of

L2 learners (Major 2001; Larson-Hall 2001; Markham 1997). The differing degree of

similarity between sounds in two languages also makes an important contribution to

foreign accents because foreign accents can occur when two sounds between L1 and L2

are similar but not identical (Flege 1995).

This chapter reviews the literature on debated issues such as the relationship of

perception to production, the effects of differing degrees of phonetic similarity between

L1 and L2 sounds on the acquisition of L2 sounds, and L2 experiences of the speakers,

along with models of L2 phonology acquisition. The following models of L2 acquisition

are reviewed in this chapter: the Contrastive Analysis Hypothesis (CAH), the Ontogeny

Phylogeny Model (OPM), and Natural Phonology (NP), in addition to the perception

models of L2 acquisition, Flege's Speech Learning Model (SLM) and Best's Perception

Assimilation Model (PAM).
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1.2 Interlanguage phonology 2

It is well known that a learner's sound substitutions produced by adult L2 learners

result from phonological and phonetic differences between their native language

(NL=Ll) and the target language (TL=L2) or from negative transfer from the first

language (Major 2001). However, the linguistic systems of L2 learners are not always

influenced by either Ll or L2. Selinker noticed a separate linguistic system which results

from a leamer's attempt to produce an L2 in the process of L2 acquisition. The separate

system is called interlanguage (IL), first introduced by Selinker (1969) and later

elaborated by him (1972) to account for the linguistic system of adult L2learners (Corder

1981:87). Thus, the concept 'interlanguage' has been defined as the developing language

produced by a non-native speaker of a language (Selinker 1972; De Jonge 1995; Major

2001).

Corder (1971, 1981) and Eckman (1984, 1991, 1996) claim that ILs are a sort of

idiosyncratic dialects and that principles characterizing primary languages also hold true

for interlanguages. ILs are systematic and they share linguistic aspects, such as

phonological or syntactic patterns, just as in primary languages. ILs also have some

idiosyncratic rules which cannot be accounted for by the rules of the target language (TL)

or the native language (NL). Figure 1.1 displays Corder's (1971, 1981) notion of

idiosyncractic dialect or interlanguage in relation to the native language and the target

language.

2 Generally, the term native language (NL) refers to the first language (Ll) and the term target language
(TL) to the second language (L2). Not all the experimental studies reviewed and discussed here involve
second language acquisition. The subjects who participated in the studies could be tested on their
production or perceptual abilities of sounds of a language that were totally new or foreign to them. In this
dissertation, second language (L2) and target language (TL) are distinguished from non-native language
(NNL). In the case of participation by second language learners, the terms second language (L2) or target
language (TL) will be used, rather than the term non-native language (NNL).
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FIGURE 1.1 Interlanguage Hypothesis (Corder 1971)

Corder (1971:151) schematized the interlanguage as transitional between NL and TL, and

partially overlapping. However, Figure 1.1 does not consider dialects whose rules share

the characteristics of both the NL and the TL. Thus, we considered modifying the earlier

version of the interlanguage hypothesis that was first schematized by Corder, as in Figure

1.2. This idea was based on personal communication with Donegan in 2002.

FIGURE 1.2 Modified version of the Interlanguage Hypothesis

In Figure 1.2, the diagram shows that the NL, TL, and II... are in a dialect relation and that

there are some systematic linguistic patterns that all three systems share. Even though

Figure 1.2 makes distinctions among the three languages (IL, NL, TL), the three separate

languages are systematic in that they all share linguistic aspects, such as phonological or

syntactic patterns (Corder 1981:9).
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The notion of interlanguage was originally associated with the Contrastive

Analysis Hypothesis (CAH), which assumes that "comparison between native and target

language is the key to ease or difficulty in foreign language learning" (Lado 1957:1).

However, after researchers found the CAH inefficient for a number of reasons, they

abandoned the CAH entirely and instead have paid more attention to different models.

However, there is no doubt that newer theories or models have been built on the CAH. In

order to understand IL, L2 theories including the CAH need to be discussed. See section

1.3 for details. In this dissertation, the notion of 'interlanguage phonology' refers to the

phonological system of the language produced by an L2 speaker. There have been some

empirical studies about the Interlanguage Hypothesis. Take an example of the production

of English stops by Ll French speakers from Flege and Hillenbrand (1984). They found

that adult French learners of English produced English It! with shorter VOT values than

those produced by Ll English speakers, arguing that the interlanguage sound exhibits

VOT values between Ll French and L2 English. Nemser (1971). preferring the

Interlanguage Hypothesis to Ll transfer, also reported in an L2 production study of

English by native speakers of Hungarian that the sounds Hungarian speakers produced do

not always occur in either English or Hungarian. Moreover, based on the results of

experimental studies, there are some processes other than negative transfer from L2

learners' native language, which cannot be accounted for by Ll interference (Toda 2003;

Eckman 1987).

The Ontogeny Phylogeny Model (OPM) proposed by Major (2001) deals with the

interaction and interrelationships of three components that form an interlanguage (IL): Ll

transfer, L2 (native-like achievement), and universals. Also, this model shows how
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acquisition is mediated by similarity, markedness, styles, and chronology. In the course

of L2 acquisition, L2 increases, Ll decreases, and universals increase and then decrease.

However, the relative proportions of universals and Ll transfer vary, depending on

whether phenomena or sounds are similar or different in the two languages: the more

similar the phenomenon, the more likely it is that the transfer occurs; the more marked

the phenomenon, the more likely it is that universal principles will operate. Based on

these claims, the OPM model is graphically illustrated in Figure 1.3.

Stage 1

[:Ellal2
DU

Stage 2

~
Ll

.~

au

[;ELI

.1.2

au [;ELI

.1.2
au

S~3 ~p4 S~5

FIGURE 1.3 The Ontogeny Phylogeny Model (Major 2001:86-87)

1.3 Theories of second language phonology acquisition

Most research on L2 phonology has in the past been concerned with establishing

the patterns of Ll influence on L2 sound systems. One of the earliest L2 theories to

compare Ll with L2 systematically is the Contrastive Analysis Hypothesis (CAH)
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proposed by Lado (1957). The CAH was designed to explain learning difficulties in

connection with L2 language learning, and thus started with a cross-linguistic analysis.

That is, by comparing the first language to the second language, it should be possible to

predict areas of difficulty for the second language learner (Lado 1957; Wardhaugh 1983;

Stockwell & Bowen 1983; Holden & Nearey 1986).

The CAH assumes that all L2 speakers' errors are due to negative transfer or

interference from the Ll. That is, where two languages are similar, positive transfer will

occur; where they are different, negative transfer or interference will result.

"those elements that are similar to the [learner's] native language will be simple
for him, and those areas that are different will be difficult" (Lado 1957:2)

However, plentiful evidence from recent research on L2 acquisition shows that

the CAH cannot always correctly predict the areas of difficulty or the degree of difficulty

(Eckman 1987:60). That is, for L2 learners, new sounds are not always difficult to

acquire and similar sounds are not always easy to acquire. For instance, Flege (1987)

found that adult native English learners of French could produce French Iyl, which is

classified as new or different, more accurately than French lui, which is classified as

similar to its English counterpart. For more details, see the Speech Learning Model

(SLM), which will be discussed later in this section.

Natural Phonology (NP), developed by Stampe in the 1960s, proposed a universal

set of phonetically natural processes (Stampe 1969). The theory is based on the

assumption that the phonological system of a language is largely the residue of an innate

system of phonological processes, governed by forces implicit in human speech

production and perception, and revised in certain ways by linguistic experience (Donegan
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& Stampe 1979). Thus, NP has very close links with phonetics. In addition to Ll

phonological acquisition, NP has provided a useful theoretical framework for application

to the situation of adult second language phonology (Dziubalska-Koiaczyk 1987). Just as

Ll phonology consists of both rules and processes, a distinction between rules and

processes is also important in L2 phonology. NP accounts for Ll and L2 in the same way.

Sound substitutions produced by children who are acquiring English as their Ll are also

found in the speech of L2 adult learners learning English as their second language.

According to Dziubalska-Koiaczyk (1987:201), an adult L2 learner's phonological

system comprises only "selected processes and underlying representations together with

learned rules." When Ll processes are subconsciously applied by the learner to L2

sequences, Ll transfer occurs unless the Ll processes are identical with ones selected to

operate in L2. NP views Ll acquisition as the suppression of natural processes and L2

acquisition also as successive suppression of processes (Donegan & Stampe 1979;

Stampe 1969, 1979; Dziubalska-Koiaczyk 1987). That is, from the nature of processes it

follows that processes which apply to Ll inputs will continue to apply also to L2 inputs.

Table 1.1 illustrates the variable application of a process, palatalization, in three

languages: English, Hawaiian, and Korean.

I Ph IONfr11 V . blTABLE . ana e appJICatlOn 0 a process In atura ono ogy
Process Example: Palatalization

Language 1 Suppressed English (e.g., si i- Si)
Language 2 Not suppressed, latent (no input) Hawaiian (*s)
Language 3 Active/Applied Korean (e.g., s~ S/_ i)
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The same process, which is allowed to apply in both Ll and L2, is assumed to create no

problems. For instance, if an L2 has the same active palatalization process as Korean,

Korean speakers learning this L2 will not have difficulty in producing palatalized sounds.

There may be processes which are active in Ll but are not allowed to be applied

in L2. If the L2 provides the necessary environment for the application of a process

which exists in only Ll, interference may occur because Ll processes are subconsciously

applied to L2 by learners. For example, if English lsi and lSI are allophones in Korean,

Korean speakers learning English may be expected to apply their Ll palatalization (lsi ~

[J] 1_ i or j) and confuse English Isil see and lSi I she.

On the other hand, if the process is already suppressed in Ll but is allowed to be

applied in L2, NP suggests that L2leamers are able to reactivate the process. Presumably,

it is easier for the L2 learners "to reactivate once-suppressed process than to learn to

suppress a process" (Simackova 1997:35). For example, in Korean, lsi becomes [J] before

a high front vowel or a palatal glide. The palatalization process is active in Korean but is

not applied in English because English speakers suppress the process. If English provides

the same environment for palatalization which is active in Korean, Korean learners of

English may transfer Korean palatalization to English and thus it may take time for

Korean ESL learners to learn to suppress the process, whereas English learners of Korean

may be able to reactivate the process although in learning English, they suppressed the

process. Unlike other theories of second language phonology, NP is not confined to L2

phonology; it deals with data from loan phonology, foreign accents, language change,

careful and casual speech, children's speech, etc., and is intended to account for all levels

of phonological representation.
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Thus far, in the present chapter, acquisition theories such as the Contrastive

Analysis Hypothesis (CAH), the Ontogeny Phylogeny Model (OPM), and Natural

Phonology (NP) have been addressed. Regarding L2 speech perception, there are two

well-known and well-respected models of L2 speech: Flege's Speech Learning Model

(SLM) and Best's Perceptual Assimilation Model (PAM). Both are built on a

classification of the relationship between sounds in native languages and target languages

under the influence of the Contrastive Analysis Hypothesis (De longe 1995).

In support of the Speech Learning Model (SLM), Flege (1987, 1990, 1992, 1995,

2003) has carried out a number of experimental research studies focused on the relation

of perception to production in terms of the differences between Ll and L2 sounds. In the

SLM (Flege 1990), L2 sounds are judged and classified as 'new', 'similar' or 'identical'

based on criteria such as IPA symbols (phoneme representation), acoustic-based

judgments, and auditory-based judgments for predicting similarity.3 A new L2 sound

differs acoustically and perceptually from the Ll sounds that most closely resemble it.

There is no corresponding sound used in the Ll. An L2 sound categorized as similar to

an Ll sound can be represented by the same IPA symbol as its counterpart in the Ll, but

there are some acoustic 'audible' differences between the two. An Ll and L2 sound

categorized as identical uses the same IPA symbol and L2 learners do not notice any

differences between the two sounds, which can also be true of 'similar' sounds, in the

Speech Learning Model.

3 Mack (1989) assumes that Lllearning by young children may be categorized as a "bottom-up" process of
learning, whereas L2 learning by older children and adults may be categorized as a "top-down" process.
All sounds are new for young children in the process of Ll acquisition, but L2 learners learn additional
sounds built on a pre-established phonetic system.
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The SLM predicts that an L2 sound judged as identical to an Ll sound will be

perceived and produced accurately by the L2 learners due to 'positive transfer', while a

L2 sound similar to an Ll sound will not be perceived and produced as an authentic L2

sound by learners, because L2 learners classify the two sounds as equivalent. Thus, they

tend to substitute an Ll sound that most closely resembles the L2 sound. A new L2 sound

does not have the corresponding sound in the Ll but may be perceived better than a

similar L2 sound by L2learners because new sounds are acoustically robust and salient to

L2 listeners.

Flege (1995) includes three postulates and seven hypotheses in the SLM. The

seven hypotheses are illustrated in Table 1.2 below. Hypothesis 2 (H2) states that with

extensive language experience, adult L2 learners will perceive and produce new L2

sounds accurately if the L2 sounds have no obvious corresponding counterparts in the L1.

This is in contrast to the view that second language acquisition is constrained by a critical

period. Hypothesis 3 (H3) predicts that the more different the Ll and L2 segments, the

more listeners will hear a difference in sound. H3 predicts that as the L2 learners' age of

learning (AOL) increases, L2 learners are less able to discern the phonetic properties of

the similar L2 sounds accurately. However, these hypotheses were not always supported

by other researchers. There are some examples of both native-like performance of similar

L2 sounds and unsuccessful performance of new L2 sounds. For instance, Munro (1993)

observed. in a production study of English vowels by thirty-two Arabic speakers, that

they produced new vowels poorly but similar vowels adequately.
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TABLE 1.2 Seven Hypotheses forming a Speech Learning Model (SLM). Adapted from
Fl (1995)ege
HI Sounds in the Ll and L2 are perceptually related to the allophonic level rather

than phonemic level.
H2 A new phonetic category can be established for an L2 sound that differs

phonetically from the closest Ll sound if bilinguals (advanced L2 learners)
discern at least some of the phonetic differences between the Ll and L2 sounds.

H3 The greater the perceived phonetic dissimilarity between an L2 sound and the
closest Ll sound, the more likely it is that phonetic difference between the
sounds will be discerned.

H4 The likelihood of phonetic differences between Ll and L2 sounds, and between
L2 sounds that are non-contrastive in the Ll, being discerned decreases as age
of learning (AOL) increases.

H5 Category formation for an L2 sound may be blocked by the mechanism of
equivalence classification. When this happens, a single phonetic category will
be used to process perceptually linked Ll and L2 sounds (diaphones).
Eventually, the diaphones will resemble one another in production.

H6 The phonetic category established for L2 sounds by a bilingual may differ from
a monolingual's if: 1) the bilingual's category is "deflected" away from an Ll
category to maintain phonetic contrast between categories in a common LI-L2
phonological space; or 2) the bilingual's representation is based on different
features, or feature weight, than a monolingual's.

H7 The production of a sound eventually corresponds to the properties represented
in its phonetic category representation. Sounds will eventually be produced as
specified in phonetic category representation. If the new phonetic category
established by a bilingual for an L2 sound matches that of native speakers, then
the L2 sound will be produced accurately.

In the Perceptual Assimilation Model (PAM) proposed by Best and her colleagues

(Best 1995; Best & Strange 1992; Best et al. 2001), learners assimilate non-native sound

contrasts to native language phonemes and are able to perceive variations between native

and non-native sounds. The model claims that non-native sounds tend to be perceived

according to their similarities to, and discrepancies from, the native sounds. Similarities

between non-native and native sounds are predicted to determine listeners' perceptual

assimilation of the non-native phones to native categories. Table 1.3 summarizes six

assimilation patterns and the discrimination levels predicted for each.
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TABLE 1.3 Assimilation patterns for non-native contrasts & their discrimination levels.
Ad d f B (1995)apte rom est
Two-Category Each non-native segment is assimilated to a different
Assimilation (TC Type) native category, and discrimination is expected to be

excellent.
Category-Goodness Both non-native sounds are assimilated to the same native
Difference (CG Type) category, but they differ in discrepancy from native 'ideal'

(e.g., one is acceptable, the other deviant). Discrimination
is expected to be moderate to very good, depending on the
magnitude of difference in category goodness for each of
the non-native sounds.

Single-Category Both non-native sounds are assimilated to the same native
Assimilation (SC Type) category, but are equally discrepant from the native

"ideal"; that is, both are equally acceptable or both equally
deviant. Discrimination is expected to be poor (although it
may be somewhat above chance level).

Both Uncategorizable Both non-native sounds fall within phonetic space but
(UUType) outside of any particular native category, and can vary in

their discriminability as uncategorizable speech sounds.
Discrimination is expected to range form poor to very
good, depending upon their proximity to each other and to
native categories within native phonological space.

Uncategorizable vs. One non-native sound assimilated to a native category, the
Categorized (UC Type) other falls in phonetic space, outside native categories.

Discrimination is expected to be good to very good.
Nonassimilable Both non-native categories fall outside of the speech
(NA Type) domain (are heard as non-speech sounds), and the pair can

vary in their discriminability as nonspeech sounds;
discrimination is expected to be good to very good.

All examples in Best (1995) are from comparisons of Ll English and non-native

languages. Two of the six different types of assimilation patterns for non-native contrast

are discussed in this dissertation: Two-Category Assimilation (TC type) and Category-

Goodness Difference (CG type). In the TC type, each sound of a non-native contrast is

assimilated to two separate Ll categories. These non-native sounds may be similar to the

two Ll sounds, or identical. Non-native speakers' discrimination level is expected to be

excellent. In the CG type of assimilation pattern, two phonemes of a non-native contrast

are similar to one Ll category, but one of them is more similar to one Ll category than
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the other. Non-native speakers' discrimination level is moderate to very good depending

on the degree of similarity of non-native sounds to L1 sounds. Best hypothesizes that

non-native listeners will perceive the TC type better than the SC type. However, Best and

her colleagues do not seem to have carried out testing of all assimilation types postulated

by the PAM in actual language learning situations, because the PAM focuses on the

perception of non-native sound contrasts by non-native speakers. In order for the PAM to

be applied as a theory in the field of language acquisition, experimental research studies

need to be done that focus on both production and perception along with participation of

second language learners.

There are several main differences between SLM and PAM. The first difference is

that the PAM emphasizes the perception of L2 contrasts by L2 learners rather than the

perception of single L2 sounds. Second, the SLM links perception to production from a

psychoacoustic perspective, claiming that results on the production of new, similar, and

identical L2 phonemes are the same as for perception, while the PAM deals with only

perception of non-native language. Finally, the SLM focuses on advanced L2 learners

who have spoken their L2 for many years, while the PAM so far has involved non-native

speakers who are not familiar with foreign sounds.

1.4 The relationships between speech production and perception

There has been great progress in understanding the nature of human speech

production and perception with the aid of new technology in the diverse fields related to

human language such as linguistics, second language studies, psychology, speech

pathology, speech science, computer engineering, and the like (Miller, Kent & AtaI1991).
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In the past, not so many experimental studies have been concerned with the perception

and production of L2 learners. However, recent research has been more and more

concerned with this relationship between production and perception of sounds in

language acquisition.

Researchers have agreed that there is a close connection between production and

perception in L1 acquisition (Donegan 1995; Major 2001; Stampe 1979). Natural

Phonology claims that there is much evidence that in phonology "the child's

representations closely conform to adult speech" (1979: p. xiii). At any given stage in L1,

perception is a prerequisite to production. This means that the child's substitutions are

due to articulatory difficulties rather than perceptual difficulties because he has not yet

acquired articulatory gestures completely. For instance, a child who says [gak] for dog is

trying to say [d~g], but due to consonant harmony and terminal obstruent devoicing, the

word is pronounced as [gak] (Major 2001:54).

Just as in L1 acquisition, we would expect some logical connection between

perception and production in L2 acquisition. However, the relationship in L2 acquisition

is not yet clear. Generally speaking, L2 learners' errors are due to difficulties in both

production and perception. However, there has been relatively little work done regarding

differences in perceptual and articulatory difficulties in L2. In this section we will review

the literature concerned with the relationship between speech production and perception,

particularly in experimental studies concerning L2 acquisition of segments such as

vowels and consonants.

In order to explain the complex relationship between the production and

perception of L2 sounds, many factors must be taken into account: age of learning, length
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of residence or degree of exposure to language, class of sounds, the degree of similarities

between Ll and L2 sounds. The following questions concerning the relationship between

the production and perception of L2 sounds are addressed. First, must perception precede

production in the process of acquiring an L2? If L2 learners are not able to adequately

pronounce sounds, is this due to the fact that accurate perception is a prerequisite to good

production? Second, can production precede perception? If L2 learners are able to

produce sounds that they cannot perceive well, then could good production be a pre

requisite to accurate perception? The answers to these questions are very important in

that they will provide us with theoretical as well as pedagogical implications for teaching

pronunciation in L2 teaching environments. They can provide L2 teachers or researchers

with data about how to improve production and perception of L2 sounds.

It is widely accepted that both production and perception of L2 sounds are

influenced by the sound system of Ll. Donegan (1995) supports the general claim that

the phonemic system of Ll affects the learning of L2. The role of the Ll in the perception

of an L2 has also been observed in various research studies (Polivanov 1931 cited in

Llisterri 1995; Trubetzkoy 1939 cited in Llisterri 1995; Flege 1991). For example,

Scholes (1968) found that in vowel perception tests subjects tended to map synthetic

vowel stimuli into the vowel systems of their native language.

However, a few research studies show that there is no association between speech

production and speech perception. For instance, Nemser (1971), in a research study of

English by native speakers of Hungarian, found that his subjects tended to perceive the

English interdentals as labial fricatives, to produce them as stops, and to imitate them as

either stops or fricatives. From these observations, he concluded that patterns of
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perception and production are disassociated. Also, Strange & Jenkins (1978) assume that

for adults, production and perception of non-native contrasts not found in their native

language are not necessarily closely related, based on the finding of Goto's study (1971).

For details of Goto's study, see section 1.4.2. Concerning the relationship between

production and perception, recent studies show that consonants and vowels behave in

different ways (Rochet 1995; Llisterri 1995).

1.4.1 Perception precedes production in L2 acquisition

Adult L2 learners need enough input to exactly produce their L2 sounds (Major

2001). Their pronunciation can be, in part, the result of how they perceive the L2 sound,

which is often in terms of the Ll perceptual system. A learner misperceives an L2 sound

as similar to an Ll sound and thus produces the Ll-transferred L2 sound. There are a

number of studies claiming that perception precedes production in L2 acquisition. That is,

some L2 learners are unable to correctly produce a non-native contrast that Ll does not

have, even though they are able to perceive and distinguish the contrast accurately.

Barry (1989) examined the correlation between production and perception of English

vowels by German speakers and concluded that "well-established perceptual categories

are more likely to be accompanied by more acceptable production, suggesting the

possibility of using perceptual abilities to predict accuracy in production."

There is a great deal of individual variability in adults' perceptual ability of L2

sounds. Experimental studies concerning the perception and production of vowels have

consistently shown a close link between production and perception in different

proficiency levels of L2learners. Major (1987) found that, depending on their proficiency
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level, some L2 learners are not able to distinguish Portuguese leII and leI!: beginning

learners with poor pronunciation are not able to perceive them; nor are advanced learners

with poor pronunciation (p. 221). However, advanced learners with good pronunciation

are able to perceive the differences between the two diphthongs.

Similarly, Flege (1995) suggests that accurate L2 production is limited by

perceptual accuracy. Borden, Gerber, & Milsark (1983), after examining the correlation

between production and perception of English the liquid contrast III and Irl in prevocalic

position by Korean speakers learning English, concluded that there was a significant

relationship between production and perception. They conducted different experiments

such as production, identification, discrimination, and self-perception tests. In their study,

improvement in self-perception seems to be correlated with improvement in production,

indicating that speech perception may be a prerequisite for accurate production, or vice

versa.

However, Sheldon (1985) - using the same data reported by Borden, Gerber, &

Milsark (1983) - refuted the claim of Bordon et al. (1983), arguing that among beginning

Korean ESL learners perception scores exceed production scores, but the longer subjects

stay in the United States, the more production scores improve as compared with

perception scores. The result is consistent with Bohn & Flege's (1990) finding that L2

experience makes a bigger difference in production improvement than in perception

improvement.

Bohn & Flege (1990), in their experimental study of perception and production of

a new category by adult L2 learners, show a clear difference between the two groups of

speakers: inexperienced and experienced learners of English. Inexperienced German
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learners did not produce the contrast between the two vowels lEI and laal, but they

succeeded in differentiating the vowels in a labeling task. However, experienced German

speakers of English did produce the contrast between the two vowels and were able to

achieve better labeling results than the non-experienced ones. For more details on the

relationship between production and perception in terms of language experience, see

section 1.5.

1.4.2 Production precedes perception in L2 acquisition

A number of studies also support the claim that prior perceptual mastery is neither

necessary nor sufficient for good pronunciation. L2 speakers may be able to produce

some sounds they do not perceive well. Ladefoged (1967: 168) introduced two groups of

experiments supporting the hypothesis that production precedes perception. First,

Romaquin and Anderson (cited in Ladefoged 1967) conducted research on the learning of

English by Filipino students in the Philippines. The Filipino learners of English were

tested on their ability to produce and perceive a list of English words containing

contrasting vowels. Scores of their production were based on judgments of the

correctness of pronunciation by English-speaking phoneticians. The experimenters found

that subjects' production scores were always better than their perception scores,

indicating that the ability to produce differences between sounds often comes before the

ability to hear these differences. According to Ladefoged (1967), accurate production can

be achieved through an understanding of the articulations involved without good

perception, indicating that production precedes perception. Even though Ladefoged

(1967) found some apparent exceptional cases (i.e., some students learning a foreign
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language often distinguish between sounds made by the instructor but do not produce the

difference), Ladefoged himself accepts the hypothesis that production precedes

perception.

It may seem surprising that, in general, people cannot hear differences between
sounds until after they have learnt to make these differences; and, of course,
there are many contrary cases, such as children who show by their behavior that
they can hear the difference between two sounds, but cannot yet produce them
both. But I suspect that this is not the usual pattern in language learning, even
among children. There is a growing body of evidence which indicates that it is
not true that the auditory level is in any sense primary. We no more 'speak, in
order to be heard, in order to be understood' (Jakobson & Halle 1956) than we
understand what we hear because we can speak. (Ladefoged 1967:167-168)

In Goto's study (1971) on the production and perception of liquids III and Irl,

among adult Japanese learners of English some of his subjects could not accurately

discriminate the liquid phonemes in their own production, even though they were able to

produce the distinction appropriately. In Japanese, the liquid sounds [r] and [1] are not

contrastive.

Sheldon & Strange (1982) also examined the relationship between the production

and perception of English Irl and III by Japanese learners of English. They found that

production of the English contrast was more accurate than their perception of it,

particularly in prevocalic position, supporting the claim that speech production can

precede speech perception. Some Japanese subjects differentiated correctly between Ir/

and III in their production but were not able to perceive the distinction in productions by

American English speakers. Also, the data on self-perception indicates that five Japanese

speakers made more errors in perception than in production. According to Mackain, Best

& Strange (1981), categorical perception of the 11/- Irl contrast by Japanese learners with
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good pronunciation was reliable, unlike Japanese learners with a low proficiency level,

indicating that Japanese phonetic categories for Irl and III had been developed as L2

acquisition proceeds.

Kang (1999) conducted a similar experiment where the perception and production

of English Irl and III by Korean speakers was examined. In Korean the liquid sounds Irl

and III are in complementary distribution; Irl occurs in word-initial position or between

vowels, while III occurs in word-final position. The result of the experiment supports the

claim that L2learners' production can be developed earlier than their perceptual abilities.

1.4.3 Production and perception of similar and dissimilar sounds

As for the relative difficulty of new and similar sounds in second language

acquisition, there are a number of studies focused mainly on speech production. Flege

and his colleagues have conducted many experimental phonetic studies on the role of the

similarities between L1 and L2 sounds. The main questions addressed in their studies are

whether new sounds are more difficult or are easier for adult L2 learners to produce

accurately than similar sounds. It has been widely accepted that new L2 sounds can be

more difficult for adult learners to produce than similar sounds. However, Flege's studies

show that similar L2 sounds are more difficult for L2 learners to hear and produce than

new L2 sounds (Flege 1987). L2 learners are more likely to hear an L2 sound as similar

to an L1 sound, and classify the L2 sound in terms of an L1 phoneme accordingly, and

then produce an L1-transferred L2 sound. For example, in a study of Americans'

production of French vowels Flege (1987), found that French lui, which is similar to

English high back vowel lui, is not accurately produced by English learners of French. By
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contrast, French high front rounded Iyl, which is classified as new, is produced more

authentically by American English learners of French. Even highly experienced L2

learners do not produce similar sounds accurately. Bohn & Flege (1990) show that

experienced adult L2learners produce and perceive a new vowel category accurately, and

L2 experience seems to have a more profound impact on the production than on the

perception of a new vowel category. They concluded that in the early stages of L2

acquisition, a new sound was less difficult to perceive than a similar sound, because new

sounds are perceptually salient, i.e. there are noticeable differences between L1 and L2

sounds. See section 1.5 for more details regarding linguistic experience in second

language acquisition.

Young-Scholten (1985), in a study of German second graders whose teacher

spoke Swabian German, claimed that similar sounds cause more errors and are more

difficult to learn. Major (1987) found that advanced learners have more difficulty in

producing similar sounds, while beginning learners show difficulty in producing new

sounds. A study conducted by Valdman (1976) suggested that adult L2 learners succeed

more often in producing new sounds than similar sounds because they can avoid using

previously established patterns of articulation.

1.5 Second language experience of the speaker

Factors of L2 language experience such as age of learning, age of arrival, length

of residence, and length of exposure to the language have been investigated in second

language acquisition. Research investigating the significance of length of residence or

length of exposure to language proficiency has been conducted by Flege and his
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colleagues. Bohn and Flege (1990) found in a study of the perception and production of a

new vowel category by adult German learners that first, given extensive language

experience with the target language, adults are able to produce and perceive a new vowel

category accurately. Second, they found that L2 experience seems to have a more

profound impact on the production than on the perception of a new vowel category

because "continued L2 contact enables L2 speakers to produce a new vowel contrast like

native speakers of the L2," but, at the same time, perceptual abilities for the new vowel

contrast may lag behind even after a long period of exposure to L2. They conclude that

perception of a new contrast precedes its production in the early stages of L2 acquisition

but not in the advanced stages. And third, they found that perception and production of

spectral and durational differences for the English IEI-/rel pair were quite independent of

each other.

Flege, Takagi & Mann (1995) found, in a production study of English 1:11 and III

by adult Japanese speakers that experienced Japanese learners (who had lived more than

twelve years in the US) performed at close to native speaker levels on the production of

1:11 and Ill, but inexperienced Japanese speakers (who had lived less than three years in the

US) performed significantly worse than the experienced Japanese speakers or English

native speakers. The result implies that length of residence in the target-language country

influenced the production of the L2 sounds III and Ill. On the other hand, Larson-Hall

(2001) replicated the study of Flege, Takagi, & Mann (1995) and found that length of

residence did not make any difference in production improvement. There was no

statistically significant difference between speakers who had spent about 1 year in the

United States and speakers who had spent about 23 years in the United States. For
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instance, some Japanese learners of English who had lived in an English-speaking

environment for about 20 years rated their own English proficiency fairly highly, but

their production scores were poor and sometimes poorer than those who had lived for a

short time in the U.S.

1.6 Conclusion

In this chapter, we have sketched five theories of second language phonology: the

Contrastive Analysis Hypothesis (CAH), Natural Phonology (NP), the Ontogeny

Phylogeny Model (OPM), the Speech Learning Model (SLM), and the Perceptual

Assimilation Model (PAM). The later theories or models (NP, the OPM, the SLM, and

the PAM) are built upon the Contrastive Analysis Hypothesis and tend to explain

phenomena previously unaccounted for by the CAR. But the main difference between

these four models and the CAH are the notion of the universal and that of interlanguage.

The CAH did not consider universal factors found in most languages, whereas the OPM

and NP do. Even though it is claimed that the CAH can predict all learners' errors in

pronunciation, experimental evidence shows that processes other than transfer are also at

work. These may involve idiosyncratic characteristics found in interlanguage as well as

universals. Ferguson (1984:247) argues that the acquisition of a second language must be

constrained by the nature of human language. Very few theories claim exceptionless

predictions (Major 2001:34). Moreover, not all of the theories above account for the same

data. Thus, rather than working under the rubric of a single the present study will focus

primarily on the description of data results, and will also discuss how different aspects of

these data support or disconfirm different models.



CHAPTER 2
PHONETICS AND PHONOLOGY OF KOREAN AND ENGLISH FRICATIVES

2.1 Introduction

The present chapter provides an introduction to the empirical scope of this

dissertation as well as a brief overview of phonological and phonetic issues (e.g.,

tenseness, phonetic similarities between native and non-native sounds, etc.) that play an

important role later in data analysis. Section 2.2 presents and discusses the distinctive

features of fricative sounds from various perspectives. Section 2.2.2 deals with how the

Korean tense versus lax distinction is characterized acoustically and articulatorily in the

literature. Subsequent sections consider the phonetics and phonology of Korean and

English fricatives.

2.2 Distinctive features

The distinctive features, first introduced by the Prague School, have been defined

differently in various approaches as articulatory, acoustic, or perceptual features (Trask

1996). The function of the term distinctive plays an important role in the development of

the feature theory proposed by Jakobson and his colleagues (Jakobson, Fant, & Halle

1963; Jakobson & Halle 1971). Jakobson et al. (1951) claim that the smallest units of

language are distinctive features, not phonemes, because phonemes can be described and

differentiated in terms of distinctive features. The theory developed by Jakobson, Fant, &

Halle (1963) presented correlates of the distinctive features in terms of articulation,

acoustics, and perception. Jakobson, Fant, & Halle's feature system (1963), composed of
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only twelve binary features, l differs from the Sound Pattern of English (SPE) system

proposed by Chomsky & Halle (1968) in that the SPE feature system 2 consists of

fourteen binary features, most of which are defined in articulatory terms. Another

proposal for feature theory offered by Ladefoged (2001) objects to traditional use of

binary features and introduces non-binary parameters or multivalued features, e.g, high,

mid, and low vowels. NP claims that features must have all three components

(articulation, acoustics, and perception) like those of Jakobson, Fant, and Halle's system.

In considering all of these facts and observations, Singh (1976) describes three types of

distinctive features: 1) articulatory, 2) acoustic, and 3) perceptual features. Phonemes can

be described in terms of 1) articulatory features such as the place and the manner of

articulation and voicing, 2) acoustic features such as frequency, amplitude, and duration

of speech sounds, and 3) perceptual features which result from the auditory

discrimination between the phonemes (Singh 1976:5).

2.2.1 Tense and lax in distinctive feature theory

The terms tense and lax have been defined differently by different linguists. In

Jakobson-Halle's terms, tense segments involve an acoustically longer steady state

portion of the sound; an articulatorily deliberate, effortful performance of the required

gesture; a more extreme movement of the oral tract from its neutral position; and

aerodynamically heightened air pressure as compared with their lax counterparts

I In Jakobson, Fant, and Halle (1963), twelve features are specified: 1) vocalic/non-vocalic, 2)
consonantal/non-consonantal, 3) interrupted/continuant, 4) checked/unchecked, 5) strident/mellow, 6)
voiced/unvoiced, 7) compact/diffuse, 8) grave/acute, 9) flat/plain, 10) sharp/plain, 11) tense/lax, 12)
nasal/oral.
2 The distinctivefeatures proposed by Chomsky and Halle (1968: 176-177) are [±vocalic], [±sonorant],
[±consonantal], [±back], [±high], [±low], [±anterior], [±coronal], [±round], [±tense], [±voice],
[±continuant], [±nasal], and [±strident].
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(Jakobson & Halle 1971:43). In English, voiceless consonants such as Ip, t, k, f, s, e, JI

are classified by Jakobson and Halle (1971) as having the feature value [+tense], whereas

voiced consonants such as Ib, d, g, v, z, 5, 31 are classified as having the feature [-tense].

On the other hand, Chomsky & Halle (1968) characterize the phonetic difference

between tense and lax sounds as a difference in the manner in which the articulatory

gesture is executed:

A tense sound is executed deliberately so that the articulating organs actually
attain their various target configurations; in producing a lax sound, on the other
hand, the gesture is executed rapidly and with reduced amplitude. Tense vowels
are, therefore, distinguished from the corresponding lax vowels by being more
intense, of longer duration, and articulated with a greater deviation of the vocal
cavity from its neutral (rest) position. These facts have led to the description of
lax vowels as being "lazy" variants of the corresponding tense vowels
(Chomsky and Halle 1968:68-69).

Chomsky & Halle (1968: 177) use tenseness primarily for classification of English

vowels, 3 while Jakobson & Halle (1968) use tenseness to distinguish voiceless

consonants from voiced counterparts. In the present study, the feature [tense] is used as a

phonetic distinctive feature for classification of consonants on the basis of Jakobson &

Halle's distinctive feature theory which involves articulation, acoustics, and perception.

The feature [tense] is discussed for classification of Korean obstruents in section 2.3 in

more detail.

3 For consonants, Chomsky and Halle (1968) prefer the feature [±voice] to the feature [±tense] and
described the latter as a supplementary feature.
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2.2.2 Phonological and phonetic specification of the feature [tense]
in the literature

Some linguists (cited in Hardcastle 1973:263) claim that the feature [tense] is an

important, independent manner-differentiating feature and have suggested a wide variety

of physiological, acoustic, and aerodynamic correlates for the feature, such as degree of

muscular tension in the vocal folds and the pharynx, peripheral tongue position, width of

the pharynx or position of the larynx, intra-oral pressure, and temporal parameters. The

terms tensellax, fortisllenis, and strong/weak have been used interchangeably and with

some variation in meaning in the literature (Ladefoged & Maddieson 1996:95; Hardcastle

1973).

The terms tense and lax are used differently in Korean and in English. Since SPE,

the features tense and lax have been used to distinguish vowels in English from each

other. Tense vowels are usually said to require more extreme positioning of the tongue

and the lips in the vocal tract, a more extreme articulatory gesture, and longer duration

than lax vowels, as shown in the pairs heat-hit, and who'd-hood (Ladefoged 2001). On

the other hand, the tense and lax distinction in the case of consonants was used to refer to

the distinction between voiceless and voiced consonants in the nineteenth century and,

later, in Halle, Hughes & Radley's (1956) description of the English stops. In many cases

it is not phonetically accurate to call stops b, d, g voiced. In three positions -- initial, final,

and before voiceless consonants -- they tend to be devoiced. Phoneticians describe the

two series of stops as tense and lax rather than as voiceless and voiced in Germanic

languages, such as English, German, and Dutch (Ladefoged & Maddieson 1996:95).

Andre Malecot published his first article on force of articulation in 1955, explaining the

concept of force of articulation as a significant consonant attribute and phonetic criterion.
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He explained that in English, the voiced consonants, which require a relatively small

amount of energy, are called lenis, while their voiceless counterparts, which require a

greater amount of energy, are called fortis. For this reason, tense is used for

phonologically voiceless consonants and lax for phonologically voiced consonants.

Jessen (1998) investigated how the phonemic difference between the sets of

German obstruents fp, t, k, f, sf and Ib, d, g, v, zf is represented in terms of distinctive

features. He accepted the claim that the opposition between fp, t, k/ and Ib, d, g/ can be

better represented by the feature [±tense] rather than the feature [voice], based on the

results of articulatory and acoustic experiments (pp.117-25), and proposed that the

feature [tense] can be defined in terms of duration,4 giving evidence from the analysis of

differences in duration of aspiration, closure (stops), friction (fricatives), and voicing

(stops and fricatives). Jessen (1998:119) summarizes most of the articulatory,

aerodynamic, and acoustic correlates of the feature [tense] for consonants that have been

mentioned frequently in the literature as shown in Table 2.1.

TABLE 2.1 Correlates of the feature [tense] used for consonants
[+tense] [-tense]
high low
high low
high low
open closed
high low

Oral air pressure
Oral airflow
Muscular tension
Glottal opening
Amplitude
Duration

Aspiration
Total
Closure

long
long
long

short
short
short

4 Jakobson, Fant and Halle (1963) regard duration as the primary acoustic correlate of the feature [tense].
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In Table 2.1, tense consonants are specified by higher oral air pressure, greater oral air

flow, higher muscular tension, open glottis, greater amount of energy, and longer

duration than their corresponding lax consonants. Just as in English and German,

generally phonologically voiceless stops have greater mean oral pressure and air flow

than voiced stops.

Similarly, Bush (1964:22) presented some acoustic information on non-sibilant

fricatives, and illustrated the acoustic specifications of the distinctive features as shown

in Table 2.2.

TABLE 2.2 Acoustic specification of [+tense] and [-tense] for fricatives
Distinctive feature Acoustic characteristics Phonemes

Tense
[+tense]

Lax
[-tense]

- Higher total amount of energy
- Greater spread of energy in spectrum
- Longer duration
- Lower total amount of energy
- Smaller spread of energy in spectrum
- Shorter duration

IfI, 181

lvi, 101

In Table 2.2, the feature [tense] is specified for fricatives in terms of three phonetic

parameters: total amount of energy, spread of energy, and duration. First, the mean

amount of energy for tense and lax fricatives is multiplied by the entire frication duration

(dB x milliseconds). The tense fricatives IfI and 181 in medial positions have a greater

amount of energy than their lax counterparts Ivl and 10/. Second, the mean frequency

spread of energy in the spectrum shows that tense fricatives have a greater spread in the

spectrum than lax fricatives. Finally, the durations of tense fricatives are longer than

those of lax fricatives.
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The distinction between tense and lax consonants is found in Korean as well.

However, it should be noted that tense and lax consonants might not be consistently and

significantly distinguished by all of the articulatory and acoustic correlates illustrated in

Tables 2.1 and 2.2: these correlates can vary depending on the class of consonants and

the language. In the literature, Korean tense obstruents have been characterized variously

by tight glottal closure and non-aspiration (Kagaya 1974; Iverson 1983) and by greater

subglottal pressure and tenser vocal tract walls (Ladefoged & Maddieson 1996:95). Not

all of the phonetic parameters in Tables 2.1 and 2.2 can be used to distinguish Korean

tense consonants from their lax counterparts.

Lisker & Abramson (1971) and Ladefoged (1996) claim that both the feature

[tense] and the feature [aspirated] play an important role in manner classification (i.e.,

voiced and voiceless) of English stops. However, these two features [tense] and

[aspirated] alone are not enough to classify Korean obstruents. Unlike English stops,

Korean obstruents are all phonemically voiceless. It is well-known that Korean has a

three-way phonemic contrast between voiceless obstruents, and a two-way contrast

between fricatives. Ahn (1998:19) represents phonemes in terms of the features

[aspirated] and [tense], as in Table 2.3.

for Korean obstruentsns lstmctlve eature speCl lcatlOns
Tense [+tense, -aspirated]
Plain(=lax) [-tense, -aspirated]
Aspirated [+tense, +aspirated]

TABLE 23 Ah ' (2001) d' .

In Table 2.3, the tense obstruents have been described as unaspirated and tense, the plain

obstruents as unaspirated and lax, and the aspirated obstruents as aspirated and tense.
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Lisker & Abramson (1971:136) combine voicing and aspiration into one

parameter, voice-onset time (VOT), which refers to the time interval between the release

of a closure and the start of voicing (Ladefoged 2001:125). Shin (1997), in a production

study of Korean stops and affricates, reports that the mean VOT of aspirated stops is

about four times longer than that of tense stops (57.82 ms vs. 14.47 ms). Also, most

researchers agree that Korean lax obstruents have longer VOT values than Korean tense

obstruents (Ahn 1998; Shin 1997). Thus, in terms of VOT, Korean distinguishes three

types of voiceless stops: unaspirated, slightly aspirated, and heavily aspirated. However,

the acoustic parameter VOT alone is not sufficient to characterize and differentiate

Korean obstruents. Other phonetic parameters should not be ignored. In addition to

having a longer VOT, lax consonants are distinguished from tense consonants by shorter

closure (or friction) duration, less muscular tension, and less constricted glottis.

In summary, the tense-lax distinction has been treated differently depending on

the language (e.g., English, German, Korean), the segment type (i.e., vowels vs.

consonants), and the phonetic parameters (i.e., duration, air pressure, air flow, amplitude,

aspiration, etc.). The concept of a tense-lax distinction is still one of the more

controversial issues among phonologists and phoneticians. In this dissertation, the terms

tense and lax are used to distinguish the two Korean fricatives, which are discussed in the

following section in more detail.
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2.3 Fricatives in Korean and English 5

Fricatives6 are sounds produced by a turbulent airstream passing through a narrow

constriction at some point along the length of the vocal tract (Stevens 1998; Ladefoged

2001). Unlike vowels, whose source is at the glottis, the source of fricative sounds is

where a constriction occurs. Fricatives are articulatorily different from stops in that stops

are made by blocking airflow completely in the oral cavity, while fricatives are made by

forming a nearly complete obstruction of the vocal tract so that the airflow moves out

through the narrow passage in the vocal tract due to "close approximation of two

articulators" (Ladefoged 2001). Acoustically, fricatives have noticeable characteristics;

they show a large amount of aperiodic energy and random noise in higher frequency

regions in the spectrogram (Stevens 1998).

The phonemes selected for the present study are the two Korean voiceless sibilant

fricatives lsi and Is*I,7 (exemplified by si 'poem' and s*i 'seed'), and the two English

sibilant voiceless fricatives lsi and IS! (as in see and she). The fricatives vary depending

on the constriction place in the vocal tract, the degree of constriction, the shape of the

mouth, and the tongue shape. In Korean, the voiceless sibilant fricatives (lax lsi and tense

Is*/) occur only in syllable initial position. The fricatives become neutralized in syllable-

final position, where they are realized as an unreleased voiceless stop. In Korean, lsi

5 Korean has a three-way contrast among stops at the same place of articulation: voiceless tense, voiceless
lax and voiceless aspirated. Unlike stops, however, Korean fricatives show a two-way contrast.
Conventionally, fricatives are categorized as lax/lenis/plainlweak and tenseljortis/strong. For the sake of
simplicity and convenience, I will use the cover terms tense and lax to refer to Korean obstruents.
6 Nartey (1979) analyzed the phoneme inventory of 317 of the world's languages for universal tendencies
in phonemic distribution. Two hundred ninety six (296) of the 317 languages in the UCLA database have at
least one phonemic fricative. The most common fricative found in the world's languages is lsI, followed by

lSI and IfI.
7 Consonants marked with an asterisk (*) are tense and distinguished from glottalic sounds such as ejectives
or implosives.
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before a palatal glide Ij/ or a high front vowel IiI becomes palatalized m. In contrast, the

English voiceless sibilant fricatives lsI and lSI occur initially, medially, and finally within

a word. The present study includes the Korean allophonic fricative mbefore iiI in order

to determine the phonetic similarity between Korean mand English lSI.

Researchers have made many attempts to specify the fricatives acoustically and

articulatorily. Work on Korean includes Kagaya (1974), Iverson (1983), Jun, Beckman &

Lee (1998), Yoon (1998, 2002), Cho, Jun, & Ladefoged (2000), and Anderson et al.

(2004). Work on English includes Harris (1958), Mann & Repp (1980), Yeni-Komshian

& Soli (1981), Soli (1981), Behrens and Blumstein (1988a, 1988b), Jongman (1989,

2002), Whalen (1991), Kluender & Walsh (1992), and Hedrick & Ohde (1993).

Sections 2.3.1 and 2.3.2 examine articulatory and aerodynamic events as well as

acoustic attributes of Korean and English fricatives, respectively, along with the

distinctive feature specifications of the fricatives.

2.3.1 Phonetics and phonology of tense and lax fricatives in Korean

Korean has only two phonemic sibilant voiceless fricatives: lax lsI as in si 'poem'

and tense Is*1 as in s*i 'seed.' There is also the non-sibilant /hi as in hak 'crane.'8

Normally, these fricatives can be distinguished by Korean speakers in identical phonetic

contexts, regardless of whether these contexts are meaningful utterances in Korean or are

nonsense syllables. They are both produced without vibration of the vocal folds. Table

8 In English and Korean, IhJ is considered a non-sibilant fricative -- different from the other fricatives in
that the IhJ is constricted at the glottisthe supralaryngeal articulators are not involved in the production of
this fricative. For this reason, the phoneme IhJ is not selected for this study.
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2.4 displays the distinctive feature specifications of the fricatives in the underlying

representation posited for modern Korean (Kim-Renaud 1974).

f Korean fricativesfd' (1974) di .m- enau s stmctlve eature system 0

s s*
Sonorant - -
Syllabic - -
Consonantal + +
Anterior + +
Coronal + +
Palatal - -
High - -
Back - -
Low - -
Long - -
Labial - -
Continuant + +
Occlusive - -
Delayed - -
Nasal - -
Lateral - -
Tense - +
Aspirated - -
Strident + +

TABLE 24 Ki R

In Kim-Renaud's (1974) distinctive feature system, the two Korean sibilant fricatives lsi

and Is*1 are distinguished by the feature [tense] only, indicating that lsi has [-tense] and

Is*1 has [+tense]. In her system, both of the fricatives are classified as having the feature

[-aspirated]. However, a number of studies demonstrate that the Korean lax lsi is

phonetically aspirated (Kagaya 1974; Jun, Beckman & Lee 1998; Yoon 1998). In

Kagaya's (1974) fiberscopic and acoustic study of the Korean obstruents, the distance

between the vocal processes of the arytenoid cartilages is measured as the glottal width

by using individual frames of 16mm films magnified on a special solid screen by a film

analyzer. She finds that the Korean lax fricative lsi is an aspirated fricative [Sh]. In her
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acoustic study of Korean fricatives, visual examination of sound spectrograms shows that

in the context of la!, lsi displays clear aspiration, while aspiration is not observed in Is*l.

However, there is no difference in aspiration duration between lsi and Is*1 when the

following vowel is iii. Similarly, Yoon (1998), in his acoustic study of Korean fricatives,

reports that only in mid and low vowel contexts is the aspiration duration an invariant

acoustic parameter to distinguish lsi from Is*1 . He finds that Is*1 has much shorter

aspiration duration than lsi does in the context of Ia!. However, in the context of iii or lui,

there are no differences in aspiration duration between lsi and Is*l; in both, aspiration is

of short duration. Yoon (1998) concludes that the Korean lax fricative lsi is aspirated,

because of longer aspiration duration as well as lack of intervocalic voicing, a pattern that

is also true of the Korean aspirated stops.

On the other hand, some studies claim that the Korean lax fricative does not

belong to the aspirated category of Korean obstruents. Iverson (1983) claims that the

Korean lsi belongs to the lax category and the Korean Is*1 belongs to the tense category,

based on phonological and phonetic evidence. With regard to the lack of intervocalic

voicing of the fricatives, Iverson found that the fricative lsi undergoes the same

intervocalic slacking process, in that glottal width for lsi is reduced in the intervocalic

position as it is in the lax stops. In addition to intervocalic slacking, Iverson (1983) points

out that the Korean lax fricative lsi underges tensification just as lax stops do. The lax

consonants Ip, t, c, s, k/ change to their corresponding tense consonants [p*, t*, c*, s*,

k*] when they occur after obstruents (Sohn 1999; Cheon 2000; Iverson 1983), as shown

in Table 2.5. Korean aspirated obstruents, however, do not undergo tensification.
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TABLE 2.5 Post-obstruent tensification (Data from Cheon 2000:197-198)
Ipl -+ [p*] kukpap -+ [kukp*ap] 'soup & rice'
It! -+ [t*] siktang -+ [sikt*aIJ] 'restaurant'

lei -+ [c*] capci -+ [capc*i] 'magazine'
Ik/ -+ [k*] ipko -+ [ipk*o] 'wear and'
lsi -+ [s*] kuksu -+ [kuks*u] 'noodle soup'

The findings of Cho, Jun, & Ladefoged (2000) support Iverson's claim that the

Korean fricative lsi belongs to the lax category, giving phonetic and phonological

evidence. First, the lax fricative shows some amount of aspiration in the spectrogram, just

as lax stops do. Second, the onset of the vowel after lsi has a breathy voice quality similar

to that of vowels after the lax stops. Third, FO of the vowel onset after Is*1 is similar to

that after the tense stop, while FO for the lsi is higher than that after a lax stop and lower

than that after an aspirated stop. Fourth, lax lsi loses its aspiration word-medially as do

the lax stops. Finally, although it has been generally assumed that lsi does not become

voiced, about 48% of tokens produced in the experimental study were fully voiced

intervocalically. These results support the claim that lsi belongs to lax category, because

it behaves like a lax stop in undergoing intervocalic voicing. From these observations,

Cho, Jun, & Ladefoged (2000) conclude that tense obstruents can be classified as tense

and laryngealized and lax obstruents as lax, breathy, and slightly aspirated.

In general, consonants have been categorized in terms of place of articulation and

manner of articulation. With regard to the place of articulation of Korean consonants,

traditionally, Korean consonants It, th, t*, s, s*, n, II have been treated as alveolars or pre-

alveolars and Ie, ch
, c*1 as alveo-palatal or palatal consonants. Some experimental studies

have found that Korean fricatives are not produced with the same place of articulation in

the oral cavity as English alveolar fricatives. Table 2.6 summarizes the current Korean
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consonant system based on experimental studies (Schmidt 1994; Kim 1999; Cho, Jun, &

Ladefoged 2000; Choo and O'Grady 2003; Anderson et al. 2004).

TABLE 2.6 Korean consonant system based on Schmidt (1994), Kim (1999), Cho, Jun &
L d £ d (2000) dAd I (2004)a e oge , an n erson et a.

Bilabial Dental Alveolar Velar Glottal
(Pre-alveolar)

Stop p, ph, p* t, th, t* k, kh, k*
Fricative s, s* h
Affricate c, ch, c*
Nasal m n 1]

Liquid I

Sohn (1999:150) classifies Korean coronal consonants such as It, th, t*, S, s*, n, 11

as alveo-dental consonants, unlike English alveolar consonants. That is, they are

produced with "the blade of the tongue touching or approaching the back of the upper

front teeth and the alveolar ridge area with the tongue tip touching the back of the lower

teeth." According to Kim (1999), in recent phonetic studies of Korean consonants,

Korean affricates Ic, ch
, c*1 are neither alveo-palatal nor palato-alveolar; rather, they are

alveolars like the other coronal consonants. She examines the place of articulation of

Korean affricates based on the LPC spectra in an acoustic study,9 and also investigates

the place of articulation employing palatograms and linguograms in the articulation of the

Korean lax affricate Icl in the intervocalic position. Her acoustic and articulatory studies

show that Korean affricates are made at the alveolar ridge. Schmidt (1994) regards

Korean fricatives as dental sounds.

9 Stevens (1998:416-417) found that the acoustic cues for the place of articulation of an affricate are
associated with the initial release for the stop and with the frication which occurs at least 20-30ms after the
initial release for the frication part.
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It is possible to produce sibilant fricatives with a dental constriction, in the

same region as that used for the non-sibilant [8] sounds. Indeed, the sibilant
lsI is regularly described as a voiceless dental fricative in many well-known
languages .... It is often difficult to be sure whether sibilants in this area are
dental or alveolar (Ladefoged & Maddieson 1996:145-146).

Some languages such as Cantonese, Standard Chinese, and Swedish have voiceless dental

fricatives (Ladefoged & Maddieson 1996). This may be the case in Korean. Anderson et

al. (2004), in a palatographic study of Korean coronal consonants, find that five Seoul

speakers produce Korean coronal consonants and even affricates as pre-alveolar or denti-

alveolar. Cho, Jun, & Ladefoged (2000) also categorize the two Korean fricative

phonemes as denti-alveolar.

Consonants with the same target place of articulation on upper surface of the

vocal tract can nevertheless be distinguished by tongue configuration as being apical,

laminal, or apico-Iaminal. Apical segments are made with the tip of the tongue, laminals

with the blade of the tongue, and apico-laminals with the tongue tip and the blade making

contact with the upper surface of the tongue (Ladefoged 2001; Dart 1991). In their

linguographic study of Korean coronal obstruents, Anderson et al. (2004) report that

Korean coronal obstruents are either laminal or apico-Iaminal depending on the speaker,

rather than apical, as is common in English.

With respect to allophones of the Korean fricatives, phonologically the fricatives

lsI and Is*1 in Korean become palatalized mand [J*] before the high front vowel [i] and

the palatal glide [j] (Yoon 1998; Schmidt 1995). Complementary distribution of these

allophones is shown in Tables 2.7 and 2.8. Seoul speakers also produce the palatalized

versions of lsI and Is*l, as either pre-alveolar or alveolar. The palatalized allophones of
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the Korean fricatives do not share exactly the same phonetic attributes with the English

palato-alveolar fricative m, even though they use the same phonetic symbols (Anderson

at al. 2004).

TABLE 2.7 Palatalization of lsi before Iii in Korean: Isil -. [Ji]
Morphophonemic form Phonetic form

sal [sal] 'flesh'
swul [suI] 'liquor'

Before so [sol] 'cow'
other vowels say [s£] 'bird'

sel [sJI] 'new year'

sselmwul [s*Jlmul] 'ebbing tide'

ssal [s*al] 'rice'
sswuk [s*uk] 'mugwort'
ssota [s*oda] 'bite'
sisol [Jisgl] 'facilities'

Before sikan [Jigan] 'time'
Iii or Iji

ssi [J*i] 'seed'

TABLE 2.8 Palatalization of lsi before Iji in Korean: Isjl -. m
Yale Romanization Phonemic form Phonetic form Gloss

kasyeyo Ikasjgjol -. [kaJgjo]] 'please go'

syechu Isjgchil -. [Jgchi] 'shirts'

The experiments in this dissertation are based on the claims that the Korean

fricative lsi belongs to the lax category, rather than the aspirated category, and the Korean

Is*1 belongs to the tense category of obstruents in Korean. Table 2.9 summarizes the

phonetic differences between the Korean lax and tense fricatives (Kagaya 1974; Jessen

1998; Cho et al. 2000) that have been discussed so far.
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TABLE 2.9 Phonetic differences between lax and tense fricatives in Korean
Lax Tense

Oral flow high low
Oral pressure low high
Glottal opening large small
Subglottal pressure low high
Centroid frequency low (larger front cavity) high (smaller front cavity)
FO at voice onset low higher
Energy

Mid point of frication high low
Mean entire frication low high
Following vowel low high

Amplitude difference small large
Between fricative and vowel
Duration

Frication short long
Aspiration after frication long short

2.3.2 Phonetics and phonology of English voiceless sibilant fricatives

English has nine fricatives. Generally, the English fricatives are divided into two

categories: sibilants (lsI, Iz/, lSI, 131) and non-sibilants (IfI, lvI, 181, 10/, Ih/). The two

voiceless sibilant fricatives lsI and lSI are used for analysis in the present study.

Table 2.10 shows a breakdown of the two English fricatives lsI and lSI, using

Jakobson, Fant, & Halle's distinctive feature system (1963).

TABLE 2.10 Jakobson, Fant, & Halle's distinctive feature values for English voiceless
sibilants

s S
Vocalic
Consonantal
Diffuse
Grave
Nasal
Continuant
Strident
Voiced
Tense

+
+

+
+

+

+

+
+

+
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As shown in Table 2.10, lsi and lSI are distinguished only by the feature [diffuse]. In

articulation, the feature value [+diffuse] is associated with sounds in the anterior portion

of the vocal tract, which are produced by an increased narrowing of the air passage in the

vocal tract. Labials, dentals, and alveolars are usually considered diffuse, while palato

alveolars, palatals, and velars are considered non-diffuse. Thus, lsi is a diffuse sound and

lSI is a non-diffuse sound. In terms of the articulatory difference between lsi and lSI, lSI is

made by a narrowing of the vocal tract between the blade of the tongue and the back part

of the alveolar ridge, while lsi has a constriction in the middle of the alveolar region or

the forward part of the alveolar ridge (Stevens 1998; Ladefoged 2001). In addition, [J] in

English is produced with some lip rounding, which presumably enhances the low

frequencies in the frication noise.

Acoustically, Olive et al. (1993), Ladefoged & Maddieson (1996), and Ladefoged

(2001) have all contrasted the English fricatives lsi and lSI. These studies produced

similar results; the voiceless sibilant fricatives lsi and lSI have relatively strong acoustic

intensity, and thus darker patterns are shown in the spectrogram as compared to labial or

interdental (non-sibilant) fricatives. In the spectrograms in Figure 2.1, the frequency scale

goes up to 10,000 Hz. The difference between lsi and lSI in the spectrograms is that the

fricative lsi has its greatest energy concentration above 4,000 Hz, while the fricative lSI

shows most intensity between 1,700 Hz and 4,000 Hz, at a slightly lower frequency than

lsi.
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FIGURE 2.1 Spectrograms of "she"(left) and "see" (right) as produced by one of the
American English speakers who participated in the present study.

Figure 2.2 shows the spectra of English lsi and lSI, showing that the English lSI is lower in

pitch and in amplitude than lsi.

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
kHz

FIGURE 2.2 Spectra of the English fricatives lSI (left) and lsi (right). The horizontal scale
gives the frequency in kHz; the vertical dimension represents the amplitude of the sounds.
Adapted from Ladefoged (1962:53).

Several experimental research studies have been conducted to determine which

acoustic cues are used to identify the place of articulation for English voiceless sibilant

fricatives. Specifically, in order to distinguish English lsi from lSI, acoustic parameters

such as spectral properties, frication duration, amplitude, vocalic formant transitions, and

vowel quality have been examined: spectral properties (Harris 1958; Behrens &

Blumstein 1988a); frication duration (Hughes & Halle 1956; Jongman 1989; Whalen
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1991); frication amplitude (Stevens 1985; Behrens & Blumstein 1988a, 1988b; Hedrick

& Ohde 1993); relative amplitude (Jongman et al. 2000; Hedrick & Ohde 1993); vocalic

formant transition and vowel quality (Sarf & Hemeyer 1972; Mann & Repp 1980; Soli

1981; Whalen 1981; Yeni-Komshian & Soli 1981; Whalen 1983, 1991; Mann & Soli

1991).

As mentioned earlier in this section, the overall spectral shape of fricatives is

determined by the size and shape of the oral cavity in front of the constriction. lsi is

produced with a shorter anterior cavity than IS!, and thus shows a spectral peak at higher

frequencies. To begin with, in a perception study, Harris (1958) found that spectral

properties of the frication noise serve as a primary acoustic cue to distinguish lsi from lSI.

That is, listener identification of lsi and lSI in various cross-spliced stimuli depends on the

spectral shape. Similarly, Behrens & Blumstein (1988a) and Jongman, Wayland, &

Wong (2000) report that lsi is distinguished from lSI on the basis of the distribution of

spectral peaks as shown in the frication spectra above. The average spectral peak is 6839

Hz for alveolars and 3820 Hz for palato-alveolars, a statistically significant difference

that supports Ladefoged's (1962) findings, in which the spectral peak mean is highest for

alveolars (6133 Hz) and lowest for palato-alveolars (4229 Hz).

On the other hand, some perception data suggest that lsi is perceptually

distinguished from lSI on the basis of frication noise and vocalic formant transitions.

Jongman (1989) examines the duration of frication noise needed for the correct

identification of English fricatives. Overall, identification of fricatives increases as the

duration of the frication noise lengthens; but the minimum frication duration required for
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identification varies depending on the fricative. An initial 30 ms of frication noise is

required for mand 50 ms or more for [s]. However, Mann & Repp (1980) find in a series

of experiments that perception of a fricative is affected by a following vowel. In an

experiment judging whether a given utterance contains [s] or m, listeners do not restrict

themselves to acoustic information contained in the fricative noise. Rather their decision

is influenced by certain attributes of the following portions: the quality of the following

vowel, the nature of the formant transitions, and the gender of the speaker.

Behrens & Blumstein (1988a) report similar results in a study that defines

acoustic properties of English voiceless fricatives, and determines how the listener

extracts these properties during speech perception. They find no statistically significant

difference in duration between the two sibilant fricatives lsI and IJ/, even though noise

duration serves to distinguish nonsibilant fricatives from sibilants, perceptually.

Instead, with regard to the role of the amplitude of the fricative noise in the

perception of place of articulation in voiceless fricatives, Behrens & Blumstein (1988b)

report that the perceptual effects of amplitude manipulation of frication noise are small

on the overall identification of the place of articulation; but whether amplitude properties

serve a distinctive role in characterizing the place of articulation in fricatives is

questioned. Jongman, et al. (2000), however, find that all four places of articulation from

labiodental fricatives to palato-alveolar fricatives are significantly different from each

other in terms of relative amplitude (i.e., a change in amplitude of the frication relative to

the following vowel in a specific frequency region). The difference between lsI and IJI in

relative amplitude is smaller than the difference among other fricatives. Hedrick & Ohde
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(1993) also measure relative amplitude for lsi and lSI before Ia! and find that the relative

amplitude is a cue to perception of the place contrast between lsi and lSI.

Several acoustic analyses of speech suggest that the noise spectrum of fricative

consonants varies with the nature of the following vowel (Sharf & Hemeyer 1972; Mann

& Repp 1980; Yeni-Komshian & Soli 1981; Soli 1981). First, Sharf & Hemeyer (1972)

examine the identification of consonant place from vowel formant transitions. In the case

of the correct identification of alveolar and palato-alveolar fricatives before the vowel I~/,

more correct identifications of fricatives are made of a palato-alveolar lSI than of an

alveolar lsi (213 vs. 133 correct identifications). Mann & Repp (1980) report that the

same fricative token taken from a continuum synthesized from lsi to lSI is more likely to

be identified as lsi before lui than before Ia!. In other words, more lsi responses are made

to a synthesized continuum [s]-m series before lui than before Ia!. They assume that this

reflects a perceptual adjustment for the coarticulatory effect of round vowels on the

perception of [s] and m. The result indicates that fricative noise is influenced by the

formant structure of the following vowels.

Similarly, Yeni-Komshian & Soli (1981) investigate the effects of vowel context

on fricative perception. Onset characteristics, amplitudes, and durations of each stimulus

used in their study are equated so that only spectral cues vary. Stimuli are made from the

utterance-initial fricative segments of repeated fricative-vowel sequences (FVFVFV), and

vowels preceded by fricatives are excised. Subjects are asked to identify the fricative and

absent vowel from each stimulus. In the task of identifying the original fricatives in

different vowel contexts, subjects show that identification scores for Ia! are higher in all
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fricative contexts, but identification scores for the lsI before luI and for the lSI before iiI

are lower than those before the low vowel la!, as shown in Table 2.11. The average

percentage correct fricative identifications are 92%.

TABLE 2.11 Percent correct fricative identification in the three vowel contexts
Vowel context

[a] [i] [u] total
[s] 99 99 75 90

ill 98 86 92 92

total 99 93 84 92

Yeni-Komshian & Soli (1981) argue that the results shown in Table 2.11 indicate that the

essential perceptual cues for the fricatives are not onset, durational, and amplitude

characteristics of the sibilant fricatives, but the acoustic changes which result from

anticipatory vowel coarticulation. Rounded vowels tend to lower the spectral center of

gravity because lip rounding lengthens the overall vocal tract. It appears that lsI is more

influenced by the rounded vowel lui than lSI because lSI is already lip-rounded and

characterized by a lowering of the spectral center of gravity of noise.

TABLE 2.12 Percent correct vowel identification in the fricative contexts
Fricative context

[s] ill total

[a] 43 40 42
[i] 79 43 61
[u] 44 86 64

total 55 56 56

Table 2.12 presents a summary of correct vowel identification responses to each fricative.

The average percentage correct is 56%. The vowels [u] and [i] are consistently more

identifiable than the vowel [a]. The vowel [u] was fairly accurately identified in the
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context of [fl, while the vowel [i] was identified accurately with [s]. However, the vowel

[a] was identified less accurately than either of the two high vowels. The overall results

of Yeni-Komshian & Soli (1981) summarized in Tables 2.11 and 2.12, suggest that the

low [a] is less subject to anticipatory coarticulation in fricative-vowel syllables than the

high vowels [i] and [u]. Thus, anticipatory vowel coarticulation during the production of

fricatives may degrade fricative identification performance (see Table 2.11) and reinforce

vowel identification performance (see Table 2.12).

On the other hand, Table 2.12 shows that tal was identified poorly in different

fricative contexts. The result can be discussed in terms of variations in the articulatory

compatibility of tongue movements required to produce fricative-vowel sequences. That

is, the raised tongue position required to make hissing sounds in the production of

fricatives is more compatible with the raised tongue position in high vowels than with the

low vowels. To produce low vowels, the tongue must be lowered, and frication noise is

terminated earlier than it is before high vowels (Yeni-Komshian & Soli 1981). Soli

(1981) also analyzes second formants of onset of the vocalic portion in sequences of

sibilant fricative plus vowel (i.e., Ii, a, u/), and reports that the second formant peaks were

most poorly identified in the tal context, supporting similar findings by Yeni-Komshian

& Soli (1981). Yeni-Komshian & Soli (1981) and Soli (1981) assume that the opposing

gestures required to produce the constricted fricatives and the relatively open low vowel

results in minimal assimilation or overlap and thus identification performance is near

chance accuracy for the low back vowel [a].



CHAPTER 3
RESEARCH QUESTIONS AND PREDICTIONS

This dissertation consists of eight Chapters. In Chapter 1, the results and findings

of previous experimental studies of second language acquisition were discussed along

with theoretical models of L2 phonological acquisition. Chapter 2 reviewed the

articulatory, acoustic, and perceptual characteristics of Korean and English fricatives

found in previous experimental research studies. Special focus was placed on the

phonological and phonetic characteristics of Korean fricatives lsi and Is*1 and of English

fricatives lsi and lSI as produced and perceived by adult native speakers of Korean and

American English. Chapter 3 presents the research questions addressed in the present

study, and the predictions to be tested in subsequent chapters.

The next four chapters examine five experiments which include production and

perception tasks. Special attention is paid to the psychoacoustic differences in the

acquisition of L2 contrasts in terms of L2 learners' proficiency level, L2 contrasts (KG lsi

and KG Is*1 vs. EN lsi and EN IS/), and vowel context. Chapter 4 examines the degrees of

both perceived identity and acoustic similarity between Korean and English fricatives

before iii and Ia!. In Chapter 5, I attempt to examine the acoustic differences between Ll

and L2 groups in the production of English and Korean fricatives in three vowel contexts,

and in Chapter 6, differences in the perception of Korean and English fricatives. Then, in

Chapter 7, along with listener judgments of production tasks, relationships between

perception and production in second language acquisition are discussed. Finally, Chapter

8 discusses the research questions addressed in this dissertation, and the implications of

my findings in the present studies.
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A great deal of experimental research has been conducted on various sounds of

first and second language acquisition. In the field of second language acquisition, the

most frequently investigated sounds are vowels, stops, and liquids (de Jonge 1995). The

fricatives chosen for this dissertation have been less studied relative to stops or vowels.

Some researchers, including Flege (1995), hypothesize that if L2 speakers fail to

discriminate an L2 sound contrast, then the L2 contrast will not be produced accurately.

The hypothesis is supported by some vowel data (e.g., Flege 1995). Certain L2 vowel

production errors arise from discriminative failure. However, this hypothesis has not yet

been fully tested. Unlike other components (such as grammar and lexicon), adult L2

learners do not seem to experience considerable improvement in pronunciation. Adults do

not seem to be able to attain native-like pronunciation of an L2 sound system even with

specialized training (Scovel 1969; Caramazza et aI. 1973). Long (1990) suggests that

even as early as age six, acquisition of a native accent in second-language may not be

possible. In the present study, it is assumed that whether or not an adult L2 learner

acquires an L2 phonological contrast depends on the type of L2 contrast, the contextual

effects (e.g., vowel contexts), the differing degrees of phonetic similarity (i.e., perceived

identity and acoustic similarity) between Ll and L2 sounds and between each member of

an L2 contrast, and L2 experience.

EXPERIMENT 1

The following question motivates Experiment 1:

Can speakers of English and Korean perceive a difference between Korean
fricatives and English fricatives before Ia! and Iii?
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Experiment 1 deals with both perceived identity (A) and acoustic similarity (B)

between Korean and English fricatives. Experiment 1 has two parts: 1A involves a

discrimination task, to investigate the degree of perceived identity between L1 and L2

sounds and between members of an L2 contrast in two vowel contexts, by native speakers

of Korean and of American English, and 1B involves a production task, to investigate the

degree of acoustic similarity between L1 and L2 sounds and between members of an L2

contrast in two vowel contexts, by native speakers of Korean and American English. The

Experiments 1A and 1B will be used in later chapters to examine the effect of differing

degrees of phonetic similarity between L1 and L2 and between members of an L2

contrast on the production and perception of L2 contrasts.

In a same/different discrimination task (Experiment 1A), subjects must decide

whether a pair of stimuli they hear is the same or different. The discrimination task tests

two things: 1) it examines the degree of perceived identity between L1 and L2 sounds

and between members of an L2 contrast, and 2) it compares Korean and American

English (AE) speakers' discrimination between L1 and L2 sounds and between members

of an L2 contrast. In Experiment 1B, the degree of acoustic similarity between the two

fricative sounds before Ia! is measured by duration (in ms) and the degree of acoustic

similarity between the two fricatives before iiI is measured by spectral peak location (in

Hz).

Korean [s] and mare conventionally thought to be allophones, because lsI becomes

mwhen followed by a high front vowel iiI or a palatal glide Ij/, while [s] occurs

elsewhere. On the other hand, Korean fricatives lsI and Is*1 do not contrast for English

speakers, just as English fricatives lsI and lSI are taken to be allophones by Korean
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speakers (Eckman and Iverson 1997). The choice between [s] and [s*] in English words

does not change the words' meaning. In some phonetic environments more than one

pronunciation of a given sound can be possible without any change in meaning. For

instance, [su] and [s*u] 'sue' can be interchangeably pronounced by AE speakers without

change of meaning.

The data results of previous experimental research suggest that Korean allophonic

fricatives ill and [J*] are phonetically similar to English phonemic fricative lSI, and

English lsi is phonetically more similar to Korean Is*1 than it is to Korean lsi (e.g., Kim

1972; Yoon 1998). For instance, Kim (1972) reports, in a study of Korean categorization

of English consonants, that English lsi is consistently perceived and labeled as Korean

tense fricative Is*1 by Korean native speakers. In Korean loan phonology, Korean

speakers produce and perceive [s*eil] and [s*o1]] for English sale and song, respectively.

In addition, based on the spectrographic evidence, Yoon (1998) also finds that both

Korean lax and tense fricatives become palatalized before iii. Table 3.1 summarizes and

the predicted phonetic realizations of Korean and English fricatives in interlanguage (IL),

based on the observations above.

In er anguage
L2 Korean American English learners of Korean Ll English
Is*1 ;;. lsi
lsi /'"
Isil [Ji] ;JtT ISil
Is*il /
L2 English Korean learners of English Ll Korean phoneme
lsi ~ Is*1

~ lsi

ISil ~ Isil.. Is*il

TABLE 3.1 Korean and English fricatives and their predicted phonetic realizations in
. t I (IL)
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In Table 3.1, arrows in the middle refer to phonetic similarity between Ll and L2 sounds.

Horizontal arrows (phonetic distance) show a higher degree of phonetic similarity

between Ll and L2 sounds than diagonal arrows (longer phonetic distance). The L2

Korean phonemic fricatives lsI and Is*1 are phonetically linked to one Ll English

fricative lsI and Korean allophonic fricatives [J1 and [J*] before IiI are phonetically linked

to one Ll English fricative lSI. To AE KSL learners, Ll English lsI sounds more similar

to L2 Korean tense Is*1 than it does L2 Korean lsI, and Ll English lSI sounds more

similar to L2 Korean [J1 than it does L2 Korean [J*] does. Based on Table 3.1, I predict

that the members of the Korean fricative Is-s*1 contrast will sound so similar to each

other that AE KSL learners will not distinguish the contrast, resulting in production and

perceptual difficulties of L2 acquisition. On the other hand, the L2 English fricative lsI is

phonetically linked to the two Ll Korean fricatives lsI and Is*l, and the L2 English

fricative lSI is phonetically linked to the two Ll Korean fricatives [Ji] and [J*i].

Specifically, to Korean ESL learners, L2 English lsI sounds more similar to Korean Is*1

than to Korean lsI, and the L2 English lSI sounds more similar to Korean [Ji] than to

Korean [J*i]. Hence, I predict that Korean ESL learners will not have difficulty

differentiating the English Is-SI contrast in perception and production because to Korean

learners, the two English sounds are dissimilar on the tense-lax dimension.

The more similar two sounds are for speakers, the more I expect those sounds to be

perceived as the same sound, and thus, a higher percentage of perceived identity is to be

predicted. Thus, in Experiment 1 I predict that AE speakers will perceive both Korean lsI
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and Is*1 as English lsI, and perceive both Korean mand [J*] as English lSI with a high

percentage of perceived identity. I predict that Korean speakers will perceive English lsI

as Korean tense Is*1 and will perceive English lSI as Korean lax mwith a high percentage

of perceived identity. The specific predictions are as follows.

orean an ngJIS )y spe ers
Low percentage of perceived identity Korean Isil [Ji] versus English Isil

English Isil versus English ISil
High percentage of perceived identity Korean Isa/ versus English Isa/

Korean Is*a/ versus English Isa/
Korean Isa/ versus Korean Is*a/
Korean Isil versus English ISil
Korean Is*il versus English Isil
Korean Is*il versus English ISil
Korean Isil versus Korean Is*il

TABLE 3.2 Predictions of degree of perceived identity between fricative sounds in
K dE l"hbAE ak

n ngJIS )y orean spe ers
Low percentage of perceived identity Korean Isa/ versus English Isa/

Korean Isa/ versus Korean Is*a/
Korean Isil versus English Isil
Korean Is*il versus English Isil
Korean Is*il versus English ISil
Korean Isil versus Korean Is*il
English Isil versus English ISil

High percentage of perceived identity English Isa/ versus Korean Is*a/
Korean Isil versus English ISil

TABLE 3.3 Predictions of degree of perceived identity between fricative sounds in Korean
adE l"hb K ak

In Tables 3.2 and 3.3, a high percentage of perceived identity indicates that listeners do

not perceive a difference between the compared fricatives. A low percentage of perceived

identity means that listeners perceive a difference between the compared fricatives.
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EXPERIMENTS 2 AND 3

The following questions motivate Experiments 2 and 3:

How do L2 learners produce an L2 contrast that is allophonic in L1 ?
As L2 learners gain experience in the L2, do L2 learners improve their ability to

produce an L2 contrast that is allophonic in L1 ?

Experiments 2 and 3 are production tasks that examine and compare the acoustic

characteristics of Korean fricatives lsI and Is*1 and English fricatives lsI and lSI as

produced by LI speakers and L2 learners, respectively. Experiment 2 examines the

effects of L2 experience, Korean fricatives (lax and tense), and vowel context on the

production of the Korean fricative contrast that is allophonic in LI English, by AE

beginning and advanced learners of Korean. Experiment 2 uses both Aspiration/Frication

(AIF) duration ratio and amplitude difference as acoustic parameters for data analysis.

The ratio of aspiration duration (A) to the preceding frication duration (F) is calculated by

dividing aspiration by frication (AIF). The amplitude difference is calculated by

subtracting the highest amplitude of frication noise from the highest amplitude of vowel

following the fricatives. AIF duration ratios and amplitude differences in the three vowel

contexts (/iI, la!, lui) are analyzed for each fricative.

Experiment 3 examines the effects of L2 experience, English fricatives (lsI and

lSI), and vowel context on the production of the English fricative contrast that is

allophonic in LI Korean, by Korean ESL beginning and advanced learners. In

Experiment 3, the centroid frequency at the midpoint of the fricatives is measured by

using Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) analysis. In Experiments 2, I predict that AE KSL

learners will have difficulty in producing the Korean lax-tense fricative contrast, which is

not phonemic in English. In contrast, however, in Experiment 3 I predict that Korean-
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speaking ESL learners will not have much difficulty in producing the English fricative

contrast even though they are allophones in Korean. As shown in Table 3.1, AE KSL

speakers may pronounce both Korean lsi and Is*1 as English lsi but Korean speakers may

produce Korean Is*1 for English lsi. With L2 experience and time, L2 learners are

expected to improve their production of L2 contrasts.

EXPERIMENT 4

The following questions motivate Experiment 4:

How do L2 learners perceive an L2 contrast that is allophonic in Ll ?
As L2 learners gain experience in the L2, do L2 learners improve their ability to

perceive an L2 contrast that is allophonic in Ll ?

Experiment 4 is in two parts. Experiment 4A examines the effects of L2 experience,

Korean fricatives (lax and tense), and vowel context on the L2perception of the Korean

fricative contrast Is-s*1 which is allophonic in English by AE beginning and advanced

learners of Korean. Experiment 4B investigates the L2 perception of the English fricative

contrast Is-SI, which is allophonic in Korean, by Korean ESL beginning and advanced

learners.

Experiments 4A and 4B involve a phoneme identification task, where listeners

assign a phonemic label to the sound they hear. To AE speakers, English Isa/ sounds

more similar to Korean Is*a/ than to Korean Isa/. However, they may still be confused

about the Korean fricative contrast Is-s*1 due to a high degree of phonetic similarity

between Korean lsi and Is*l. Thus, I predict that AE KSL beginning learners may initially

have poor identification scores, but their perceptual ability will get better with time and

experience. In contrast, I predict that Korean ESL learners' identification will be very
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good from the beginning level because the acoustic and perceptual differences between

[s] and [J] are so noticeable that Korean ESL learners will not have difficulty identifying

the contrast.

EXPERIMENT 5

The following questions motivate Experiment 5:

Can L2 learners perceive L2 sounds that they do not adequately pronounce, and
can L2 learners produce sounds adequately that they do not perceive well?

As L2 learners gain experience in the L2, do perception and production abilities
develop for an L2 phonemic contrast that is allophonic in L1 ?

It is important to examine both production and perception to understand the relationship

between production and perception in second language acquisition. Experiment 5

investigates the production ability for Korean and English fricatives by L2 learners in

terms of listener judgments and then compares L2 learners' production ability with

perceptual ability in order to look at the relationship between production and perceptual

abilities in second language acquisition. Experiment 5A examines AE speakers'

production of the Korean contrast Is-s*1 which is allophonic in English. Experiment 5B

examines Koreans' production of the English contrast Is-SI which is allophonic in Korean.

As in Table 3.1, I predict that Korean speakers will produce Korean Is*1 for English lsi,

which will be judged by English native speakers as correct. English speakers may

pronounce Korean lsi and Is*1 as English lsi, which may be judged by Korean speakers as

either correct or incorrect. Thus, AE KSL learners are expected to have difficulty in

producing and perceiving the Korean lax and tense fricative contrast. AE KSL learners

will not perceive L2 sounds that they do not adequately pronounce. In contrast, Korean

ESL learners will perceive L2 English fricatives that they do not produce adequately. L2
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learners notice the difference in perception due to different phonological and phonetic

properties between English and Korean fricatives. It is possible that adults' linguistic

experience in second language acquisition may result in an improvement in L2 perceptual

and production performance. I predict that the longer the subjects stay in the United

States, the greater their perceptual improvement as compared to their production

improvement.

This dissertation employs both acoustic measurements in Experiments 2 and 3

and listener judgments in Experiment 5 as a mean of assessing the acceptability of L2

fricatives as produced by L2 learners. According to Markham (1997:97-98), "any study

of learner pronunciation and degree of accent requires either a listener's opinion or

physical measurements or both. Physical measurements without listener judgment tell us

virtually nothing about the linguistic acceptability of the learner's speech, whilst listener

judgments without physical measurements yield functional performance information,

rather than data on absolute competence." It seems that data analysis from listener

judgment along with acoustic measurements may be most reliable in assessing the

production ability of Korean and English fricatives.



CHAPTER 4
CROSS-LANGUAGE PERCEIVED IDENTITY AND ACOUSTIC SIMILARITY

4.1 Introduction

In the languages of the world there is a wide variety of consonants and vowels

(Ladefoged 2001). Sound systems differ from language to language. Some languages

show a higher degree of phonetic similarity between their sound systems, while other

languages show a lower degree of phonetic similarity between sound systems. In general,

it is not easy to find, between languages, the 'same' sounds which are identical to each

other in all respects. In second language acquisition, some researchers claim that the issue

of non-native accent is closely related to the degree of similarity between Ll and L2

sounds since, at least, the same sounds between Ll and L2 may differ in minor details

(Flege 1995; Trofimovich 2003). Flege (1987:9-10) distinguishes 'similar' (Le.,

'equated') sounds from 'new' (Le., 'dissimilar' or 'different') sounds. Some linguists

might use the same symbol for sounds in different languages, but this does not

necessarily mean that the same symbols in different languages represent identical sounds.

For instance, in terms of its distinctive features, the Korean phoneme /s/ is not the same

as the English phoneme lsi. Korean /s*/ is more similar to English /s/ in spite of the use

of different phonetic symbols. In classifying sounds as similar and dissimilar, phonetic

criteria such as articulatory, acoustic, and perceptual descriptions as well as phonological

criteria such as sound structure, distinctive features, or orthographic evidence have been

used (Major 2001). However, there are no agreed definitions or metrics that determine

the degree of similarity and dissimilarity between Ll and L2 sounds (Major 2001:39;

Flege & Hillenbrand 1984). In the present study, phonetic and phonological criteria such

as phonological structure, acoustic measurements and listener's perceived identity were
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used to examine the degrees of similarity between Ll and L2 sounds and between

members of the Ll or L2 contrast. Two experiments were conducted in order to measure

phonetic similarity. Experiment lA examined perceived identity, and Experiment IB

examined acoustic similarity between L2 and Ll sounds (AE speakers: QI-Q6; Korean

speakers: QlO-QI5) and between members of the L2 contrast (AE speakers: Q7-Q9;

Korean speakers: QI6-QI8). The more acoustically similar two sounds are, the more I

expect them to be perceived as the same sound by L2learners. In this Chapter, I address

the general issue of the degree of phonetic similarity between the sibilants of the two in

languages (Korean [KG] and English [END and between members of an L2 contrast (e.g.,

between KG lsi and KG Is*1 and between EN lsi and EN lSI). In particular, I tried to

answer the following questions. Questions 1 through 6 examined the perceived identity

between Ll and L2 sounds, Questions 7 through 9 examined the perceived identity

between members of a contrast:

1) Can speakers ofEnglish perceive a difference between KO Isa/ and EN Isa/?
2) Can speakers ofEnglish perceive a difference between KO Is*a/ and EN Isa/?
3) Can speakers ofEnglish perceive a difference between KO Isil and EN Isi/?

4) Can speakers ofEnglish perceive a difference between KO Isil and EN ISil?
5) Can speakers ofEnglish perceive a difference between KO Is*il and EN Isil?

6) Can speakers ofEnglish perceive a difference between KO Is*il and EN lSiI?
7) Can speakers ofEnglish perceive a difference between KO Isa/ and KO Is*a/?
8) Can speakers ofEnglish perceive a difference between KO Isil and KO Is*il?

9) Can speakers ofEnglish perceive a difference between ENlsi! and EN ISil?

Questions 10 through 15 examined the perceived identity between Ll and L2 sounds and

Questions 16 through 18 examined the perceived identity between members of a contrast:

10) Can speakers ofKorean perceive a difference between KO Isa/ and EN Isa/?
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11) Can speakers ofKorean perceive a difference between KO Is*a/ and EN Isa/?
12) Can speakers ofKorean perceive a difference between KO /sil and EN /si/?
13) Can speakers ofKorean perceive a difference between KO Isi/ and EN!Jil?
14) Can speakers ofKorean perceive a difference between KO Is*i/ and EN Isil?

15) Can speakers ofKorean perceive a difference between KO /s*i/ and EN!Jil?
16) Can speakers ofKorean perceive a difference between KO Isa/ and KO Is*a/?
17) Can speakers ofKorean perceive a difference between KO Isi/ and KO /s*il?

18) Can speakers ofKorean perceive a difference between EN Isi/ and EN!Ji/?

4.2 Experiment lA: Perceived identity between Korean and English fricatives

4.2.1 Methods

4.2.1.1 Subjects

Experiment lA used 72 subjects: 30 native speakers of Korean and 42 native

speakers of English. The 42 English native speakers had no exposure to Korean language

at all. All Korean speakers had exposure to English. 15 AE speakers in the discrimination

of the English and Korean fricatives before Ial and 10 Korean subjects in the

discrimination of the English and Korean fricatives before iii were excluded, as discussed

in the following section 4.2.1.2.

4.2.1.2 Stimuli and procedures

As shown in Tables 4.1 and 4.2, the stimuli consisted of the Korean fricatives lsi

and Is*1 and the English fricative lsi followed by the vowel Ial in word-initial position,

and Korean fricatives lsi and Is*1 and the English fricatives lsi and lSI followed by the

vowel iii in word-initial position.

d E r h . r b £ Ial41 KABLE orean an ng IS stImu 1 e ore
Korean lax lsi Korean tense Is*1 English lsi

- a Isal [sa] Is*aI [s*a] Isal

T
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dE rh . rb£ 1'/42 KABLE orean an nglS stImu 1 e ore 1

Korean lax lsi Korean tense Is*1 English lsi English lSI
_i Isil [Ji] Is*il [J*i] Isil [si] ISil [Ji]

T

For the discrimination task, two male native speakers of Korean (Korean speaker

1, Korean speaker 2) and two male native speakers of American English (AE speaker 1,

AE 2) recorded the stimuli (in Tables 4.1 and 4.2) in isolation rather than in connected

speech. Six pairs of fricative stimuli before the vowel Ia! in word-initial position and ten

pairs of fricative stimuli before iii in word-initial position were created. Each pair was

produced by different speakers. Each stimulus was digitized and was reproduced four

times. That is, 24 pairs of fricatives in the vowel context of Ia! (6 pairs x 4 repetitions)

and 40 pairs of fricatives in the vowel context of Iii (10 pairs x 4 repetitions) were

constructed. Refer to Appendix A for a list of all pairs.

There were two types of paired stimuli. One type was LI-L2 or L2-Ll pairs

which were produced by native speakers of each sound in pairs, respectively. The other

type was LI-Ll pairs, which were produced by two native speakers. The second type of

pair stimuli was included to detect any response biases from the native language. Thus,

English LI-Ll sound pairs which consisted of 25% of the total stimuli set (e.g., English

Isa-sa! pairs, English Isi-Sil pairs and English ISi-Sil pairs) and Korean LI-Ll sound pairs

which consisted of about 25% of the total stimuli set (e.g., Korean Isa-sa! pairs and

Korean Is*a-s*a! pairs) were included. Also, no pairs in succession were produced by the

same speaker. If the subjects responded that three out of four pairs of the same stimuli in

their native language were different, their data were excluded. For example, English Isa-

sa! and English ISi-Sil pairs produced by two English native speakers were expected to get
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the response from English native speakers that they were the same sound. English fsi--Sif

should be perceived as different sounds by English native speakers. Similarly, Korean

fsa-sal pairs produced by two native Korean speakers should be perceived as the same

sounds by Korean native listeners, as should Korean fs*a-s*aI pairs.

An interval of 1,000 milliseconds was placed between members of a pair. The

discrimination task was conducted on a Power Macintosh G4 running PsyScope with a

button-box. Each subject was tested individually in a sound-attenuated booth at the LAE

General Lab at the University of Hawai'i at Manoa. The experiment began with a

familiarization test. Subjects heard the stimuli over headphones. They were asked to

listen to a pair of stimuli and then to press either the "same" button on the left or the

"different" button on the right on the button box, after deciding whether the two stimuli

presented in succession were the same or different. Two color buttons were used: a red

"Same" button on the left for the same stimuli; a green "Different" button on the right for

different stimuli. Large labels were placed on the button box to indicate "same" or

"different". There was no time limit so that subjects could take their time until they made

a decision.

4.2.2 Results

Table 4.3 summarizes mean perceived identity by percentage between fricatives

in English and Korean before fal by 27 English native speakers and 30 Korean native

speakers. T-tests were used to compare pairs of stimuli from English and Korean

fricatives. Each subject's scores for the five repetitions were averaged prior to statistical

analysis.
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TABLE 4.3 Summary of the mean perceived identity by percentage between fricatives in
K dE r h b t /al b 27 A . E I' h ak d 30 K akersorean an ngJlS e ore ly mencan nglls spe ers an orean spe

EN /sa/ KO /sa/ KO /s*aI
EN /sal 100%:96% 56%:6% 77%:88%
KG /sal 83%:100% 60%:0%
KG /s*aI 93%:100%

EN: Enghsh; KO: Korean. Percentage before colon (:) is for American English speakers
and percentage after colon (:) is for Korean speakers.

The mean perceived identity between Korean /sa/ and English /sal for American

English speakers was 56%, which is a very different percentage from Korean native

speakers (6%). The T-test output of perceived identity of English /sa/ and Korean /sal

between American and Korean speakers indicated that AE speakers (SD =00400) showed

a higher degree of perceived identity between Korean /sal and English /sal than Korean

speakers (SD =0.126) and a statistically significant difference between the two groups (t

(55) = 60462, p <.0001). That is, Korean speakers perceived Korean /sa/ and English /sal

as different sounds.

The mean perceived identity between Korean /s*aI and English /sa/ was 77% for

English native speakers and 88% for Korean native speakers. The T-test output of

perceived identity of English /sal and Korean /s*a/ between AE speakers and Korean

speakers showed no statistically significant difference between the two groups (t (55) =-

1.600, p =0.1152), indicating that English /sal and Korean /s*aI were perceived as the

same sound by both AE speakers (SD = 0.259) and Korean speakers (SD =0.243).

Korean /sa/ and /s*a/ are two different sounds to Korean speakers (0% perceived

identity) but cause confusion to AE speakers (60% perceived identity). The T-test output

of perceived identity of Korean /sa/ and Korean /s*a/ between American and Korean

speakers indicated that AE speakers (SD =0.369) showed a higher degree of perceived
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identity between Korean /saJ and Korean /s*aJ than Korean speakers (SD =0) and a

statistically significant difference between the two groups (t (55) = 8.952, p <.0001). AE

speakers perceived Korean /saJ and /s*aJ as the same sound (60% of the time), but they

were different sounds (i.e., phonemes) to Korean speakers.

Overall, the T-test output indicated that Korean speakers and AE speakers

perceived L2 sounds in terms of their Ll. As predicted in Chapter 3, AE speakers

perceived Korean /saJ and Korean /s*aJ as the same sound, indicating that they did not

differentiate Korean fricative /saJ from Korean /s*aJ or from English /saJ.

Perceptually, Korean /s*aJ is more similar to English /saJ than Korean /saJ. But

Korean speakers perceived English /saJ and Korean /s*aJ as the same sound more often

than English native speakers, even though English /saJ is identical to neither Korean /saJ

nor /s*aJ. Figure 4.1 shows the mean perceived identity between pairs of stimuli before

/aJ by 30 Korean native speakers and 27 AE speakers.

Perceived similarity between fricatives before fa!

-+-27 American _ 30 Korean

C 100%

~ 800k
8-

600k
~
~ 400/0
'0::
.!! 20%
Een OOk -t----II--......,,==;::===:=:::::!!...---.------------,

KO Is*a/-KO Isa/ EN Isa/ -KO Isal

Pair of Stimuli

EN Isal-KO Is*aI

FIGURE 4.1 Mean perceived identity by percentage between English and Korean
fricatives before /aJ by 30 Korean native speakers and 27 AE speakers
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Table 4.4 summarizes the predictions and the data results of perceived identity between

fricatives in Korean and English before lal. The results of T-tests support the predictions

regarding perceived identity between fricatives in Korean and English before lal.

TABLE 4.4 Summary of predictions (see Tables 3.2 and 3.3) and data results regarding
perceived identity between fricatives before lal in Korean and English

Perceived identity

Question
1/10. KO Isal vs. EN Isal
2/11. KO Is*al vs. EN Isal
7/16. KO Isal vs. KO Is*al

Prediction
AE KO

same different
same same
same different

AE
56%
77%
60%

Results
KO T-test
6% AE > Korean

88% AE = Korean
0% AE > Korean

Table 4.5 illustrates the degree of perceived identity (by percentage) between

English and Korean fricatives before iiI by 42 English native speakers and 20 Korean

native speakers.

TABLE 4.5 Summary of the mean perceived identity by percentage between English and
Korean fricatives before iiI by 42 American English speakers and 20 Korean speakers

KO Isil KO Is*il EN Isil EN ISil
KO Isil 96%:95% 64%:5% 1%:3% 80%:15%

KO Is*il 73%:96% 55%:84% 48%:0%
EN Isil 100%:99% 0%:4%

EN ISil 100%:99%

EN: Enghsh; KO: Korean. Percentage before colon (:) is for Amencan Enghsh speakers and
percentage after colon (:) is for Korean speakers.

The mean perceived identity between Korean Is*il and English ISil she was 48%

for American English but 0% for Korean speakers. The T-test output of perceived

identity of Korean Is*il and English ISil between AE speakers and Korean speakers

indicated that AE speakers (SD =0.357) showed a higher degree of perceived identity

between Korean Is*il and English ISil than Korean speakers (SD =0), and a statistically
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significant difference between the two groups (t (60) = 5.939, p <.0001). Korean speakers

perceived Korean Is*il and English ISil as different sounds.

The mean perceived identity between Korean Isil and English Isil see was 1% for

AE native speakers and 3% for Korean speakers. The T-test output of perceived identity

of Korean Isil and English Isil between AE speakers and Korean speakers indicated that

AE speakers (SD =0.054) and Korean speakers (SD =0.077) showed no statistically

significant difference between the two groups (t (60) =-0.776, p =0.4408), indicating

that both language groups perceived Korean Isil and English Isil as different sounds (1%

vs.3%).

The mean perceived identity between Korean Is*il and Korean Isil was 64% for

AE native speakers but 5% for Korean speakers. The T-test output of perceived identity

of Korean Is*il and Korean Isil between American and Korean speakers indicated that AE

speakers (SD =0.332) showed a higher degree of perceived identity between Korean Is*il

and Korean Isil than Korean speakers (SD = 0.103), a statistically significant difference

between the two groups (t (60) =7.698,p <.0001).

The mean perceived identity between Korean Isil and English ISil she was 80% for

AE native speakers but 15% for Korean speakers. The T-test output of perceived identity

of Korean Isil and English ISil between American and Korean speakers indicated that AE

speakers (SD =0.332) showed a higher degree of perceived identity between Korean Isil

and English ISil than Korean speakers (SD =0.308), a statistically significant difference

between the two groups (t (60) =7.339, p <.0001).

The mean perceived identity between Korean Is*il and English Isil was 55% for

AE native speakers but 84% for Korean speakers. The T-test output of perceived identity
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of Korean Is*il and English Isil between American and Korean speakers indicated that

Korean speakers (SD =0.296) showed a higher degree of perceived identity between

Korean Is*iI and English Isil than AE speakers (SD =0.284), a statistically significant

difference between the two groups (t (60) =-3.629, p =0.0006).

Figure 4.2 shows the mean perceived similarities between paired fricatives in

Korean and English before Iii by 42 American English speakers and 20 Korean speakers.

Discrimination before (II
-+- 42 American

-21 Korean

'E 100%

~ 80%
8-
~ 60%

~ 40%..
.!!! 20%E
en o%L- --,.-.:::::~~:::::::;::==~~=:==~-___,__----

KO/s"i/-EN Ishii KO/si/-EN Isil KO/s"i/-KO/sil KO/si/-EN Ishii KO/s"i/-EN Isil

Pair of Stimuli

FIGURE 4.2 Mean perceived similarities by percentage between fricatives before Iii by
Korean speakers and American English speakers. The 'EN Ishii refers to ISiI in English.

Overall, the mean perceived identity between Korean Is*iI and English Isil was

55% for American English but 84% for Korean speakers. But English see Isil sounds

more similar to Korean Is*iI (55%) than Korean Isil (1 %) to AE speakers. To Korean

native speakers, English ISiI 'she' sounds less similar to Korean Is*il (0%) than Korean

Isil (15%). As predicted, English ISiI and Korean Is*il were perceived as different sounds

by Korean speakers, but, contrary to our predictions in Table 3.1, English ISiI and Korean
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Isil were perceived as different sounds, and Korean Is*il and English Isil were perceived

as the same sound by Korean speakers.

TABLE 4.6 Summary of predictions (see Tables 3.2 and 3.3) and results regarding
perceived identity between fricatives before iii in Korean and English

POd °d 0ercelve 1 entity
Prediction Results

Question AE KG AE KG T-test
3/12. KG Isil vs. EN Isil different different 1% 6% AE == Korean
4/13. KG Isil vs. EN ISil same same 80% 15% AE > Korean

5/14. KG Is*il vs. EN Isil same different 55% 84% AE < Korean
6/15. KG Is*il vs. EN ISil same different 48% 0% AE > Korean

8/17. KG Isil vs. KG Is*il same different 64% 5% AE > Korean
9/18. EN Isil vs. EN ISil different different 0% 4% AE < Korean

Korean speakers did not perceive a difference between English Isil and Korean

Is*il (84% perceived identity). They usually, but not always, perceived a difference

between English ISil and Korean Isil (15% perceived identity). But in section 2.3.1,

previous studies (Yoon 1998, Schmidt 1995) suggest that Korean fricatives lsi and Is*1

become palatalized [J] and [J*] before the vowel [i]. However, it seemed to Korean

speakers that Korean Is*il was perceptually different from English ISi/. Rather, it was

perceptually similar to English Isil (84% perceived identity). Based on the results in

Tables 4.6 (i.e., 84% perceived identity between Korean Is*il and English Isi/; 88%

perceived identity between Korean Is*a/ and English Isa/) , Korean Is*1 is perceptually

more similar to English lsi.
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4.2.3 Summary and discussion

In the discrimination task of fricatives before fa! in English and Korean, 56% of

the English native speakers with no exposure to Korean language judged Korean fsa! and

English fsa! as the same sound. But only 6% of the Korean native speakers judged them

to be the same sound. However, 77% of the English native speakers judged Korean fs*a!

and English fsa! to be the same sound, while 88% of the Korean native speakers judged

them as the same sound. That is, English fsa! sounds more similar to Korean fs*a! than

Korean fsa!, to both Korean (88%) and English native speakers (77%). Korean fsa! and

English fsa! sound different to Korean native speakers (6%), but English native speakers

seem to be confused about the degree of identity between English fsa! and Korean fsa!

(56%). Korean native speakers perceived Korean fsa! and Korean fs*a! as different

sounds (0%) because they are different phonemes, but AE native speakers were also

confused about the difference between Korean fsa! and Korean fs*a! (60%).

Figure 4.3 illustrates the degree of perceived distance (by percentage) between

fricatives before fa! by Korean speakers and AE speakers. Perceived distance was

calculated by subtracting "perceived identity by percentage" from 100% to obtain

perceived dissimilarity.
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Perceptual Distance

100%

94%

60%

~~ ~}(/s*aI)
~ 12%
EN Isal

}WSaJ)~ "'his·a/)
44% 23%

EN Isal
FIGURE 4.3 Degree of perceptual distance by percentage of 'different' judgments
between fricatives in Korean and English before Ial by Korean speakers (top) and AE
speakers (bottom)

Regarding the discrimination task of fricatives before iiI, Figure 4.4 illustrates the

degree of perceptual distance (by percentage) between fricatives before iiI by Korean

speakers and Figure 4.5 illustrates the degree of perceptual distance between fricatives

before iii by American English speakers. Figures 4.4 and 4.5 show different patterns of

perceptual distance depending on the native language.

Perceptual Distance

+---------------------~~~l(/s*i/)

100%
+-------------------1~. Al(lsi/)

85%
+--------------------....~ Al(lsi/)

97%

+-------------------~~ ~l(ls*i/)

95%
FIGURE 4.4 Degree of perceptual distance by percentage of 'different' judgments
between fricatives in Korean and English before iiI by Korean native speakers
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Perceptual Distance

She ~ 52% ~ ~l (ls*i/)

She
~

20%
~ Al (lsi/)

~ ~Al (/si/)See 99%

~ ~
See 45% ~l (/s*i/)

Al (lsi/) ~ 36% ~ ~l (/s*i/)
FIGURE 4.5 Degree of perceptual distance by percentage of 'different' judgments
between fricatives in Korean and English before iii by AE speakers

As shown in Figures 4.4 and 4.5, Korean speakers perceived Korean Isal and Korean

Is*a/ (100% dissimilarity), and Korean Isil and Korean Is*il (95% dissimilarity) as

different sounds. Even though they are different phonemes in Korean, 5% of the stimuli

were perceived as the same sound by Korean native speakers. This confusion may lead to

misperception of the two Korean fricatives by Korean native speakers.

AE speakers seem to be confused about the Korean fricative contrast regardless of

vowel context. Korean Isil and Korean Is*il are different sounds to Korean speakers (95%

dissimilarity), but are confused by AE speakers (36% dissimilarity). Korean speakers

perceived English Isal and Korean Is*a/ as the same sound with a higher degree of

perceived identity than AE speakers. Both Korean and AE speakers perceived English Isil

and Korean Isil as different sounds, but AE speakers did not seem to differentiate English

Isa/ and Korean Isa/ (44% dissimilarity).

Experiment 1A was performed to answer the following questions. Questions

1 through 9 were for AE speakers and Questions 10 through 16 were for Korean

speakers:

1) Can speakers ofEnglish perceive a difference between KO /sa/ and EN /sa/?
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2) Can speakers ofEnglish perceive a difference between KO Is*01 and EN Isal?
3) Can speakers ofEnglish perceive a difference between KO Isil and EN Isi/?

4) Can speakers ofEnglish perceive a difference between KO Isil and EN ISil?
5) Can speakers ofEnglish perceive a difference between KO Is *iland EN Isil?

6) Can speakers ofEnglish perceive a difference between KO Is*il and EN ISil?
7) Can speakers ofEnglish perceive a difference between KO Isal and KO Is*a1?
8) Can speakers ofEnglish perceive a difference between KO lsi! and KO Is*il?

9) Can speakers ofEnglish perceive a difference between EN Isil and EN ISi/?

10) Can speakers ofKorean perceive a difference between KO Isal and EN Isal?
11) Can speakers ofKorean perceive a difference between KO Is *01 and EN Isal?
12) Can speakers ofKorean perceive a difference between KO Isil and EN Isi/?

13) Can speakers ofKorean perceive a difference between KO Isil and EN ISil?
14) Can speakers ofKorean perceive a difference between KO Is*il and EN Isil?

15) Can speakers ofKorean perceive a difference between KO Is*il and EN !JiI?
16) Can speakers ofKorean perceive a difference between KO Isal and KO Is*a1?
17) Can speakers ofKorean perceive a difference between KO Isil and KO Is*il?

18) Can speakers ofKorean perceive a difference between EN Isil and EN ISi/?

Table 4.7 shows the summary of the mean perceived identity (by percentage) between

fricatives in English and Korean by native speakers of American English and Korean.

TABLE 4.7 Summary of the mean perceived identity by percentage between fricatives in
E r h dK b r ak fA . E r h dKnglls an orean >y na 1ve spe ers 0 mencan ngJIS an orean

Question A pair of stimuli AE Korean T-test
1/10 KG Isa! vs. EN Isa! 56% 6% AE > Korean

Before Ia! 2/11 KG Is*a! vs. EN Isa! 77% 88% AE == Korean
7/16 KG Isa! vs. KG Is*a! 60% 0% AE > Korean
3/12 KG Isil vs. EN Isil 1% 6% AE == Korean
4/13 KG Isil vs. EN ISil 80% 15% AE > Korean

5/14 KG Is*il vs. EN Isil 55% 84% AE < Korean
Before IiI 6/15 KG Is*il vs. EN ISil 48% 0% AE > Korean

8/17 KG Isil vs. KG Is*il 64% 5% AE > Korean
9/18 EN Isil vs. EN ISil 0% 4% AE < Korean

EN: English; KO: Korean; AE: Amencan Enghsh speakers

The statistical analysis indicated that except for Korean Is*a! and English Isa! and

Korean Isil and English Isil, the two groups of speakers showed different degrees of
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perceived identity. Korean speakers could hear the differences between Korean Isal and

English Isai, Korean Isal and Korean Is*aI, Korean Isil and English ISil, Korean Is*il and

English ISil, English Isil and English ISil, English Isil and Korean Isil, and Korean Isil and

Korean Is*i/, while AE speakers could hear the differences between English Isil and

English ISil, and Korean Isil and English Isi/. Overall, Korean speakers were more

sensitive in their discrimination of the fricatives in English and Korean than AE speakers

because Korean lsI and Is*1 are phonemes in Korean but allophones in English.

In the recent theories proposed by C. Best and J. Flege, it is assumed that the degree

of perceived identity between L1 and L2 sounds or members of an L2 contrast plays an

important role in predicting the relative perceptual difficulty of L2 contrast. However, it

seems that perceived identity, by itself, may not be enough of a predictor. The

combination of both perceived identity and acoustic similarity might be a more accurate

predictor in assessing the relative perceptual difficulty of an L2 contrast. The results of

Experiment 1A raised the following question: 1) is perceived identity related to acoustic

similarity? Experiment 1B was conducted to answer the question above.

4.3 Experiment 1B: Acoustic similarity between Korean and English
fricatives

4.3.1 Methods
4.3.1.1 Subjects

Experiment 1B used ten subjects: five native speakers of Korean and five native

speakers of American English. The AE speakers had no exposure to the Korean language.
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4.3.1.2 Stimuli and procedures

The stimuli used in Experiment 1B were the same as those in Tables 4.1 and 4.2 of

Experiment IA. In Table 4.1, the stimuli consisted of the Korean fricatives lsi and Is*1

and the English fricative lsi followed by the vowel Ia! in word-initial position. In Table

4.2, the stimuli consisted of 1) the Korean fricatives lsi and Is*1 and 2) the English

fricatives lsi and lSI followed by the vowel iii in word-initial position. English Isa!, lsi!,

and ISil were produced by five AE speakers and Korean Isa!, Is*a!, lsi!, and Is*i! were

produced by five Korean speakers from Seoul, five times each.

Frication duration, aspiration duration, and frication-plus-aspiration duration were

measured to determine the similarities and the differences among English Isa!, Korean

Isa!, and Korean Is*a!. I chose duration rather than amplitude for acoustic measurements

because L2learners tended to rely more on temporal parameters than on spectral or other

acoustic parameters based on a pilot study (Cheon 2001).
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FIGURE 4.6 Spectrogram window showing duration (see arrows): sample of Korean
stimuli Isa-s*a1 as produced by a Seoul Korean speaker
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FFT spectra at a midpoint in the frication noise were measured, to assess similarities and

the differences in spectral shape among English Isil, English ISil, Korean Isil, and Korean

Is*i!.
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FIGURE 4.7 Waveform window showing the midpoint of the frication (top: see the black
vertical line) and FFT window showing the spectral peak location (bottom: see the
arrow): sample of Korean lsi! as produced by a Seoul Korean speaker

4.3.2 Results

The degree of acoustic similarity between fricative sounds before Ial was

measured by duration (ms). The degree of acoustic similarity between fricative sounds

before Iii was measured by spectral peak location (Hz). In previous experimental studies,

English lsi is distinguished from English lSI on the basis of the distribution of spectral
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peaks. But duration cues are not used to identify the place of articulation for English

voiceless sibilant fricatives lsi and III. For these reasons, I chose duration to examine the

degree of acoustic similarity between fricative sounds before Ia! (i.e., KO Isa!, KO Is*a!,

and EN Isa!) and spectral peak frequency to examine the degree of acoustic similarity

between fricative sounds before iii (i.e., KO lsi, EN Isi/, and EN IIi/).

The acoustic values obtained for the pairs of stimuli between English and Korean

were examined in aT-test used for comparisons between the two groups. Comparisons

were made in a pairwise fashion. Each subject's scores for the five repetitions were

averaged prior to statistical analysis.

4.3.2.1 Duration: Korean Isal, Korean Is*aI, and English IsaJ

Figure 4.8 illustrates the degree of acoustic similarity by duration between Korean

and English fricatives before Ia! by five AE speakers and five Korean native speakers. In

Figure 4.8, the mean frication duration of English Isa! is longer than that of Korean Is*a!,

which is in tum longer than that of Korean Isa!. The mean aspiration duration of Korean

Isa! is longer than that of English Isa!, which is longer than that of Korean Is*a!.

In the production of Korean !sa! and Korean Is*a! by Korean speakers and English

Isa! by AE speakers, an unpaired T-test was used for discerning the differences between

Korean fricatives and English fricatives (i.e., KO Isa! vs. EN !sa!; KO Is*a! vs. EN !sa!)

and a two sample T-test was used for discerning the differences between the two Korean

fricatives as produced by the Korean speakers (i.e., KO Isa! vs. KO Is*a!). Figure 4.9

shows the mean frication duration and the results of statistical analysis of English and

Korean fricatives before Ia!.
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FIGURE 4.8 Mean frication duration (top panel), the aspiration duration (mid panel), and
the frication-plus-aspiration duration (bottom panel) of English Isal, Korean Isal, and
Korean Is*aI.
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FIGURE 4.9 Mean frication duration and the results of statistical analysis of three pairs of
English and Korean fricatives before /aI: KG /sal vs. EN /sal, KO /s*aI vs. EN /sal, and
KO /sal vs. KG /s*aI. In the graph, ':::' between pairs refers to lack of statistically
significant difference between the pairs and '<' or '>' between pairs refers to statistically
significant difference between the pairs.

In terms of frication duration, T-test output showed that Korean /sal was

significantly different from both English /sal and Korean /s*aI, but English /sal was not

significantly different from Korean /s*aI (Frication duration: KO /sal > EN /sal, t (8) =

5.11, p = 0.0009; KO /sal > KG /s*aI, t(4) = 8.199, p = 0.0012; KO /s*aI == EN /sal, t(8)

= 0.692, p = 0.5083). Overall, there was no difference in frication duration between

English /sal and Korean /s*aI, but both had a longer frication duration than Korean /sal

(Frication duration: EN /sal ::: KO /s*aI > KO /sal).

Figure 4.10 shows the mean aspiration duration and the results of statistical

analysis of English and Korean fricatives before /al.
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FIGURE 4.10 Mean aspiration duration and the results of statistical analysis of three pairs
of English and Korean fricatives before laI: KG Isal vs. EN Isai, KG Is*aI vs. EN Isal, and
KG Isal vs. KG Is*aI. In the graph, '=' between pairs refers to lack of statistically
significant difference between the pairs and '<' or '>' between pairs refers to statistically
significant difference between the pairs.

In terms of aspiration duration, T-test output showed that Korean Isal was

significantly different from both English Isal and Korean Is*aI, but English Isal was not

significantly different from Korean Is*aI (Aspiration duration: KG Isal > EN Isal, t(8) =-

10.091, p <.0001; KG Isal > KG Is*aI, t(4) = 8.846, p = 0.0009; EN Isal == KG Is*aI, t(8)

= 1.242, P = 0.2492). There was no difference in aspiration duration between Korean

Is*aI and English Isal, but both had a shorter aspiration duration than Korean Isal. There

were no statistically significant differences in frication-plus-aspiration duration among

Korean Isal, Korean Is*aI and English Isal.

4.3.2.2 Spectral peak location: Korean lsi!, Korean Is*i!, English lsi!, and
English IrJl

Figure 4.11 illustrates the degree of acoustic similarity in spectral peak location

(Hz) between fricatives in English and Korean before iiI as spoken by five English native
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speakers and five Korean native speakers. In Figure 4.11, the spectral peak mean of

English Isil is higher than that of Korean Is*i/, while that of Korean Is*il is higher than

that of either Korean Isil or English ISi/. In terms of spectral peak location, Korean Isil

was not significantly different from English ISi/.
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FIGURE 4.11 Mean spectral peak location of English lsi, English lSI, Korean lsi and
Korean Is*1 as produced by native speakers of English and Korean, respectively. The 'EN
IshiI' refers to ISil in English.

In the production of Korean Isil and Korean Is*il as spoken by Korean speakers

and English Isil and English ISil as spoken by AE speakers, an unpaired-T-test was used

for discerning the differences between Korean fricatives and English fricatives (i.e., KG

Isil vs. EN lsi!, KG Is*il vs. EN Isil, KG Isil vs. EN ISil, KG Is*il vs. EN ISi/) and a two

sample T-test was used for discerning the differences: 1) between the two Korean
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fricatives as produced by the Korean speakers (i.e., KG Isil vs. KG Is*il) and 2) between

the English fricatives as produced by AE speakers (i.e., EN Isil vs. EN ISi/). Figure 4.12

shows the mean spectral peak location and displays whether the results show statistically

significant differences between pairs of English and Korean fricatives before IiI.
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FIGURE 4.12 Mean spectral peak location and the results of statistical analysis of six pairs

of English and Korean fricatives before IiI: KG Is*il vs. EN lSi!, KG lsi! vs. EN Iftl, and

KG lsi! vs. KO Is*il (top panel); EN Isil vs. EN ISil, KG Isil vs. EN Isil, and KG Is*il vs.

EN Isil (bottom panel). EN shi in the graph refers to English lSi!. In the graph, ':='

between pairs refers to statistically non-significant difference between the pairs and '<' or
'>' between pairs refers to statistically significant difference between the pairs.
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T-test output showed that Korean Isi*1 was significantly different from English ISil and

Korean Isil (KO Is*il > EN ISil, t(8) =-2.338, P =0.0476; KG Is*il > KO Is*i/, t(4) =

3.498, p = 0.0249), but Korean Isil was not significantly different from English ISil,

indicating that Korean Isil was more similar to English ISil than Korean Is*il in terms of

spectral peak location (KG Isil == EN ISil, t(8) =-0.481, p = 0.6435). T-test output also

showed that there were statistically significant differences in spectral peak location

between English Isil and other fricatives before iiI and between Korean Is*il and other

fricatives before IiI. Specifically, the spectral peak location was higher in English Isil than

it was in English ISil (EN Isil > EN ISil, t(4) =8.275, p =0.0012), or in Korean Isil (KG

Isil < EN Isil, t(8) = 3.716, p =0.0059), or in Korean Is*1 (KG Is*il < EN Isil, t(8) = 2.639,

p =0.0298).

4.4 Summary

Two different acoustic parameters were measured in order to examine the

similarities and the differences between the Korean and English fricatives: 1) the duration

of Korean and English fricatives before laI; and 2) the spectral peak location of Korean

and English fricatives before iiI. The T-test output showed that Korean Isal was

significantly different from English Isal or Korean Is*aI, but there was no difference

between English Isal and Korean Is*aI in either frication duration or aspiration duration.

The frication duration of English Isal and Korean Is*aI was longer than that of Korean

Isai, but the aspiration duration of English Isal and Korean Is*aI was shorter than that of

Korean Isal. Overall, English Isal and Korean Is*aI had a longer duration but a shorter
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aspiration duration than Korean Isal (Frication duration: EN Isal == KG Is*aI > KG Isal;

Aspiration duration: EN Isal == KG Is*aI < KG Isal).

The other T-test output showed that Korean Isil was not significantly different

from English ISil, but Korean Isil was significantly different from Korean Is*i/, indicating

that Korean speakers distinguish Korean Isil and Korean Is*il in terms of spectral peak

location. Overall, the spectral peak location was higher in Korean Is*il and English Isil

than it was in either English ISil or Korean Isil (EN Isil > KG Is*il > KG Isil == EN ISi/).

Now this result gives evidence that Korean Is*1 is not palatalized before iiI because it

stays high spectral peak frequencies.

4.5 Discussion and conclusion

Some sounds in a second language may be identical to those found in a first

language, yet most sounds in L2 are different from Ll sounds. Non-native speakers may

perceive theses L2 sounds differently than do native speakers. If a contrast in L2 is not

phonemic in Ll, non-native speakers may not detect the differences between the two

members of the L2 contrast.

Table 4.8 is a summary of Experiments lA and lB regarding both the perceived

identity and the acoustic similarity between English Isal (produced by AE speakers), and

Korean Isal and Is*aI (produced by Korean speakers).
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TABLE 4.8 Summary of Experiments 1A and 1B regarding both perceived identity and
r 'l't b t E r hI a/ K I a/ d K I *a/acous IC SImI anry e ween ngJIS s , orean s , an orean s

Question Perceived Acoustic similarity (duration)
identity

AE KG Frication Aspiration
1/10. KG Isa/ vs. EN Isa/ 56% 6% KG Isa/ < EN Isa/ KG Isa/ > EN Isa/
2/11. KG Is*a/ vs. EN Isa/ 77% 88% KG Is*a/ == EN Isa/ KG Is*a/ == EN Isa/
7/16. KG Isa/ vs. KG Is*a/ 60% 0% KG Isa/ < KG Is*a/ KG Isa/ > KG Is*a/

The English sound Isa/ is more similar to Korean Is*a/ than it is to Korean Isa/, But the

mean perceived identity between Korean Isa/ and English Isa/ is 46% for AE speakers

and 7% for Korean speakers.

Table 4,9 is a summary of Experiments 1A and 1B regarding both the perceived

identity and the acoustic similarity between English Isil and English ISil produced by AE

speakers and Korean Isil and Korean Is*il produced by Korean speakers.

TABLE 4.9 Summary of Experiments 1A and 1B regarding both perceived identity and

acoustic similarity between English Isi/, English ISi/, Korean Isi/, and Korean Is*il
Question Perceived identity Acoustic similarity

American English Korean Spectral peak location
3/12. KG Isil vs. EN Isil 1% 3% KG Isil < EN Isil
4/13. KG Isil vs. EN ISil 80% 15% KG Isil == EN ISil
5/14. KG Is*il vs. EN Isil 55% 84% KG Is*il < EN Isil
6/15, KG Is*il vs. EN ISil 48% 0% KG Is*il > EN ISil
8/17. KG Isil vs. KG Is*il 64% 5% KG Isil < KG Is*il
9/18. EN Isil vs. EN ISil 0% 4% EN Isil > EN ISil

Statistically, KG Isil and KG Is*il are distinct for Korean speakers and different sounds in

terms of spectral peak location. However, unlike Korean speakers, AE speakers did not

seem to differentiate KG Isil and KG Is*i/, perceptually.

In sum, the results of the discrimination task indicated that listeners perceived the

phonetic contrast in terms of their L1 sound system. As predicted, Korean native speakers
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judged Korean Is*a/ and Korean Isa/ as different sounds (0% perceived identity) and

Korean Is*il and Korean Isil as different sounds (5% perceived identity) because they are

different phonemes in Korean. However, English native speakers with no Korean

language experience tended to judge these sounds as the same sound. 60% of the stimuli

Korean Isa/ and Korean Is*a/ and 64% of the stimuli Korean Isil and Korean Is*il were

judged as the same sound by AE speakers. However, the English fricatives Isil and lSi!

were perceived as different sounds by both AE speakers (0% perceived identity) and

Korean speakers (4% perceived identity). According to the literature review in Chapter 2,

Seoul speakers usually produce Korean fricatives Isil and Is*il as [Ji] and [J*i]. However,

I conclude that Korean Is*1 before iii is different from English palato-alveolar lSI and

Korean Isil is also perceptually different from English ISil (Korean speakers: 0%

perceived identity vs. AE speakers: 48% perceived identity). In articulation, Korean [Ji]

is different from English [Ji] in that English [Ji] is produced with lip rounding near

palato-alveolar region but Korean [Ji] is produced without lip rounding near alveolar

region. As such, Table 3.1, which was based on that literature review, needs revision.

Table 4.10 is a revision of Table 3.1 in Chapter 3. In Chapter 2, Korean fricatives lsi and

Is*1 were described as allophones in English and AE speakers perceived them as the same

sound. The English fricatives lsi and lSI were described as allophones in Korean. But

Korean speakers perceived them as different sounds. The lip-rounded English lSI does not

exist per se in Korean, but Korean Iswl (before iii) or Isj/ (elsewhere) is similar to English

lSI.
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TABLE 4.10 Korean and English fricatives and their predicted phonetic realizations in
1 (R"")mter anguage eVlsIOn

L2 Korean American English learners of Korean Ll English
Is*1 .. lsi
lsi /~
Isil [Ji] ISil
L2 English Korean learners of English Ll Korean phoneme
lsi ~ Is*1

lSI ... Iswl or Isj/

NP offers an account for this contrasting finding (Donegan 2004, personal

communication). Table 4.11 shows underlying and surface representations of Korean

fricatives in three vowel contexts.

fK"1'" td h411Ud I"TABLE n ertymg representatIOn an pj onetlc ranscnpllons 0 orean ncatlves

Korean [s] and mcontrast
Underlying representation Is*a sja/ Is*u sjul Is*i swil
Phonetic transcription (Korean) [s*a Sja] [s*u fu] [s*i fi]
Phonetic transcription (English) [sa Sa] [su Su] [si Si]

As in Table 4.11, Korean [s*a], [s*u], and [s*i] can be phonetically transcribed as [sa],

[su], and [si] in English, and Korean [Jja] , [JYu], [JYi] can be phonetically transcribed as

[Ja], [Ju], and [Ji] in English, even though they are not identical. Unlike English, however,

Korean makes a surface difference between [s] and min words like [s*o] 'sting' and [Jo]

'show' a loanword from English, which is quite audible to Korean speakers. English has

no such surface difference between [s] and [s*]. Thus, it is predicted in NP that Koreans

are able to differentiate English [s] and m, but AE speakers are not able to differentiate

Korean [s] and [s*].
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Also, the degrees of perceived identity and acoustic similarity between Korean Isil

and Is*il and the degree of perceived identity between Korean Isa/ and Is*a/ are so high

that AE speakers are expected to have difficulty differentiating the Korean fricative

contrasts in both production and perception. The higher the perceived identity and the

acoustic similarity between two sounds, the more similar the sounds are for listeners.

Table 4.11 displays a disparity between the results of perceived identity and

acoustic similarity. KG [Ji] and EN [Ji] are similar sounds in terms of spectral peak

location, but they have a low percentage of perceived identity (15% perceived identity),

suggesting that Korean [Ji] and English [Ji] are perceptually distinguished by Korean

speakers. Previous research studies (Cebrian 2002) also find "a disparity between the

results of perceptual similarity and acoustic similarity" (e.g., Stevens et al. 1996; Flege

1991). For example, Stevens et al. (1996) find, in a study of cross-language perceptual

similarity and cross-language acoustic similarity that in acoustic measurements North

German front rounded vowels are intermediate between American English front and back

vowels, but in perceptual judgments, listeners categorize the German front rounded

vowels as more similar to AE back vowels than to front vowels. Flege (1991) also finds,

in a comparison study of Spanish and English vowels, that acoustic comparisons and

perceptual comparisons between Spanish and English vowels do not correspond.

Acoustically, English iiI is similar to Spanish Iii and English III to Spanish leI, while

perceptually, Spanish speakers identify English iiI as Spanish iiI (94% of the time) as

predicted, but English III more as Spanish IiI (68% of the time) than as Spanish leI (19%

of the time). Thus, acoustic similarity does not always predict perceptual similarity. Bohn,

Strange and Trent (1999) claim that perceptual comparisons are a better method to
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predict perceptual difficulty than acoustic comparisons. That is, Korean Isil is different

from English ISil with 15% perceived identity and perceptually, Korean Is*il is also

different from palatalized ISi/. It is obvious that the palatalized allophone [Ji] of the

Korean fricatives do not share exactly the same phonetic attributes with the English

palato-alveolar fricative [J]. I conclude that English ISil is different from Korean Isil and

rather, similar to Korean Iswil to Korean speakers.

How do differing degrees of perceived identity and acoustic similarity between

Ll and L2 sounds and between members of an L2 contrast affect L2 acquisition in both

perception and production? Experiments from Chapter 5 to Chapter 7 are conducted to

try to answer the question.



CHAPTERS

ACOUSTIC CHARACTERISTICS OF KOREAN AND ENGLISH FRICATIVES

IN L2 ACQUISITION

5.1 Introduction

Most experimental studies have focused on acoustic parameters that serve to

distinguish sibilant from non-sibilant fricatives in English in both production and

perception. More specifically, acoustic cues such as frication duration, amplitude,

spectral peak location, and formant transitions consistently serve to distinguish sibilant

from non-sibilant fricatives in English (Jongman, Wayland & Wong 2000). A small

number of studies have concentrated on the voiceless sibilant English fricatives lsi and lSI

and their acoustic characteristics (Behrens & Blumstein 1988; Hedrick & Ohde 1993;

Jongman 1989; Jongman et al. 2000; Whalen 1991). Most studies of English fricatives

conclude that lsi is distinguished from lSI on the basis of spectral properties of the

frication noise. Jongman et al. (2000) revealed that the mean spectral peak frequency was

higher for lsi (6,133 Hz) and lower for lSI (4,229 Hz). Thus, Jongman et al. (2000)

conclude that English voiceless sibilant fricatives lsi and lSI are mainly characterized by

distinct spectral shapes. Similarly, researchers such as Strevens (1960) and Behrens &

Blumstein (1988) found that typically lSI exhibits a mid-frequency spectral peak at

around 2.5-3 kHz, while lsi displays a primary spectral peak at higher frequencies around

4 to 5 kHz. Absolute spectral mean may be different depending on the researcher or the

subject due to variability arising from speaker size, phonetic environment, or speaking

rate (Pisoni & Luce 1986).
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For Korean fricatives, several studies have focused on the acoustic characteristics

of Korean lax and tense voiceless sibilant fricatives (Cho et al. 2000; Iverson 1983;

Kagaya 1974; Yoon 1998, 2002). Acoustic parameters such as duration and amplitude

have been used to differentiate the two Korean fricatives. Yoon (2002) revealed that the

fricative noise duration of Is*1 was generally longer than that of lsi, but the frication-plus

aspiration duration of Is*1 was shorter than that of lsi. In addition to duration, Yoon found

that the difference in amplitude between aspiration and vowels was greater for the lax

fricatives than it was for the tense fricatives. All of these studies have concentrated on the

acoustic characteristics of Korean voiceless sibilant fricatives as spoken by native

speakers of Korean.

This experimental study involves the establishment of primary acoustic

parameters needed to categorize voiceless sibilant fricatives in both English and Korean.

A comparative analysis of acoustic properties for the classification of both English lsi and

lSI and Korean lsi and Is*1 in L2 speech production was conducted. The following

acoustic parameters were measured: duration of frication, duration of aspiration, duration

of frication-plus-aspiration, duration ratio of frication to aspiration, amplitude of frication,

the amplitude of the following vowel, and amplitude difference between fricative and

vowel for Korean fricatives as well as spectral peak location of the frication noise for

English fricatives. In Experiment 1, the duration ratio of frication to aspiration (AlP), and

amplitude difference between fricatives and their following vowels were particular foci

for L1 and L2 analysis. Experiment 2 examined the acoustic properties (AlP duration

ratio and amplitude difference) of Korean fricatives as spoken by native Korean speakers,

by American English (AE) advanced learners of Korean, and by AE KSL beginning
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learners. Experiment 3 examined the acoustic feature, spectral peak location of English

sibilant fricatives as spoken by native speakers of AE, by Korean advanced ESL learners,

and by Korean beginning ESL learners. The following were questions addressed in

Experiments 2 and 3:

How do American English learners of Korean produce an L2 contrast (such as
Korean lsI and Is*l) that does exist allophonically in L1 but is categorized as
one L1 sound (such as English lsI)?

How do Korean learners ofEnglish produce an L2 contrast (such as English lsI

and 1'1) that does exist allophonically in L1 and is categorized as two different
L1 sounds (such as Korean Is *1 and Isjl)?

As L2 learners gain experiences in the L2, do production abilities develop for an
L2 phonemic contrast that is allophonic in L1 ?

5.2 Experiment 2: Acoustic characteristics of Korean fricatives

in L2 acquisition

5.2.1 Acoustic measurement criteria: duration and amplitude

5.2.1.1 Duration: AspirationlFrication (AIF) duration ratio

To begin with, along with frication duration, aspiration duration was measured

from offset of frication to onset of the following vowel in word-initial position.

According to Cho, lun & Ladefoged (2000), there is a temporal adjustment between

closure duration and aspiration such that longer closure duration means shorter aspiration

duration, while shorter closure duration means longer aspiration duration. If this

hypothesis is correct, temporal adjustment between frication and aspiration may also exist

in Korean. In Experiment 3, frication duration and aspiration duration of /s/ and /s*/ in

three vowel contexts, produced by the three groups, were compared by referring to the

relative NF duration ratio. In the production of native speakers of Korean, frication
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duration was shorter but aspiration duration was longer in lsI than in Is*l, based on the

pilot study conducted by the author and on the literature review. It is predicted that the

Korean lax fricative lsI will have a larger AIF duration ratio due to longer aspiration

duration than its tense counterpart Is*l.
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FIGURE 5.1 Wavefonn window (amplitude, upper window) and spectrogram window
(duration, lower window) used for measuring duration and amplitude: sample of Korean
stimuli Isa-s*a1 as produced by a Seoul Korean speaker.

As shown in Figure 5.1, both a time-aligned wavefonn with amplitude and a

spectrogram are used simultaneously in deciding on the fricative-aspiration-vowel
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boundary or frication-glottalization-vowel boundary because time-cursors can be linked

across all windows.

5.2.1.2 Amplitude: amplitude difference

In order to compare the energy change between lax/tense fricatives and their

following vowels, the highest amplitude of both lax and tense fricatives at the midpoint

of the frication was measured and the highest amplitude energy of vowels (following

fricatives) was measured. Both frication amplitude and vowel amplitude of /s/ and /s*/ in

three vowel contexts were compared by referring to amplitude difference. Amplitude

difference (a value for vowel minus fricative in dB) between fricatives and the following

vowels was measured. Here, amplitude difference refers to the highest amplitude of the

frication noise relative to the highest amplitude of the vowel. Amplitude difference was

focused on for Ll and L2 speech comparative analyses. In the pilot study conducted by

the author, it was found that amplitude at the midpoint of frication was greater for /s/ than

for /s*/ due to greater airflow during the frication, but amplitude at the midpoint of vowel

was greater in the context of /s*/ than in the context of lsi. According to Ladefoged

(2003), greater air pressure during the frication causes higher airflow after the frication

which makes amplitude of the following vowels greater. 1 It is predicted that amplitude

difference between fricative and the following vowel is greater for tense fricatives than

for lax fricatives in the productions by Korean native speakers.

1 Air flows out of the mouth and the nose in the pronunciation of sounds. Air flow is different from air
pressure. Generally, as air pressure increases in the vocal tract, airflow increases too. However, this is not
always the case. For instance, fricatives increase air pressure but decrease air flow because there is greater
constriction somewhere in the vocal tract which makes the distance between tongue and roof of the mouth
narrower. That is, when there is resistance to the airflow, the pressure of air will increase but the airflow
may decrease (Ladefoged 2003).
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5.2.2 Methods

5.2.2.1 Subjects

Fifteen paid volunteers participated in this experimental study: ten American

English (AE) speakers and five Korean speakers. All subjects were male undergraduate

or graduate students at the University of Hawai'i at Manoa. For the acoustic study of

Korean fricative contrast /s-s*/ by AE KSL learners, ten AE KSL learners were divided

into two groups depending on their Korean proficiency level: five beginning learners and

five advanced learners. AE learners who had studied the Korean language for less than

one year belonged to the beginners' group of English speakers, and those who had

studied Korean for at least five years belonged to the advanced group of English speakers

at the time of recording. Table 5.1 is a list of subject groups who participated in

Experiment 3.

TABLE 5.1 Experiment 2: subject information
Group Mean age
Control (5 native Korean) 29.2
Experimental (5 L2 Advanced) 36.6
Experimental (5 L2 Beginning) 30.6

Length of study in years

10
0.8

A control group of five native speakers from Seoul was tested as well. Notably,

some Kyungsang dialect speakers in Korea do not differentiate Korean fricatives in

production as well as sometimes in perception. Thus, for speaker normalization in the

production of Korean fricatives, only male Korean speakers from Seoul and male non-

heritage AE KSL learners were chosen. The same phonological target produced by

speakers of different accents might result in a different acoustic target. None of the

subjects had a history of speech or hearing disorders.
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5.2.2.2 Stimuli in Korean and procedures

Korean test syllables consisted of one of the Korean fricatives lsi and Is*1

followed by one of the vowels Ii, a, u/, in Table 5.2.

fro 0 of I52 KTABLE orean s Imu 1 m 1m la posltlOn
Lax lsi Tense Is*1

- 1 Isil 'poem' Is*il 'seed'
a Isa/ 'four' Is*a/ 'nonsense word'
u Isu/ 'embroidery' Is*u/ 'nonsense word'

Korean stimuli in word-initial position were contrasting pairs such as Isil 'poem' or Is*il

'seed'. Each stimulus was printed on a notecard in Korean orthographic form. The stimuli

were spoken in connected speech. All speakers were asked to repeat the randomized list

of the six tokens in the carrier sentence written in Korean on the notecard, Nanun cigum

___ malhago issoyo 'I'm saying __ now' five times.

A headset microphone (Shure SM lOA-CN) was used for providing signal-to-

noise ratio. The subjects had to be close enough to the microphone to provide an adequate

signal, yet their breath-stream had to be directed in such a way as not to impinge on the

microphone. A total of 30 tokens was produced by each subject. In total, 450 sentences

(2 fricatives x 3 vowels x 5 repetitions x 15 speakers) were measured for the acoustic

study. Speakers familiarized themselves with the material before beginning. Recordings

were made in a sound-attenuated booth at the University of Hawai'i at Manoa. The

recorded sentences were digitized into PCquirer at a 22.05 kHz sampling rate at the

University of Hawai 'i Phonetics Laboratory.
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5.2.2.3 Statistical analysis

Each subject's scores for the five repetitions were averaged prior to statistical

analysis. The data sets were analyzed as three two-way repeated measures ANDVAs (2 x

3 design) for each of the three separate groups and a three-way repeated measures

ANDVA (3 x 2 x 3 design) for comparisons of the three groups. An alpha level of .05

was used to determine significance for all statistical tests. That is, the chance of rejecting

a null hypothesis when the null hypothesis should not be rejected is set at 5 out of 100.

The results of three-way repeated measures ANDVAs are presented using an ANDVA

summary table, but the results of two-way repeated measures ANDVAs are presented

within the text of the research report without a summary table. The results showing

significant main or interaction effects are followed by Tukey post-hoc tests, along with

graphs.

5.2.3 Results

5.2.3.1 Duration: AIF duration ratio

This section dealt with the ratio of aspiration duration (A) to the preceding

frication duration (F), which was calculated by dividing the latter by the former (AIF).

AIF duration ratios in the three vowel contexts (Iii, la!, lui) were analyzed for each

fricative. To examine AIF duration ratios of the Korean fricative contrast by each of the

three groups, three separate two-way repeated measures ANDVAs tested the effects of

Fricative contrast and Vowel context on AIF duration ratio of Korean fricative contrast.

The separate analyses were performed because the three groups used different strategies

during production. Then one three-way repeated measures ANDVA also tested the effects
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of Group, Fricative contrast, and Vowel context on AIF duration ratio in the second

language acquisition.

In the production by the native Korean speakers in the control group, a two-way

repeated measures ANDVA yielded two significant main effects (Fricative contrast effect

[F (1,4) =192.972, p =0.0002]; Vowel context effect [F (2,8) =216.346, p < .0001]) and

one significant Fricative contrast x Vowel context interaction ([F (2,8) = 406.385, p

< .0001]. Two main effects and subsequent Tukey post-hoc tests revealed that there was a

significant difference in AIF duration ratios between lsI and Is*l, showing that AIF

duration ratio of lsI was greater than that of Is*l, as predicted in 5.2.1.1. In the case of

Korean fricatives, frication duration was shorter but aspiration duration was longer in lsi

than they were in Is*l, supporting the findings of Yoon (1998) and Cho et al. (2000). All

three vowels were significantly different from each other in terms of AIF duration ratios

(iii < lui < Ia/). The Fricative contrast x Vowel context interaction effect indicated that

the difference in AIF duration ratio between lsi and Is*1 was greatest in the context of Ia/,

followed by lui, then iii. When la/ preceded by lsi is pronounced, it takes longer for the

tongue to lower, which allows more air flow and causes air pressure. lsi before the vowel

la/ is shorter due to a longer transition between fricative and vowel. In the pilot study and

in previous experimental studies, frication duration was shorter and aspiration duration

was longer in lsi than Is*1 (Yoon 1998; Cho et al. 2000). Figure 5.2 displays the mean

ratios of frication to the following aspiration duration by native Korean speakers.
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FIGURE 5.2 Mean ratios of aspiration duration to the preceding frication duration by
native Korean speakers: Fricative contrast x Vowel context interaction

In the production by the AE KSL advanced learners in the experimental group, a

two-way repeated measures ANOVA yielded two significant main effects (Fricative

contrast effect [F (1,4) =24.136, p =0.008]; Vowel context effect [F (2,8) =17.390, p =

0.0012) and no significant Fricative contrast x Vowel context interaction ([F (2,8) =

2.285, p = 0.149]. A main effect of Fricative contrast indicated that there was a

significant difference in AIF duration ratio between lsi and Is*l, indicating that AIF

duration ratio of lsi was greater than that of Is*l. A main effect of Vowel context revealed

that Iii and lui were significantly different from Ial but there was no difference between Iii

and lui in terms of AIF duration ratio (iii =lui < Ia!). However, in the production by the

AE KSL beginning learners in the experimental group, a two-way repeated measures

ANOVA yielded one significant main effect (Fricative contrast [F (1,4) =3.188, p =
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0.1487]; Vowel context effect [F (2,8) =4.557, p =0.0477]) and no significant Fricative

contrast x Vowel context interaction ([F (2,8) = 0.501, p = 0.6237]. A main effect of

Vowel context and a subsequent post-hoc test indicated that Ia! and Iii were significantly

different from each other, indicating that A/F duration ratio was greater in the context of

Ia! than it was in the context of iii. But there were no statistically significant differences

between Ia! and lui or between iii and lui (iii < la!, Ia! == lui, iii == lui). Figure 5.3 displays

and compares the mean A/F duration ratios of frication duration to following aspiration

duration by AE KSL advanced learners and by AE KSL beginning learners.
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FIGURE 5.3 Mean ratios of frication duration to following aspiration duration by AE KSL
advanced learners (upper panel) and by AE KSL beginning learners (lower panel)
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In Table 5.3, a three-way repeated measures ANOVA tested the effects of Group,

Fricative contrast, and Vowel context on AIF duration ratio of Korean fricatives /s/ and

/s*/ in the second language acquisition. The data result yielded three significant main

effects (Group, Fricative contrast, and Vowel context) and four significant interactions

(Fricative contrast x Group, Vowel context x Group, Fricative contrast x Vowel context,

Fricative contrast x Vowel context x Group).
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TABLE 5.3 Three-way repeated measures ANOVA summary table showing the effects of
Group, Fricative contrast, and Vowel context on A/F duration ratio in the second
language acquisition
Source
Between groups
Group (Control, L2 Adv, L2 Beg)
Error
Within groups
Fricative contrast (lsi Is*/)
Fricative contrast x Group
Error

Vowel context (la!, /iI, lui)
Vowel context x Group
Error

Fricative contrast x Vowel
Fricative contrast x Vowel context x Group
Error

df

2
12

1
2

12

2
4

24

2
4

24

MS

0.0283
0.0029

0.1438
0.0540
0.0007

0.1832
0.0454
0.0018

0.0562
0.0355
0.0004

F-value

9.63

181.46
68.21

96.78
24.01

132.13
83.47

P-value

0.0032

<.0001
<.0001

<.0001
<.0001

<.0001
<.0001

A main effect of Group and a Tukey post-hoc test indicated that the mean A/F

duration ratio was significantly longer for native Korean speakers (0.13) than it was for

either AE KSL beginning learners (0.08) or for AE KSL advanced learners (0.07), but

there was no significant difference between AE advanced and beginning learners of

Korean. A main effect of Fricative contrast and a Tukey post-hoc test revealed that there

was a significant difference between lsi and Is*l, which means that A/F duration ratio of

Is*1 (0.05) was smaller than that of lsi (0.13). A main effect of Vowel context and a

Tukey post-hoc test indicated that there were significant differences between Ia! (0.18)

and Iii (0.03), between Ia! (0.18) and lui (0.07), and between iii (0.03) and lui (0.07).

A Fricative contrast x Group interaction and subsequent post-hoc tests indicated

that the difference in A/F duration ratio between lsi and Is*1 was greater for the control

group than it was for either AE advanced or beginning learners of Korean. Figure 5.4
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displays the mean AIF duration ratios of Korean fricatives lsi and Is*1 in the three groups,

showing the Fricative contrast x Group interaction.

Group by Fricative contrast Interaction
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FIGURE 5.4 Mean AIF duration ratios of Korean fricatives lsi and Is*1 in the three groups

There were differences in AIF duration ratio between Korean speakers and AE KSL

learners (L2 Beg == L2 Adv < Cont) in the production of lsi, but there were no differences

among the three groups in the production of Is*1 (L2 Beg == L2 Adv == Cont). The data

indicated that the two fricatives lsi and Is*1 had different duration ratio patterns

depending on the group, demonstrating that lsi had a greater mean AIF duration ratio in

the control group than it had either in the L2 advanced or L2 beginner's groups, while

Is*1 had a smaller AIF duration ratio in all three groups, as shown in Figure 5.4. The

result may be due to both the influence of language experience and the similarity between

English lsi and Korean Is*l. L2 learners of Korean in their production of Korean Is*1

(which is more similar to English lsi than Korean lsi) achieved native-speaking levels of
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production. On the other hand, in the production of Korean lsI (which is less similar to

English lsI than Korean Is*1), L2 advanced learners did not differ from L2 beginning

learners. As in Tables 4.1, Korean Is*a! and English Isa! show a high degree of phonetic

(perceived and acoustic) similarity. Overall, L2 beginning learners seem to be confused

about the two fricatives. L2 learners did not produce Korean fricatives Isa! in terms of

AlP duration ratio authentically.

There was an interaction between Group and Vowel context at the .05 level.

Figure 5.5 displays the mean AlP duration ratios of the three groups in the three vowel

contexts, showing the Group x Vowel context interaction.
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FIGURE 5.5 Mean AlP duration ratios of the three groups in the three vowel contexts

A Group x Vowel context interaction and subsequent Tukey post-hoc tests indicated that

Korean speakers were different from AE KSL learners, but there was no difference

between AE advanced and beginning learners of Korean in the context of Ia! (L2 Beg ==
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L2 Adv < Cont), as shown in Figure 5.5. However, there were no significant differences

in AIF duration ratio between the three groups in the contexts of lui and IiI (L2 Beg == L2

Adv == Cont). That is, the AIF duration ratio between the AE KSL advanced learners and

the control group and between AE KSL beginning learners and the control group were

greater in the context of laI, but not between AE advanced and beginning learners of

Korean.

A Fricative contrast x Vowel context interaction and subsequent Tukey post-hoc

tests indicated that the difference in AIF duration ratios between lsI and Is*1 was much

greater in the context of Ial than in the context of either lui or Iii. Figure 5.6 displays the

mean AIF duration ratios of Korean fricatives in the three vowel contexts, showing the

Fricative contrast x Vowel context interaction.
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FIGURE 5.6 Mean AIF duration ratios of Korean fricatives in the three vowel contexts

There was a significant Group x Fricative contrast x Vowel context interaction (p

<.0001). Subsequently, Tukey post-hoc tests indicated that in terms of AIF duration ratio,
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lsi has a bigger NF duration ratio than Is*1 in the context of Ia! and lui (s > s*), but there

was no difference between lsi and Is*1 in the context of iii (s = s*).

There was a significant Group x Fricative contrast x Vowel context interaction (p

<.0001). Subsequently, Tukey post-hoc tests indicated that in terms of NF duration ratio,

Korean speakers differentiated a contrast Is-s*1 in the context of Ia! but not in the context

of Iii or lui. That is, the interaction effect is due to the contrast Is-s*1 in the context of Ia!.

The contrast can be more perceptible before Ia! by Korean speakers. L2 AE KSL learners

did not differentiate the contrast in any of the three vowel contexts. This suggests that L2

experience did not make any difference in improvement toward a native-like

pronunciation. Figure 5.7 displays and compares the mean NF duration ratios of Korean

lsi and Is*1 in the three vowel contexts by native Korean speakers, by AE KSL advanced

learners, and by AE KSL beginning learners.
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FIGURE 5.7 Mean AIF duration ratios by native Korean speakers, by AE KSL advanced
learners, and by AE KSL beginning learners
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5.2.3.2 Amplitude: fricative-vowel amplitude difference

This section examined and compared fricative-vowel amplitude difference by the

three groups: native Korean speakers; AE KSL advanced learners; AE KSL beginning

learners. The amplitude difference was analyzed for each fricative in the three vowel

contexts (/iI, la!, lui). To examine the amplitude difference of the Korean fricative

contrast by each of the three groups, three separate two-way repeated measures ANOVAs

tested the effects of Fricative contrast and Vowel context on amplitude difference. The

separate analyses were performed because the three groups used different strategies

during production. Then one three-way repeated measures ANOVA also tested the effects

of Group, Fricative contrast, and Vowel context on amplitude difference in second

language acquisition.

In the production by the native Korean speakers in the control group, a two-way

repeated measures ANOVA yielded two significant main effects (Fricative contrast effect

[F (1,4) =69.398, p =0.0011]; Vowel context effect [F (2,8) =111.891, p < 0.0001]) and

one significant Fricative contrast x Vowel context interaction ([F (2,8) = 24.758, p =

0.0004]. There was a significant difference in amplitude between lsi and Is*l. The main

effect of Fricative contrast and a Tukey post-hoc test indicated that amplitude difference

of Is*1 was greater than that of lsi, demonstrating that the tense fricative Is*1 had a

significantly smaller amplitude than its lax counterpart, and vowels after Is*1 had a

significantly greater amplitude than vowels after lsi, and thus the tense fricative generated

much greater amplitude difference between fricative and vowel. A main effect of Vowel

context and a Tukey post-hoc test indicated that amplitude difference in the context of Ia!

was greater than it was in the context of either lui or Iii. Intrinsically Ia! is more sonorous
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(or more intense) than Iii or lui. The contrast can be more perceptible before Ia! than

before iii or lui. There was a Fricative contrast x Vowel context interaction. Amplitude

difference of Is*1 in the context of Ia! was greater than either Iii or lui. Amplitude

difference was one of the principle acoustic parameters that native Korean speakers used

to differentiate Korean lsi and Is*l. Figure 5.8 shows the mean amplitude difference of

Korean lsi and Is*1 in the three vowel contexts as produced by native Korean speakers.
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FIGURE 5.8 Mean fricative-vowel amplitude difference (dB) as produced by native
Korean speakers

However, in the production by the AE KSL advanced learners in the experimental

group, a two-way repeated measures ANOVA yielded one significant main effect

(Fricative contrast [F (1,4) = 0.063, P = 0.8142]; Vowel context effect [F (2,8) = 150.306,

p < 0.0001) and no significant Fricative contrast x Vowel context interaction ([F (2,8) =
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2.159, p = 1.779]. Unlike native speakers of Korean, the AE KSL learners did not

differentiate the Korean fricative contrast in terms of amplitude difference. A main effect

of Vowel context and a Tukey post-hoc test indicated that amplitude difference was

greater in the context of Ia! than it was in the context of either lui or iiI. Low vowels (e.g.,

Ia!) are more loud than high vowels (e.g., iiI or lui).

In the production by the AE KSL beginning learners in the experimental group, a

two-way repeated measures ANOVA yielded no significant main effect (Fricative

contrast effect [F (1,4) =1.030, p =0.3675]; Vowel context effect [F (2,8) =9.344, p =

0.081]) and no significant Fricative contrast x Vowel context interaction ([F (2,8) = 0.764,

p =0.4972]. Overall, amplitude difference did not playa role in differentiating Korean lsI

and Is*1 in the production of AE KSL learners.

Figure 5.9 displays the mean fricative-vowel amplitude difference as produced by

AE KSL advanced learners and by AE KSL beginning learners.
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FIGURE 5.9 Mean fricative-vowel amplitude difference (dB) as produced by AE KSL
advanced learners (upper panel) and by AE KSL beginning learners (lower panel)
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In Table 5.4, a three-way repeated measures ANOVA tested the effects of Group,

Fricative contrast, and Vowel context on amplitude difference in second language

acquisition. The result yielded three significant main effects (Group, Fricative contrast,

and Vowel context) and four significant interactions (Fricative x Group, Vowel x Group,

Fricative x Vowel, Fricative x Vowel x Group).

A main effect of Group and a Tukey post-hoc test indicated that the mean

amplitude difference was significantly bigger for native Korean speakers (13.5 dB) than

it was for either AE KSL beginning learners (6.3 dB) or for AE KSL advanced learners

(4.4 dB), but there was no significant difference in amplitude difference between AE

KSL advanced learners and AE KSL beginning learners. A main effect of Fricative

contrast revealed that there was a significant difference between lsi and Is*l. A

subsequent Tukey post-hoc test revealed that amplitude difference of Is*1 (9.15 dB) was

greater than that of lsi (6.99 dB). A main effect of Vowel context and a Tukey post-hoc

test indicated that there were significant differences between Ia! (12.6 dB) and Iii (3.2 dB)

and between Ia! (12.6 dB) and lui (8.4 dB), but there was no statistically significant

difference between iii and lui.
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TABLE 5.4 Three-way repeated measures ANOVA summary table showing the effects of
Group, Fricative contrast, and Vowel context on amplitude difference
Source df MS F-value P-value
Between groups
Group 2 699.867 11.20 0.0018
Error 12 62.511
Within groups
Fricative 1 105.120 21.01 .0003
Fricative contrast x Group 2 297.111 36.75 <.0001
Error 12 48.507

Vowel Context 2 673.461 123.44 <.0001
Vowel context x Group 4 54.630 10.01 <.0001
Error 24 5.455

Fricative contrast x Vowel context 2 33.862 12.02 <.0002
Fricative contrast x Vowel context x Group 4 39.816 14.13 <.0001
Error 24 2.816

A Group x Fricative contrast interaction and a subsequent Tukey post-hoc test

revealed that there was no significant difference among three groups (Cont == L2 Adv ==

L2 Beg) in the production of lsi, but Korean speakers were different from L2learners of

Korean in the production of /s*/. L2 advanced and beginning learners of Korean did not

produce Korean /s*-s/ contrast in terms of amplitude difference. In Figure 5.10, the

patterns found in the control group were different from those found in the L2 learner

groups. /s*/ has much greater amplitude difference between fricative and the following

vowel in the control group, but amplitude difference in the L2 learner groups was greater

in /s/ than it was in /s*/. Also, the difference in amplitude difference between /s/ and /s*/

was greater for native Korean speakers than it was for either AE KSL advanced learners

or AE KSL beginning learners. As in AlP duration ratios, L2 experience did not make

any difference in production improvement in terms of amplitude difference. L2 learners

do not seem to rely on amplitude difference as an acoustic parameter to differentiate
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Korean fricative contrast. Figure 5.10 displays the mean amplitude difference of Korean

lsi and Is*1 in three groups showing the Group x Fricative interaction.
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FIGURE 5.10 Mean amplitude difference of Korean lsi and Is*1 in three groups

There was a Group x Vowel context interaction. Figure 5.11 shows the mean

amplitude difference of three vowel contexts in each group, showing a Group x Vowel

interaction. Subsequent Tukey post-hoc tests revealed that Korean native speakers used

higher amplitude difference in the three vowels contexts (/a!: Cont > L2 Adv == L2 Beg;

Iii: Cont >L2 Adv == L2 Beg; lui: Cont > L2 Adv == L2 Beg).
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FIGURE 5.11 Mean amplitude difference of three vowel contexts in each group

There was a Fricative contrast x Vowel context interaction. Figure 5.12 displays

the mean amplitude difference of Korean lsi and Is*1 in three vowel contexts, showing the

interaction between vowel and fricative.

Vowel by Fricative Interaction
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FIGURE 5.12 Mean amplitude difference of Korean lsI and Is*1 in three vowel contexts
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Subsequent Tukey post-hoc tests revealed that the amplitude difference between lsi and

Is*1 was greater in the context of Ia! than it was in the context of either lui or /iI, but there

was no significant difference between lui and iii (a: lsi < Is*l; i: lsi == Is*l; u: lsi == Is*/).

There was an interaction effect of Group x Fricative contrast x Vowel context.

The subsequent post-hoc tests revealed that AE KSL learners did not use amplitude

difference to differentiate Korean lsi and Is*1 in the three vowel contexts, implying that

L2 experience did not make any difference in production improvement in terms of

amplitude difference. In the production of Korean lsi and Is*l, Koreans used amplitude

difference as one of the acoustic parameters to differentiate the Korean fricative contrast.

Figure 5.13 displays the mean amplitude difference of Korean lsi and Is*1 in the three

vowel contexts as produced by native Korean speakers, by AE KSL advanced learners,

and by AE KSL beginning learners. In Figure 5.13, there was a noticeable difference in

amplitude difference between lsi and Is*1 in the context of Ia!. However, the patterns in

the control group were not found in the production of AE KSL learners.
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5.2.4 Summary and discussion

The effects of Group (native Korean vs. AE KSL advanced learners vs. AE KSL

beginning learners), Fricative contrast (lsI vs. Is*/), and Vowel context (iiI vs. lui vs. Ia!)

on AlP duration ratio were examined. In production, native Korean speakers

differentiated Korean fricatives lsI and Is*1 in terms of frication duration, aspiration

duration, and AlP duration ratio. Native Korean speakers produced lsI with shorter

frication duration but longer aspiration duration in the context of Ia! than either in the

context of lui or IiI. In Experiment 2, for comparative analysis of the two language groups,

AlP duration ratio was chosen. Statistically, AlP duration ratio of lsI was greater than that

of Is*1 in all three vowel contexts in the production of native Korean speakers, implying

that Korean speakers use AlP duration ratio to differentiate Korean tense and lax

fricatives. AE KSL advanced learners produced Is*1 with a longer frication duration than

lsI. L2 advanced learners of Korean seem to use AlP duration ratio in the distinction of

the Korean fricative contrast. But L2 advanced learners were statistically different from

Korean speakers in terms of AlP duration ratio. AE KSL beginning learners did not

differentiate Korean fricatives lsI and Is*1 in terms of AlP duration ratios. Statistically, L2

learners of Korean (both advanced and beginning) did not differ significantly from each

other, implying that L2 language experience did not make any difference in the

distinction of Korean fricatives in terms of AlP duration ratios.

The effects of Group, Fricative contrast, and Vowel context on amplitude

difference were also examined. In production, native Korean speakers differentiated

Korean fricatives lsI and Is*1 in terms of amplitude of frication, amplitude of vowel, and

amplitude difference. Native Korean speakers produced Is*1 with lower amplitude, with
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greater amplitude of the following vowel, and with greater amplitude difference than lsi.

According to Dart (1987), tense stops are characterized by a higher intraoral pressure yet

a lower oral flow before release, greater vocal tract wall tension, lowered larynx and

higher subglottal pressure than their corresponding lax stops. But after release a decrease

in airflow is slightly greater in the lenis stops than in the fortis stops. If this is the case in

the case of Korean fricatives, the Korean tense fricative /s*/ is produced with a

constriction in the narrower passage in the mouth than the Korean lax fricative lsi,

causing a higher intraoral pressure yet a lower oral flow before release. When there is

constriction or resistance, air pressure may increase but air flow may decrease, lowering

amplitude of fricatives.

In Experiment 2, for comparative analysis of the two language groups, amplitude

difference was also chosen. In the production of native Korean speakers, amplitude

difference was greater in Korean tense fricative /s*/ than in Korean lax fricative lsi.

However, in the production of AE KSL learners, amplitude difference did not playa role

in differentiating between Korean /s/ and /s*/.

Accordingly, there were differences in the production pattern produced by AE

KSL advanced learners and native Korean speakers, which indicates that L2 advanced

learners and native speakers used different strategies in the production of L2 fricatives.

Korean native speakers used both duration and amplitude as acoustic parameters to

differentiate Korean fricatives in production, whereas AE advanced learners used only

duration and ignored amplitude in the distinction of Korean fricative contrast /s-s*/, thus

resulting in production errors which were judged as incorrect by Korean native speakers.
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In sum, AE KSL advanced learners showed primacy of duration over amplitude,

while AE KSL beginning learners showed no significant acoustic cue effects at all in

differentiating the Korean fricative contrast lsi and Is*1 in production. AE KSL learners

who had studied for less than one year produced the Korean fricative contrast as the same

sound. Statistically, there were no significant differences in either duration or amplitude

between L2 advanced and beginning learners of Korean, which leads to the conclusion

that L2 language experience did not make any difference in the production improvement

of Korean fricative contrast Is-s*l.
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5.3 Experiment 3: Acoustic characteristics of English fricatives in L2

acquisition

5.3.1 Acoustic measurement criterion: Spectral peak location of the frication

noise

English fricatives lsi and lSI have different acoustic characteristics. In the

literature review, English fricatives statistically do not show any significant difference

between lsi and lSI in amplitude. Neither is there a significant difference in duration

between lsi and lSI (Behrens & Blumstein 1988). However, English lsi and lSI are

distinguished by the shape of their noise spectra (Jongman et al. 2000). The spectral

characteristics of the noise tend to be relatively consistent across time, though there are

changes near frication-aspiration or frication-vowel boundaries (Jongman et al. 2000). In

Experiment 3, the highest frequency at the durational midpoint of fricatives was

measured by using Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) analysis.

5.3.2 Methods

5.3.2.1 Subjects

Fifteen paid volunteers participated in this experimental study: five AE speakers

and ten Korean ESL learners. All subjects were male undergraduate and graduate

students at the University of Hawai'i at Manoa. For the production study of English

voiceless sibilant fricative contrast Is-SI by Korean ESL learners, the ten Korean speakers

were divided into two groups depending on their length of stay in the U.S. or in an

English-speaking environment: five beginning learners and five advanced learners.
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Korean ESL learners who had studied English in the U.S. or in an English-speaking

environment for less than one year belonged to the beginners' group of Korean ESL

learners and those who had studied English in the U.S. or in an English-speaking

environment for more than five years belonged to the advanced level group of Korean

ESL learners at the time of recording. A control group of five native speakers of

American English was included. None of the subjects had a history of speech or hearing

disorders. Table 5.5 is a list of subject groups who participated in Experiment 3.

TABLE 5.5 Experiment 3: subject information
Group Mean age Mean length of residence In

U.S.A.
Control (5 American English)
Experimental (5 L2 Advanced)
Experimental (5 L2 Beginning)

28.4
33.2
29.6

6.2 yrs
0.8 yrs

5.3.2.2 Stimuli in English and procedures

English test syllables consisted of one of the fricatives lsI and lSI followed by one

of the vowels Ii, a, ul, in Table 5.6.

d' " I56E rh . r'TABLE ngJIS stImu I In wor -InItIa pOSItion
lsI lSI

- i Isil'see' ISi/'she'

- a Isa! 'nonsense word' ISa! 'nonsense word'

- u Isu/ 'sue' ISU/ 'shoe'
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English stimuli in initial position were contrasting pairs such as Isil see or ISil she.

The stimuli were spoken in connected speech. Each subject produced each of the tokens

by reading notecards written in English I'm saying __ now as naturally as possible.

For data collection in connected speech, Korean ESL learners in the experimental groups

and native speakers of English in the control group were asked to repeat the randomized

list of the 6 tokens in the carrier sentence five times.

A headset microphone (Shure SM IOA-CN) was used for providing excellent

isolation and minimizing sound variation. The subjects had to be close enough to the

microphone to provide an adequate signal, yet their breath-stream had to be directed in

such a way so not to impinge on the microphone. A total of 30 tokens was produced by

each subject. In total, 450 sentences (2 fricatives x 3 vowels x 5 repetitions x 15 speakers)

were analyzed for the acoustic measurement of English fricatives. Speakers familiarized

themselves with the material before beginning. Recordings were made in a sound

attenuated booth at the University of Hawai'i at Manoa. The recorded sentences were

digitized into PCquirer at a 22.05 kHz sampling rate at the University of Hawai'i

Phonetics Laboratory.

5.3.3 Results: spectral peak location

Spectral peak location was analyzed for each English fricative (lsI and lSI) in the

three vowel contexts (IiI, la!, lui) obtained from AE speakers, Korean ESL advanced, and

beginning learners. To begin with, to examine the spectral property of English fricative

contrast by each of the three groups, three separate two-way repeated measures ANOVAs
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tested the effects of English fricative contrast and vowel context on spectral peak location

of English fricatives. The separate analyses were performed because the three groups

used different strategies during production. Then one three-way repeated measures

ANOVA tested the effects of Group, Fricative contrast, and Vowel context on spectral

peak location of English fricatives in second language acquisition.

In the production by the American English speakers in the control group, a two-

way repeated measures ANOVA (Fricative contrast x Vowel context) yielded only one

significant main effect (Fricative contrast effect [F (1,4) =111.290, P =0.0005] and no

significant Fricative contrast x Vowel context interaction ([F (2,8) = 0.135, p = 0.8753].

A main effect of Fricative contrast indicated that there was a significant difference in

spectral peak location between lsi and lSI. The mean spectral peak frequency was higher

for lsi than for lSI regardless of vowel context. The mean spectral peak frequency of

English fricatives lsi and lSI in the speech production of AE speakers was consistent

regardless of vowel contexts. Figure 5.14 displays the mean spectral peak location as

produced by AE speakers.

Native American English Speakers
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English fricatives In three vowel contexts

u

FIGURE 5.14 Mean spectral peak locations as produced by AE speakers
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Similarly, in the production by the Korean advanced learners of English in the

experimental group, a two-way repeated measures ANOVA (Fricative contrast x Vowel

context) yielded one significant main effect (Fricative contrast effect [F (1,4) =134.095,

p =0.0003], but no significant Fricative contrast x Vowel context interaction ([F (2,8) =

2.907,p =0.1125].

A main effect of Fricative contrast indicated that there was a significant difference

in spectral peak location between lsi and lSI. The mean spectral peak frequency was

higher for lsi than for lSI in the speech production of L2 Korean learners of English.

In the production by the Korean beginning learners of English, a two-way

repeated measures ANOVA revealed two significant main effects (Fricative contrast

effect [F (1,4) = 37.263, P = 0.0036]; Vowel context effect [F (2,8) = 5.513, p = 0.0313])

but no significant Fricative contrast x Vowel context interaction ([F (2,8) =2.665, P =

0.1297]). A main effect of Fricative contrast revealed that there was a significant

difference in spectral peak location between lsi and lSI (mean spectral peak frequency was

higher for lsi than for lSI). In the production of Korean beginning ESL learners, a main

effect of Vowel context indicated that the mean spectral peak location was lower in the

context of lui than it was in the context of Iii, but there were no differences between Ia!

and lui, or between Ia! and iii. The effect of Vowel context was not found in the

production of AE speakers and Korean ESL advanced learners.

Figure 5.15 displays the mean spectral peak location as produced by Korean

advanced learners of English and by Korean beginning learners of English.
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Korean Advanced Learners of English
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FIGURE5.15 Mean spectral peak locations as produced by Korean advanced learners of
English (upper panel) and by Korean beginning learners of English (lower panel). The
'sh' refers to lSI.

In Table 5.7, a three-way repeated measures ANOVA tested the effects of Group,

Fricative contrast, and Vowel context on spectral peak location of English fricatives lsi

and lSI. The result revealed two main effects (Fricative contrast and Vowel context) and

two significant interactions (Group x Fricative contrast and Fricative contrast x Vowel

context).
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TABLE 5.7 Three-way repeated measures ANDVA summary table for English fricatives
showing effects of Group, Fricative contrast, and Vowel context on spectral peak location
Source dj MS F-value P-value
Between groups
Group (Control, L2 Adv, L2 Beg) 2 4663959 3.544 0.0617
Error 12 1316144
Within groups

Fricative contrast (lsI, IJI) 1 120644149 264.020 <.0001

Fricative contrast x Group 2 3561176 7.793 .0068
Error 12 456950

Vowel Context (la!, Iii, lui) 2 4372401 7.770 .0025
Vowel context x Group 4 92023 0164 .9548
Error 24 562730

Fricative contrast x Vowel 2 2149043 4.456 .0226
Fricative contrast x Vowel context x Group 4 444741 0.922 .4675
Error 24 482423

Surprisingly, there was no effect of Group on spectral peak location. Statistical

analyses revealed that regardless of proficiency level, Korean learners of English were

able to differentiate English fricatives in terms of spectral peak location (Cont == L2 Adv

== L2 Beg). A main effect of Fricative contrast indicated that there was a significant

difference between lsI and lSI, which means that the mean spectral peak of lsi was higher

than that of lSI (lsi> lSI). A main effect of Vowel context indicated that all three vowels

were significantly different from each other in terms of spectral peak location. The effect

of Vowel context appears to be due to the main effect of Vowel context in the production

of Korean ESL beginning learners. Spectral peak location was higher in the context of iii

than it was in the context of la!, and then in the context of lui (Iii> Ia! > lui).

A Fricative contrast x Vowel context interaction and subsequent Tukey post-hoc

tests revealed that spectral peak location of lsi was higher than that of lSI in all three
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vowel contexts (a: lsI> lSI; i: lsI> lSI; u: lsI> lSI). Figure 5.16 displays the mean spectral

peak location of English fricatives in the three vowel contexts.

Fricative contrast by Vowel context Interaction
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FIGURE 5.16 Mean spectral peak location of English fricatives in the three vowel

contexts. The 'sh' refers to lSI.

A Fricative contrast x Group interaction indicated that the mean spectral peak of

lsI was higher than that of lSI in the three groups. The interaction effect was due to the

main effect of Fricative contrast, as in Figure 5.17, showing that in the production of

English lsI, AE speakers and L2 advanced learners show similar results but they were

different from L2 beginning learners of English. In other words, there was no statistically

significant difference between AE speakers and Korean ESL advanced learners in terms

of spectral peak location, but AE speakers and L2 advanced learners were significantly

different from L2 beginning learners (Cont == L2 Adv > L2 Beg). In the production of

English lSI, there were no statistical significant differences between groups (Cont == L2

Adv == L2 Beg). The production of L2 beginning learners yielded that English Isil is
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acoustically different from Korean Is*iI but English ISiI is similar to Korean allophonic

[Ji]. The result is consistent with findings in Experiment lB. In terms of acoustic

similarity, English Isil has higher spectral peak location than Korean Is*iI but Korean Isil

is not different from English IfI1 (KO Is*iI < EN Isil. KO Isil =EN IfI1: KO Is*iI < EN

Isil). It is obvious that L2 beginning ESL learners are more influenced by native Korean

language than L2 advanced learners. See Chapter 4 for details.

Fricative contrast by Group Interaction
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FIGURE 5.17 Mean spectral peak location of English fricatives in each group. The 'sh'

refers to lSI. The 'sh' refers to lSI.

Figure 5.18 shows the mean spectral peak location of English lsi and lSI in the

three vowel contexts as produced by native speakers of English, by Korean ESL

advanced learners, and by Korean ESL beginning learners.
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Group x Fricative contrast x Vowel context Interaction
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FIGURE 5.18 Mean spectral peak location as produced by native speakers of English, by
Korean ESL advanced learners and by Korean ESL beginning learners. The 'sh' refers to

lSI.

5.3.4 Summary

In Experiment 3, the effects of Group (American English vs. Korean advanced

learners of English vs. Korean beginning learners of English), Fricative contrast (lsi vs.

lSI), and Vowel context (iii vs. lui vs. laI) on spectral peak location were examined. The

English fricative pronunciation of five Korean ESL learners who had been exposed to an

English-speaking environment for more than five years and five Korean ESL learners

who had been exposed to an English-speaking environment for less than one year was

tested. Just like the AE speakers, both groups of Korean ESL learners produced lsi with

higher frequency than lSI. Thus, Korean ESL learners did differentiate English fricatives

lsi and lSI in terms of spectral peak location, regardless of language experience.

Statistically, each group made a significant difference in spectral peak location between
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lsI and lSI. However, this does not mean that Korean learners reached attainment of

native-like pronunciation since listener judgments tell us that Korean ESL beginning

learners showed poor production scores around "chance production accuracy" (see

Section 7.4.2 in Chapter 7). Also, as shown in Figure 5.8, Korean beginning learners of

English distinguish the lsI and IS! in terms of spectral peak frequency, but the difference

between lsI and lSI is not as big.

5.4 Discussion and conclusion

The two experimental studies described in this chapter examined the effects of L2

experience, type of fricatives, and vowel context on the acoustic properties of English

and Korean fricatives. Korean speakers used acoustic parameters such as AlP duration

ratios and amplitude difference in order to differentiate Korean phonemic contrast Is-s*l.

In the speech of native Koreans, based on the pilot study, the frication duration was

longer in Is*1 than it was in lsI, but aspiration duration was longer in lsI than it was in Is*l,

resulting in different AlP duration ratios for lsI and Is*I. 2 In addition to AlP duration

ratio, amplitude difference between fricatives and their following vowels was an

important acoustic parameter to distinguish lsI from Is*1 in Korean. Figure 5.19 illustrates

the amplitude difference between the amplitude of the midpoint of the frication noise and

the amplitude of the midpoint of the vowel portion. Figure 5.19A is a diagram of high

amplitude fricative lsI followed by a lower amplitude vowel, while Figure 5.19B is a

diagram of low amplitude fricative Is*1 followed by a higher amplitude vowel. The

2 Yoon (1999) finds that statistically, there is no significant difference between the frication duration of the
two fricatives in word-initial position but the difference in aspiration duration between /s/ and /s*/ is
statically significant, indicating that aspiration duration can be used as one of the acoustic parameters to
differentiate Korean fricative contrast.
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vertical arrows represent relative amplitude for "vowel minus fricative," showing a small

difference in vowel-lax fricative amplitude in Figure 5.19A and a relatively large

difference in vowel-tense fricative amplitude in Figure 5.19B. This idea was based on

Anderson and Maddieson (1994), but it differs in using amplitude difference between

fricative and vowel, rather than between vowel and burst. In Korean, amplitude

difference between fricative and vowel was greater in Is*1 than it was in lsI, as in Figure

5.19.

lax lsI vowel tense Is*1 vowel

A B
FIGURE 5.19 Differences in vowel-fricative amplitude between tense and lax fricatives
in Korean

In the case of English fricatives, English phonemic contrast Is-SI was acoustically

differentiated in terms of spectral peak frequency in the production of AE speakers. In all

vowel contexts, the mean spectral peak frequency was higher in lsI than it was in lSI.

Acoustic parameters, such as A/F duration ratio and amplitude difference, playa

role in the distinction of Korean fricative contrast Is-s*1 by Korean native speakers,

whereas the spectral property rather than the temporal properties of the acoustic signal

play a role in the distinction of English fricative contrast Is-SI by American English
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speakers. While one or more acoustic parameters (e.g., duration and amplitude) may be

necessary for native Korean speakers to distinguish the fricative contrast, AE KSL

learners seemed to rely heavily on a different acoustic parameter from native Korean

speakers to differentiate Korean /s/ and /s*/. Korean native speakers used both duration

and amplitude but AE KSL advanced learners did not rely on amplitude but duration as

an acoustic parameter to distinguish /s/ from /s*/. That is, AE KSL learners were

influenced by duration but not by amplitude, while native Korean speakers were

influenced by both duration and amplitude. Temporal acoustic parameters seem to be

easier for L2 learners to access than any other acoustic parameters. According to previous

studies of cross-language perception, duration differences between vowels could be

easily detected by L2 learners. Bohn (1992) and Cebrain (2003) found in the perception

study of English vowels that L2 learners relied heavily on the durational difference, while

native speakers of English relied more on the spectral difference. This implies that the

heavy reliance on the duration cue in the perception by L2 learners may have some

influence on the production of L2 learners. As a result, the acoustic pattern of L2 speech

was very systematic in the production of AE KSL advanced learners. Most of the AE

KSL advanced learners produced /s*/ with a longer duration than lsI. One of the evidence

may lie in the influence of Korean orthography because /s/ is spelled as a single

consonant' A', but /s*/ is spelled as a geminate consonant' M'.

As for acquisitional performance of Korean fricatives by AE KSL learners,

statistically, neither L2 advanced nor beginning learners of Korean differ significantly

from each other, implying that L2 experience did not make any difference in acquisition

of Korean fricatives in terms of duration ratio and amplitude difference. On the other
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hand, as for acquisitional performance of English fricatives by Korean ESL learners,

overall, AE speakers and Korean ESL learners are indistinguishable from each other, thus

implying that Korean ESL learners can distinguish lsi from lSI in terms of spectral peak

frequency regardless of proficiency level.

Amount of Korean L2 experience did not make any difference in production

improvement of Korean fricatives. On the other hand, Korean ESL learners were able to

differentiate the L2 contrast, regardless of language experience. In sum, in terms of

duration ratio and amplitude difference, neither AE advanced nor beginning learners of

Korean adequately produced the Korean fricative contrast which is allophonic in English

but categorized as one similar English sound. On the contrary, in terms of mean spectral

peak frequency, both Korean ESL advanced and beginning learners did adequately

produce the English fricative contrast which is also allophonic in Korean but categorized

as two different Korean sounds.

Why are there differences in production performance between AE KSL learners

and Korean ESL learners? The implication based on NP can account for the difference in

the production of two L2 contrasts. As described earlier in Chapter 4, according to

Natural Phonology, Korean speakers differentiate the English [s] and [J] because Korean

has a surface difference between [s] and [J]. But AE speakers cannot differentiate Korean

[s] and [s*] because English has no such difference between [s] and [s*].

There may be differences in acquisitional performance between acoustics-based

judgments and listener judgments (see Chapter 7). Acoustic measurements in

Experiments 2 and 3 and native listener judgments in Experiment 5 were used as two

ways of assessing the acceptability of L2 fricatives as produced by L2 learners. As
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mentioned earlier, statistically, each group made a significant difference in spectral peak

location in the production of English lSI. However, this does not mean that Korean

learners reached attainment of native-like pronunciation of English lSI. Whether L2 adult

learners were able with language experience to produce an L2 fricative contrast which is

allophonic in their Ll is not yet certain, since Experiments 2 and 3 were based only on

acoustic measurements of the speech of L2 learners. We need to consider native listener

judgment in assessing the production ability of Korean and English learners. See Chapter

7 for details of the results of production performance in terms of listener judgment.



CHAPTER 6
PERCEPTION OF KOREAN AND ENGLISH FRICATIVES IN L2 ACQUISITION

6.1 Introduction

Experiments 4A and 4B were parts of a perception study, which examined the

effects of L2 experience and vowel context on the perception of L2 phonemic contrasts.

The perception study consisted of two identification tasks in order to investigate the

relative difficulties of perceiving L2 contrasts on the basis of the L2 sounds' phonetic

similarity to Ll phoneme categories. The first identification task (Experiment 4A)

assessed the perception of the Korean fricative contrast Is-s*1 by AE KSL learners, while

the second identification task (Experiment 4B) assessed the perception of the English

fricative contrast Is-SI by Korean ESL learners. Experiments 4A and 4B used natural

speech stimuli rather than synthesized stimuli. The following questions were addressed in

Experiments 4A and 4B:

How do L2 learners perceive an L2 contrast (such as Korean lsi and Is *1) that
exists allophonically in L1 but is categorized as only one L1 sound (like English
lsi)?

How do L2 learners perceive an L2 contrast (such as English lsi and Ifl) that
exists allophonically in L1 and is categorized as two different L1 sounds (like

Korean Is *1 [s*] and lsi liD?

As L2 learners gain experience in the L2, do perception abilities develop for an
L2 phonemic contrast that is allophonic in L1 ?
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6.2 Experiment 4A: Identification of Korean fricatives in L2 acquisition

6.2.1 Methods

6.2.1.1 Subjects

In Experiment 4A, eighteen AE KSL learners (specifically, nine beginners and

nine advanced learners in the experimental groups) and nine native speakers of Korean in

the control group participated. If the subjects in the experimental groups had studied the

Korean language for more than five years (including exposure to Korean language in

Korea), then they belonged to the advanced learners' group. Most subjects in the

advanced level group started studying the Korean language at a Korean university. The

average length of Korean language study by advanced learners was 6.5 years. In contrast,

if the subjects were exposed to the Korean language for less than one year, then they

belonged to the beginning learners' group. The average length of Korean language study

of beginning learners was about 9 months. None of the subjects who participated in the

two identification tasks reported history of any speech or hearing disorder. Table 6.1 is a

detailed list of subjects who participated in Experiment 4A.

TABLE 6.1 Experiment 4A: subject information
Group Mean age Mean years studied
Control (9 Native Korean) 27.9
Experimental (9 L2 Advanced) 33.1 6.6
Experimental (9 L2 Beginning) 29.1 0.8

6.2.1.2 Stimuli in Korean and procedures

For Experiment 4A, the Korean stimuli were constructed from fricative-vowel

sequences consisting of one of the initial fricatives lsI or Is*1 followed by one of the three

vowels /iI, Ia! or lui, in Table 6.2. Each stimulus was composed of fricative contrasting
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pairs such as si 'poem' and s*i 'seed'. The stimuli were syllables rather than words to

minimize the effect of individual word familiarity.

fro 0 Of62 KABLE orean s lmu I In Inl la pOSllOn
Lax lsi Tense Is*1

i Isil 'poem' Is*il 'seed'
a Isa! 'four' Is*a! 'nonsense word'
u Isul 'embroidery' Is*uI 'nonsense word'

T

One male Seoul Korean speaker produced the stimuli in Table 6.2. The speaker was

instructed to read a list of isolated words. Recordings for Korean stimuli were made in a

sound-attenuated booth at the University of Hawai'i at Manoa. Each of the two fricatives

before the vowels /iI, la!, or lui was repeated five times. The recorded stimuli were

digitized onto PCquirer at a 22.05 kHz sampling rate and edited from a waveform display

with the aid of a spectrogram at the University of Hawai'i Phonetics Laboratory. A total

of 6 tokens was chosen to create stimuli. Each token was digitally repeated five times,

and the resulting 30 tokens were randomized. Experiment 4A was conducted on a Power

Macintosh G4 running PsyScope with a button-box as the timing device.

The subjects in Experiment 4A were tested individually in a sound attenuated

booth of the LAB General Laboratory. The experiment began with a familiarization test.

Subjects were asked to listen to the stimuli and then to identity the sound by pressing one

of the two fricative buttons displayed on the button box. Two color buttons were used: a

red button on the left and a green button on the right. The subjects heard the stimuli over

headphones. Each subject was instructed to press the button as quickly as possible, but

the following stimulus was not initiated until they pressed one of the buttons. That is,

they could take as much time as they wanted in making a decision. Subjects did not get
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any feedback regarding whether the answer was correct or not while they were

participating.

6.2.2 Results

Correct identification scores were computed from the proportion of correct and

incorrect responses for all subjects on each of the fricatives. Each subject's scores for the

five repetitions were averaged prior to statistical analysis. The scores yielded a value

between 0 and 1, where 0.5 represented chance identification and 1 represented perfect

identification or 5 correct responses out of 5.

Figure 6.1 shows the mean correct identification scores of three groups on Korean

fricative contrast /s-s*/ in the vowel contexts.

Korean /s-s*/Identification
coB1.2

l;::: 1
~ 0.8
-8 0.6
c 0.4
'tS 0.2
~ 0

<3
Control l2 Mvanced l2 Beginning

Du

0.98

0.6

0.49

0.89

0.69

0.8

0.62

0.31

0.44

0.71

0.56

0.6

0.53

FIGURE 6.1 Mean correct identification scores of three groups on Korean /s-s*/ contrast
in three vowel contexts

The mean correct identification score for each Korean subject on the Korean

fricative contrast was 0.99, 0.67 for AE KSL advanced learners, and 0.54 for AE KSL
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beginning learners. I predicted that the degrees of both perceived identity and acoustic

similarity between Korean /s/ and /s*/ were so high that AE speakers were expected to

have difficulty differentiating the Korean fricative contrast in identification. As predicted,

AE KSL beginning learners showed poor identification scores. Put simply, less than one

year of Korean language study did not enable AE speakers to reliably identify the Korean

fricative contrast. AE KSL learners with at least five years of Korean language study

showed better perception performance in identifying the Korean fricative contrast than

did AE KSL beginning learners. However, identification scores of AE KSL advanced

learners were not as good as native speakers of Korean.

The data were submitted to a three-way repeated measures ANOVA with a

correct identification score as a dependent variable and with Group, Fricative contrast,

and Vowel context as independent variables. Table 6.3 is a three-way repeated measures

ANOVA summary table for the perceptual distinction of Korean contrast /s-s*/.

In Table 6.4, the three-way repeated measures ANOVA (3 x 2 x 3 design) yielded

two significant main effects of Group and Vowel context and one Fricative contrast x

Vowel context interaction. The effect of Group on the L2 speakers' ability to identify

Korean contrast /s-s*/ and subsequent post-hoc tests indicated that the control group was

significantly different from the L2 learners' groups and also, there was a significant

difference between AE advanced and AE KSL beginning learners (L2 Beg < L2 Adv <

Cont). AE KSL advanced learners were more accurate than AE KSL beginning learners

in distinguishing the lax /s/ from the tense /s*/, indicating that the learners' language

experience made a difference in the perception improvement. An effect of Vowel context

on perception of Korean Fricative contrasts and a Tukey post-hoc test revealed that there
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was a statistically significant difference between Ial and lui, indicating that the

identification score was higher in the context of lui than in the context of laI, but there

were no significant differences between Ial and lui and between iii and lui.

TABLE 6.3 Three-way repeated measures ANOVA summary table showing the effects of
Group, Fricative contrast, and Vowel context on the perception of Korean fricatives by
Korean native speakers, AE KSL advanced learners and AE KSL beginning learners

<.000137.1293.101
0.084

2
24

Source df MS F-value P-value
Between groups
Group
Error
Within groups
Fricative
Fricative contrast x Group
Error

1
2

24

0.056
0.023
0.084

0.658
0.272

.4251

.7641

Vowel Context
Vowel context x Group
Error

2
4

48

0.145
0.045
0.044

3.279
1.016

.0463

.4086

Fricative contrast x Vowel context
Fricative contrast x Vowel context x Group
Error

2
4

48

0.352
0.127
0.063

5.553
2.005

.0068

.1088

There was an interaction effect of Fricative contrast and Vowel context on the perception

of Korean fricatives, as shown in Figure 6.2.
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Fricative x Vowel Interaction
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FIGURE 6.2 Interaction effect of Fricative contrast and Vowel context on the perception
of Korean fricatives

The perception of Korean contrast Is-s*1 in the context Ia! and Iii is different from that in

the context of lui. In the contexts of Ia! and Iii, the tense fricative Is*1 was perceived

better than the lax fricative lsI, but in the context of lui, the lax fricative lsi was perceived

better than the tense fricative Is*/.

6.3 Experiment 4B: Identification of English fricatives in L2 acquisition
6.3.1 Methods

6.3.1.1 Subjects

In Experiment 4B, twenty Korean ESL learners from Seoul (ten beginners and ten

advanced learners in the experimental groups) and ten AE speakers in the control group

participated. Korean subjects belonged to two different proficiency-level groups,

depending on the length of their stay in the United States or in an English-speaking

environment. (All of the Korean speakers had studied English since they were 12 years

old.) If the subjects had stayed for more than 5 years in the United States or in an

English-speaking environment, then they belonged to the advanced learners' group. The
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average length of U.S. residence in the advanced group was 5.7 years. If they were

exposed to English for less than one year, then they belonged to the beginning learners'

group. The average length of U.S. residence in the beginning group was about 11 months.

None of the subjects who participated in the two identification tasks reported history of

any speech or hearing disorder. Table 6.4 is a detailed list of subjects who participated in

Experiment 4B.

TABLE 6.4 Experiment 4B: subject information
Group Mean age Mean years studied in U.S.

English Control (10 American) 22
Is-SI Experimental (10 L2 Advanced) 36.1 5.6

Experimental (10 L2 Beginning) 30.3 0.9

For Experiment 4B, the English stimuli were constructed from monosyllabic

words. The stimuli consisted of one of the initial fricatives lsi and lSI, followed by one of

the three vowels /iI, la!, and lui in Table 6.5.

65 E r h fro 0 Of IABLE ngJlS s Imu I III Illi Ia pOSI IOn
lsi lSI

- i Isil 'see' ISil 'she'

- a Isa! 'nonsense word ISa! 'nonsense word

- u Isul 'sue' ISui 'shoe'

T

6.3.1.2 Stimuli in English and procedures

One male native speaker of General AE produced the stimuli in Table 6.4. The

procedures used in Experiment 4B were the same as those used in Experiment 4A.
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6.3.2 Results

Figure 6.3 shows the mean correct identification scores of three groups in the

three vowel contexts on English fricative contrast Is-SI.

English Is-sh/ldentification

co
:;:; 1
rJ
; 0.95
c
~ 0.9

1) 0.85

~<3 0.8

llIIa

Du

Control L2 Mvanced L2 Beginning

1 0.98

1 0.96

1 0.98

FIGURE 6.3 Mean correct identification scores of three groups on the English Is-SI
contrast in the three vowel contexts. The 'sh' refers to lSI.

The mean identification score was 1 for AE speakers, 1 for Korean advanced ESL

learners, and 0.98 for Korean beginning ESL learners. English native speakers and

Korean advanced learners of English showed perfect identification scores in all three

vowel contexts, while Korean ESL beginning learners showed higher identification

scores in the context of Ia! than in the context of IiI, and then lui. All subjects in each

group showed 'excellent' identification scores.

The data were submitted to a three-way repeated measures ANOVA with a

correct identification score as a dependent variable and Group, Fricative contrast, and

Vowel context as independent variables. Table 6.6 is a three-way repeated measures

ANOVA summary table for English contrast Is-SI perceptual distinction in the three
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vowel contexts by AE native speakers, Korean ESL advanced learners, and Korean ESL

beginning learners.

.00706.0000.004
0.001

2
27

TABLE 6.6 Three-way repeated measures ANOVA summary table showing the effects of
Group, Fricative contrast, and Vowel context on the perception of English fricatives by
AE native speakers, Korean ESL advanced learners, and Korean ESL beginning learners

Source til MS F-value P-value
Between groups
Group
Error
Within groups
Fricative
Fricative contrast x Group
Error

1
2

27

0.004
0.004
0.001

6.000
6.000

.0211

.0070

Vowel Context
Vowel context x Group
Error

2
4

54

2.2222
2.2222

0.001

.231

.231
.7947
.9199

Fricative contrast x Vowel context
Fricative contrast x Vowel context x Group
Error

2
4

54

2.2222
2.2222

0.001

.231

.231
.7947
.9199

As shown in Table 6.6, the three-way repeated measures ANOVA (3 x 2 x 3)

yielded two main effects of Group and Fricative and one Fricative contrast x Group

interaction. A main effect of Group on the correct identification scores and a subsequent

Tukey post-hoc test showed that Korean advanced learners of English did not differ

significantly from the native AE speakers. This suggests that Korean ESL advanced

learners were just as accurate as AE speakers. L2 experience made a difference in

perceptual improvement in second language acquisition (L2 Beg < L2 Adv == Control).

English native speakers and Korean ESL advanced learners did better than Korean

beginning learners of English. But surprisingly, Korean ESL beginning learners'
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identification scores were all higher than 93 percent. The results occurred despite the fact

that Korean contains no phonemic contrast Is-SI.

the main effect of Fricative contrast and a subsequent Tukey post-hoc test

indicated that English lsi (1) was better perceived than English lSI (0.991). There was a

Fricative contrast x Group interaction, indicating that there were no significant

differences among three groups in the perception of lsi. On the other hand, in the

perception of lSI, there was a significant difference between AE speakers and Korean

ESL beginning learners and between Korean ESL advanced and beginning learners, but

there was no statistically significant difference between AE KSL learners and Korean

ESL advanced learners. All three groups got a perfect identification score (1) in lsi. AE

speakers and Korean ESL advanced learners got perfect' identification scores (1) in lSI,

but Korean ESL beginning learners got an excellent score (0.97) in lSI.

6.4 Discussion and conclusion

The present study examined identifications of the Korean Is-s*1 contrast by Ll

Korean and L2 AE KSL learners, and identifications of the English Is-SI contrast by Ll

AE speakers and L2 Korean speakers, in order to investigate the relative degree of

difficulty in perception between the two L2 contrasts which are allophonic in Ll. The

Korean lax-tense fricative contrast Is-s*1 is phonemic for Korean but not for AE speakers.

The English sibilant fricative contrast Is-SI is phonemic for AE speakers but not for

Korean speakers. Therefore, both Korean ESL learners and AE KSL learners were

expected to show poor performance on the identification tasks according to the
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Contrastive Analysis Hypothesis. However, the two identification tasks showed differing

degrees of difficulty for the different L2 experimental groups. AE KSL learners had more

difficulty in identifying Korean fricatives lsi and Is*1 than did Korean ESL learners in

identifying the two English fricatives lsi and lSI. Even Korean ESL beginning learners

perceived the English fricative contrast Is-SI with native-like accuracy. In the perception

of the English Is-SI contrast by Korean ESL learners, L2 language experience made a

difference in native-like achievement of perception. But in the Korean Is-s*1 contrast, L2

language experience made a difference in improvement of perceptual ability, but did not

make L2 learners achieve a native speaker's level of perception. This raises the issue of

why differential success in perceiving different L2 phonemic categories can take place.

How can we account for the low scores by AE KSL learners but the perfect scores by

Korean ESL learners in perception?

First of all, as described in Chapter 1, different sounds can behave in different

ways. Some L2 contrasts are more difficult for L2 learners to perceive than others. For

example, the English Il-rl contrast (which is allophonic in Korean) is difficult for Korean

learners of English to distinguish, so that they tend to perceive the III and Irl sounds as a

single sound (Brown 2000). However, the English Is-Sf contrast (which is also allophonic

in Korean) is not difficult for Korean learners of English to distinguish. NP accounts for

the results of perception data (Experiment 4) and production data (Experiments 2 and 3)

in the same way as follows: as discussed in Chapter 5, Korean has a surface difference

between [s] and m, which may represent Is*1 and Iswl (or Isj/), respectively. See Table

4.11 for details. Thus, Korean ESL learners were able to differentiate English [s] and m.
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However, English has no such surface difference between Korean [s] and [s*], which can

be perceived as the same sound by AE KSL learners. Thus, AE KSL learners were not

able to differentiate the Korean fricatives [s] and [s*].

Another evidence why Korean lsi and Is*1 were difficult for AE speakers to

acquire is a higher degree of perceived identity between Korean lsi and Is*l. The more

similar two sounds are, the more I expect them to be perceived as the same sound by L2

learners. The two Korean fricatives are perceptually so similar to each other that not only

AE KSL learners but even some Korean native speakers tend to produce the contrast as

the same sound, especially before a high front vowel Iii. The degree of perceived identity

was high between members of the L2 contrast (AE speakers: 64% between Korean Isil

and Korean Is*il and 60% between Korean Isa/ and Korean Is*a/) and was also high

between the L2 sound and its corresponding Ll sound (AE speakers: 77% between

Korean Is*a/ and English Isa/, 56% between Korean Isa/ and English Isa/, 55% between

Korean Is*i/, and English Isil, 80% Korean lsi! and English ISi/), as in Tables 4.3 and 4.5.

Some native Korean speakers, especially in the Kyungsang dialect, do not distinguish

Korean fricatives lsi and Is*1 accurately in either production or perception due to

similarity between the two Korean fricatives. Furthermore, the present study found that

some Seoul speakers do not distinguish Korean lsi from Is*l. On the other hand, English

sibilant fricatives lsi and lSI are acoustically and perceptually dissimilar to each other so

that Korean ESL learners were expected not to have difficulty in identifying the English

fricatives, even though they are not phonemes in Korean. In the identification of English

Is-SI, Korean ESL learners differentiated the English contrast just as English native

speakers did.
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The assumption that an L2 contrast which is allophonic in Ll is hard to perceive

and produce in L2 was not always supported in the present experiments. Unlike AE

speakers, the degree of perceived identity by Korean speakers was low between members

of the L2 contrast (4% perceived identity between English Isil and ISi/) but the degree of

perceived identity was high between L2 sound and its corresponding Ll sound (88%

between Korean Is*a/ and English Isa/, 84% between Korean Is*il and English Isi/), as in

Tables 4.3 and 4.5. See Chapter 4 for more details as for the degree of perceived identity

between fricative sounds.

A third possible evidence for AE speakers to acquire Korean lsi and Is*1 with

difficulty is that, in contrast to AE KSL learners who have usually been exposed to

Korean sounds after the age of puberty, Korean ESL learners have generally been

exposed to formal instruction in English, usually from the age of twelve. Korean ESL

learners have had a longer duration of English study than have AE KSL learners. It is

theoretically possible that a lack of linguistic experience or later L2 exposure in life may

result in a decline in perceptual sensitivity. L2 learners' perceptual abilities of L2 sounds

may differ depending on when in life L2 learning begins, how long the L2 has been

learned and spoken, and with whom.

In sum, adult L2 learners may have difficulty perceiving contrasts that do not

carry phonemic significance in their native language because perceptually they tend to

identify the L2 contrasts from the viewpoint of their Ll phonology. However, this

difficulty may depend on the nature of the contrast (Le., existence of a surface difference

in Ll that is similar to the L2 contrast), on the degree of phonetic similarity between the

Ll and L2 sounds or between the numbers of the L2 contrast, and on L2 experience.



CHAPTER 7
RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN PERCEPTION AND PRODUCTION

IN L2 ACQUISITION

7.1 Introduction

It has been accepted by most researchers that there is a close connection between

production and perception in first language acquisition (Major 2001; Wode 1997;

Donegan 1995; Donegan & Stampe 1979). The researchers claim that perception has an

impact on production in Ll acquisition, and that speech perception precedes production.

For instance, infants can discriminate sound contrasts in their native languages before

they begin to speak (Wode 1997; Gleason 1997; Werker & Tees 1984). Some researchers

state that the same holds for second language acquisition (Flege 1991; Donegan &

Stampe 1979). Usually in second language acquisition, perceptual mastery leads to

accurate production of L2 sounds. In many experimental studies, including Flege's

studies, inaccurate perceptual representations are responsible for L2 production errors.

However, the assumption that accurate perception is a prerequisite to good production

has not always been supported by experimental studies.

There are some experimental studies claiming that production can precede

perception in L2 acquisition. In the study of English liquids Irl and III by Japanese

learners of English, Sheldon & Strange (1982) found that experienced Japanese learners

of English have demonstrated more accurate performance in production than in

perception, particularly in the prevocalic position. Flege, Takagi & Mann (1995) also

found that in both reading and spontaneous speech, production of English Irl and III by

experienced (or advanced) Japanese learners of English was identified correctly by native
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speakers of English. Thus, in L2 acquisition, however, the perception-production

relationship is not yet clear.

Natural Phonology (NP) claims that L2 adult learners' substitutions or errors are

due to perceptual difficulties as well as articulatory difficulties. In the NP theory, the

relationship between production and perception, in both L1 and L2, is accounted for in

the same way. For instance, sound substitutions produced by children who are learning

English as their L1 are also found in the speech of L2 adult learners of English. Thus, L2

learners may perceive L2 contrasts accurately, but their production may be poor

(Donegan & Stampe 1979). NP also reorganizes and accounts for poor perception of a

contrast (see section 7.5 for details).

By contrast, Smith (2001) argues that production can proceed independently of

perception. She claims that some factors facilitate the independent development of

production from perception, and one of them is kinesthetic feedback during articulation.

This means that some L2 learners can be advanced in terms of production of new L2

phonemic contrasts but beginners in terms of perception of the same phonemic contrasts.

Over the last two decades, a small number of experimental studies have examined

both production and perception (Flege 1992; Toda 2003; Wode 1997). According to

Wode (1997), the tendency to model exclusively in terms of production is one of the most

critical weaknesses in phonological theories. What is needed here is to discuss the impact

of perception on production in L2 acquisition. This chapter deals with how L2 learners in

two different language groups perceive and produce L2 phonemic contrasts which are

allophones in their native language, how speech perception affects production, and how

the relation between production and perceptual abilities change over time. Section 7.2
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deals with production of L2 contrasts which do not exist in Ll and section 7.3 deals with

the relationship of perception to production in second language acquisition. The

following questions motivate the relationship between perception and production in

section 7.3.

Can L2 learners perceive L2 sounds that they do not adequately pronounce, and
can L2 learners produce sounds adequately that they do not perceive well?

As L2 learners gain experience in the L2, do perception and production abilities
develop for an L2 phonemic contrast that is allophonic in L1 ?

7.2 Experiment SA: Production of Korean Is-s*1 contrast in L2 acquisition

Experiment 5A examined AE speakers' production of the Korean contrast /s-s*/

which is allophonic in English. Experiment 5 was motivated by the two questions: 1) how

do L2 learners produce an L2 contrast that is allophonic in Ll? and 2) as L2 learners gain

experience in the L2, do they improve their ability to produce an L2 contrast that is

allophonic in Ll ?

7.2.1 Methods

7.2.1.1 Subjects

Experiment 5A used 24 male subjects: sixteen AE KSL learners and eight native

Korean speakers for the production of Korean fricatives. The total number of subjects

who participated in Experiment 5A was not the same as that in Experiment 4A. Some

subjects in the experimental groups were excluded from data analysis due to recording

failure or errors. Table 7.1 is a list of subject groups who participated in Experiment SA.
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TABLE 7.1 Experiment 5A: subject information
Contrast Group
Perception and Control (8 Native Korean)
production of Experimental (8 L2 Advanced)
Korean Is-s*1 Experimental (8 L2 Beginning)

Mean age Mean years studied
30.8
32.6 7.5
28.4 0.8

7.2.1.2 Stimuli in Korean and procedures

Stimuli used in Experiment 5A were the same as those in previous experimental

studies. In Experiment 5A, the Korean stimuli were constructed from fricative-vowel

sequences consisting of one of the initial fricatives lsI or Is*1 followed by one of the three

vowels IiI, Ia! or lui, in Table 7.2. Each stimulus was composed of contrasting fricative

pairs such as si 'poem' and s*i 'seed'. The stimuli were syllables rather than words to

minimize the effect of individual word familiarity.

r' ... I72 KTABLE orean stImu I In InltIa posItion
Lax lsI Tense Is*1

I Isil 'poem' Is*il 'seed'
a Isa! 'four' Is*a! 'nonsense word'
u Isul 'embroidery' Is*uI 'nonsense word'

In order to evaluate production performance on each L2 contrast relative to

perception performance, listener judgments were carried out separately on the three

groups. Production accuracy in the L2 speech was judged by two native speakers of

Korean (or three, if the two native speakers did not agree, for the case of possible

subjective judgment) as correct or incorrect, along with acoustic analyses. Experiment 5A

used the production data of 24 speakers, including the same production data of 15

speakers who participated in Experiment 2. In total, 720 sentences were measured for

listener judgment of the production of the Korean fricatives by sixteen AE KSL learners
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and eight Korean native speakers (2 fricatives x 3 vowels x 5 repetitions x 24 speakers).

Each subject's scores for the five repetitions were averaged prior to statistical analysis.

7.2.2 Results

Figure 7.1 shows the mean production scores of Korean fricatives lsi and Is*1 in

three vowel contexts by native Korean speakers, by AE KSL advanced learners, and by

AE KSL beginning learners. Overall, L2 learners seemed to have more difficulty

producing Isa/ than any other sounds. A few Korean speakers produced Korean Isil as

either Korean Is*i/ [s*i] or Isil rsi].

Production of Korean /s-s*/

c 1.5
0
:Q
U
~
'0
0..
c.
U 0.5
!..
8 0

s s·

• Control 0.85 1 1 1 1

• L2hJv 0.325 0.75 0.525 0.7 0.25 0.625

D L2 Beg 0.15 0.575 0.4 0.75 0.4 0.65

FIGURE 7.1 Mean production scores of Korean fricatives lsi and Is*1 in three vowel
contexts by native Korean speakers, by AE KSL advanced learners, and by AE KSL
beginning learners

Table 7.3 is a three-way repeated measures ANOVA summary table showing the

effects of Group, Fricative contrast, and Vowel context on the production of Korean

fricatives in second language acquisition. The three-way repeated measures ANOVA (3 x
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2 x 3 design) yielded one significant main effect of Group and one Fricative contrast x

Vowel context interaction.

TABLE 7.3 Three-way repeated measures ANOVA summary table showing the effects of
Group, Fricative contrast, and Vowel context on the production of Korean fricatives in
second language acquisition
Source
Between groups
Group
Error
Within groups
Fricative contrast
Fricative contrast x Group
Error

Vowel context
Vowel context x Group
Error

Fricative contrast x Vowel context
Fricative contrast x Vowel context x Group
Error

df

2
21

1
2

21

2
4

42

2
4

42

MS

3.505
0.071

0.284
0.177
0.151

0.050
0.014
0.117

0.757
0.338
0.138

F-value

49.681

1.889
1.175

0.429
0.120

5.469
2.443

P-value

<.0001

0.1838
0.3282

0.6540
0.9747

0.0077
0.0614

A main effect of Group and a Tukey post-hoc test indicated that the mean correct

production scores were significantly higher for native Korean speakers (0.98) than they

were either for AE KSL advanced learners (0.53) or for AE KSL beginning learners

(0.49), but there was no statistically significant difference between AE advanced and

beginning learners of Korean (L2 Beg == L2 Adv < Cont).

There was a Fricative contrast x Vowel context interaction. Figure 7.2 shows the

mean correct production scores of Korean fricatives /s/ and /s*/ in three vowel contexts.
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Fricative by Vowel Interaction
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FIGURE 7.2 Mean correct production scores of Korean fricatives lsi and Is*1 in three
vowel contexts by the three groups

Subsequent post-hoc tests indicated that the difference in production scores between lsi

and Is*1 was much greater in the context of Ia! than it was in the context of either lui or

Iii. The production score of lsi was 0.5 and that of Is*1 was 0.8 in the context of Ia!. That

is, L2learners had more difficulty in producing lsi than in producing Is*1 in the context of

Ia!. However, there were no statistically significant differences between lsi and Is*1 in the

context of Iii or lui.

7.3 Experiment SB: Production of English Is-JI contrast in L2 acquisition

Experiment 5B examined Koreans' production of the English contrast Is-SI, which

is allophonic in Korean. Experiment 5B was also motivated by two questions: 1) how do

L2 learners produce an L2 contrast that is allophonic in Ll? and 2) as L2 learners gain

experience in the L2, do they improve their ability to produce an L2 contrast that is

allophonic in Ll?
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7.3.1 Methods

7.3.1.1 Subjects

Experiment 5B used 30 male subjects: twenty Korean ESL learners and ten AE

speakers for the production of English fricatives. The total number of subjects who

participated in Experiment 5B was the same as that in Experiment 4B. Table 7.4 is a list

of subject groups who participated in Experiment 5B.

TABLE 7.4 Experiment 5B: subject information
Group Mean age Mean years studied in U.S.
Control (10 American) 22
Experimental (10 L2 Advanced) 36.1 5.6
Experimental (10 L2 Beginning) 30.3 1.1

7.3.1.2 Stimuli in English and procedures

In Experiment 5B, the English stimuli were constructed from fricative-vowel

sequences consisting of one of the initial fricatives lsI or IS! followed by one of the three

vowels IiI, Ia! or lui, in Table 7.5. Each stimulus was composed of fricative contrasting

pairs such as Isil 'see' and ISil 'she.'

75 E r h " r"" "falTABLE nglls stlmu I In Inil posilOn
lsI lSI

- i Isil 'see' ISil 'she'

- a Isa! 'nonsense word ISa! 'nonsense word

- u Isul 'sue' ISul 'shoe'

In order to evaluate production performance relative to perception performance on

each L2 contrast, listener judgments were carried out separately on the three groups.

Production accuracy in the L2 speech was judged by two native speakers of American
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English (or three, if the two native speakers did not agree, for the case of possible

subjective judgment) as correct or incorrect, along with acoustic analyses. Experiment 5B

used the production data of 30 speakers, including the same production data of 15

speakers who participated in Experiment 3. In total, 900 sentences were measured for the

production of the English fricati ves by twenty Korean ESL learners and ten AE speakers

(2 fricatives x 3 vowels x 5 repetitions x 30 speakers). Each subject's scores for the five

repetitions were averaged prior to statistical analysis.

7.3.2 Results

Figure 7.3 shows the mean correct production scores of English fricatives lsI and

lSI in three vowel contexts by native Korean speakers, by AE KSL advanced learners, and

by AE KSL beginning learners.

Production of English fricatives Is-shl

c 1.50
:;::
U
::J

1'0
0..

Do.. 0.5u
II)....
0

0(J

s sh

II Control 1 1 1 1 1 1

IIL2Adv 0.68 1 0.68 0.76 0.7 1

o L2 Beg 0.18 0.5 0.34 0.36 0.46 0.66

FIGURE 7.3 Mean correct production score of English fricatives lsI and lSI in three vowel
contexts by AE speakers, by Korean ESL advanced learners, and by Korean ESL
beginning learners
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Table 7.6 is a three-way repeated measures ANDVA summary table showing the

effects of Group, Fricative contrast, and Vowel context on the production of English

fricatives in second language acquisition. The three-way repeated measures ANDVA (3 x

2 x 2 x 3 design) yielded two significant main effects of Group and Vowel context and

one Fricative contrast x Vowel context interaction.

A main effect of Group and a subsequent Tukey post-hoc test indicated that the

mean production scores were significantly higher for native AE speakers than they were

for Korean ESL learners. Korean ESL advanced learners were significantly higher in

their mean production scores than were Korean ESL beginning learners (L2 Beg < L2

Adv < Cont). L2 experience made a difference in the production of English fricatives by

Korean ESL learners.

TABLE 7.6 Three-way repeated measures ANOVA summary table showing the effects of
Group, Fricative contrast, and Vowel context on the production of English fricatives in
second language acquisition

Source
Between groups
Group
Error
Within groups
Fricative contrast
Fricative contrast x Group
Error

Vowel context
Vowel context x Group
Error

Fricative context x Vowel context
Fricative contrast x Vowel context x Group
Error

df

2
27

1
2

27

2
4

54

2
4

54

MS

5.285
0.139

0.174
0.098
0.114

0.265
0.082
0.080

0.407
0.123
0.051

F-value

38.124

1.532
0.858

3.292
1.024

7.923
2.399

P-value

<.0001

0.2265
0.4353

0.0448
0.4032

0.0010
0.0613
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A main effect of Vowel context and a Tukey post-hoc test indicated that there was

a statistically significant difference between Ia! (0.7) and lui (0.8), but there were no

statistically significant differences between Ia! and Iii and between IiI and lui (Ia! < lui, Ia!

== IiI, IiI == lui).

There was a Fricative contrast x Vowel context interaction. Subsequent post-hoc

tests revealed that there was a statistically significant difference between lsI and lSI in the

context of lui, but there were no statistically significant differences between lsI and lSI in

the context of Ia! and IiI. Figure 7.4 shows the mean production scores of English

fricatives lsI and lSI in three vowel contexts.

Fricative by Vowel Interaction

1

0.9
c 0.8
o
i 0.7
-6 0.6
oa 0.5
t) 0.4
G»
t::: 0.3

<3 0.2
0.1

0+----1....00...;....-

a u

0.9

FIGURE 7.4 Mean production scores of English lsI and lSI in three vowel contexts

The English lSI was more accurately produced in the context of lui than the

English lsI was. As described in Chapter 2, both lSI and lui in English are made with some

lip rounding. It seems that lip rounding enables L2learners to produce lSI more accurately.
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7.4 Production and perception of phonological contrasts in L2 acquisition

For the relationship of perception to production, the perception-production study

used both identification scores of Korean and English fricative contrasts found in

Experiment 4 and production scores of Korean and English fricative contrasts found in

Experiment 5.

7.4.1 Production and perception of Korean /s-s*/ contrast

The contrasting L2 Korean segments lsi and Is*1 are allophones in English. Table

7.7 is a four-way repeated measures ANOVA summary table for the Korean Is-s*1

distinction by AE KSL learners and native Korean speakers. The experiment had a four

factor design: 3 Group (control, L2 adv, L2 beg) x 2 Task (perception, production) x 2

Fricative contrast (lsi, lSI) x 3 Vowel context (/iI, la!, lui). The results yielded two

significant main effects of Group and Task and four interactions (Task x Group, Fricative

contrast x Vowel context, Fricative contrast x Vowel context x Group, Task x Fricative

contrast x Vowel context).

A main effect of Group and a Tukey post-hoc test indicated that the overall mean

correct performance scores were significantly higher for native Korean speakers (0.985)

than they were for either AE KSL beginning learners (0.62) or for AE KSL advanced

learners (0.54), but there was no significant difference in the mean correct performance

scores between AE advanced and beginning learners of Korean (L2 Beg == L2 Adv <

Cont). A main effect of Task indicated that there was a significant difference between

perception and production. Perception scores were higher than production scores.
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There was an interaction of Task x Group in the perception and production of

Korean fricatives by AE KSL learners and Korean native speakers. The graph in Figure

7.5 reports the mean performance scores of the three language groups on the Korean

fricative contrast Is-s*1 distinction in both production and perception.

TABLE 7.7 Four-way repeated measures ANOVA summary table showing the effects of
Group, Task, Fricative contrast, and Vowel context on the correct performance scores of
Korean fricatives lsi and Is*1
Source
Between groups
Group
Error
Within groups
Task
Task x Group
Error

df

2
21

1
2

21

MS

5.502
0.087

0.700
0.151
0.042

F-value

63.415

16.795
3.612

P-value

<.0001

0.0005
0.0449

Fricative contrast 1
Fricative contrast x Group 2
Error 21

Vowel context 2
Vowel context x Group 4
Error 42

Task x Fricative contrast 1
Task x Fricative contrast x Group 2
Error 21

Task x Vowel context 2
Task x Vowel context x Group 4
Error 42

Fricative x Vowel 2
Fricative x Vowel x Group 4
Error 42

Task x Fricative x Vowel 2
Task x Fricative x Vowel x Group 4
Error 42

0.333
0.034

0.109
0.073

0.031
0.240
0.141

0.084
0.013
0.069

0.521
0.186
0.057

0.682
0.282
0.136

2.907
0.295

1.222
0.825

0.221
1.700

1.209
0.188

9.206
3.289

5.002
2.067

0.1029
0.7472

0.3048
0.5169

0.6429
0.2069

0.3086
0.9432

0.0005
0.0197

0.0113
0.1023
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Task by Group Interaction

II Perception. Production

1.2

~
C
IIIE0.8

~
cp 0.6
Q.

'tS 0.4
!8 0.2

o+------'---.....;;;;.

Control L2Adv L2Beg

FIGURE 7.5 Mean performance scores of the three language groups on the Korean
fricative contrast /s-s*/ distinction in both production and perception

A Task x Group interaction in perception indicated that AE KSL beginning

learners were very poor at identifying the /s-s*/ contrast in all three vowel contexts,

which is near-chance accuracy. With a choice between two sounds on the buttom box, L2

speakers of Korean are likely to have a 50% chance of accuracy just by pressing only one

button, or by guessing. That suggests that AE subjects were confused about the two

Korean fricatives. Statistically, Korean language experience of AE speakers had a

significant effect on perceptual ability. AE KSL advanced learners showed better scores

than AE KSL beginning learners in perception. Longer experience in Korean language

helped AE KSL learners to improve their perceptual ability (L2 Beg < L2 Adv < Cont).

A Task x Group interaction in production and subsequent Tukey post-hoc tests

indicated that AE KSL learners did not improve in their production of Korean fricative

contrast over time. Their production scores were slightly above chance accuracy. L2
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experience did not help AE speakers to produce L2 Korean fricatives (L2 Beg == L2 Adv

< Cont) authentically. The length of Korean language study did not make any difference

in the production improvement of Korean fricative contrast by AE KSL learners, which is

consistent with Larson-Hall's (1995) findings of production failure for learners with

longer length of residence.

Table 7.8 summarizes the mean correct performance scores of the Korean /s-s*/

distinction and the results of Tukey post-hoc tests in both perception and production.

TABLE 7.8 Mean correct performance scores of Korean fricative contrast /s-s*/
distinction by three groups and the results of post-hoc tests
Mean scores Beginning Advanced Control Post-hoc tests

Perception
Production

0.58
0.47

0.71
0.51

0.996
0.96

L2 Beg < L2 Adv < Cont
L2 Beg == L2 Adv < Cont

Tukey post-hoc tests indicated that L2 beginning learners of Korean did not show

any significant difference in performance between perception and production (Production

== Perception) which suggests that inaccurate perception may be responsible for

production error, while AE KSL advanced learners showed better scores in perception

than in production (Production < Perception). The result of statistical analysis indicated

that perception improvement did not result in production improvement. Table 7.9 is a

summary of the mean correct performance scores for the Korean fricative contrast /s-s*/

distinction and the results of post-hoc tests.

TABLE 7.9 Mean correct performance scores of Korean fricative contrast /s-s*/
distinction and the results of post-hoc tests
Mean scores Perception Production Post-hoc tests

L2 Beginning
L2 Advanced

0.58
0.71

0.47
0.51

Production == Perception
Production < Perception
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An interaction of Fricative contrast x Vowel context revealed that there was a

statistically significant difference between lsI and Is*1 in the context of la!, showing that

Is*1 (0.8) was better performed than lsI (0.56). However, there were no statistically

significant differences between lsI and Is*1 in the context of IiI and lui.

There was an interaction of Fricative contrast x Vowel context x Group. Figure

7.6 shows the mean correct performance scores of Korean fricative contrast Is-s*1 in three

vowel contexts as spoken by Korean speakers, by AE KSL advanced learners, and by AE

KSL beginning learners.

Fricative by Vowel by Group Interaction

0.6

0.540.64

026

0.65

0.69

L2 /Jdv

0.41

0.75

0.99

Control

G) 1.2
g
III 1
E 0.8
~
G) 0.6
Q.

U 0.4

j o.~

FIGURE 7.6 Mean correct performance scores for the Korean fricative contrast Is-s*1 in
three vowel contexts as spoken by Korean speakers, by AE KSL advanced learners, and
by AE KSL beginning learners

AE KSL learners made more errors in the production of lsI than in the production

of Is*1 in the context of la!, but in the contexts of iiI or lui, they made more errors in the

production of Is*1 than in the production of lsI. There were statistically significant

differences between Korean native speakers and AE KSL learners in the performance of

Korean fricatives in all three vowel contexts. However, there was no significant
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difference between L2 advanced learners of Korean and L2 beginning learners of Korean.

(/sa!, Isil, Isul, Is*a!, Is*i/, Is*uI: L2 Beg == L2 Adv < Cont).

There was a Task x Fricative contrast x Vowel context interaction. Figure 7.7

shows the mean correct performance scores for the Korean fricative contrast Is-s*1 in

three vowel contexts in both perception and production.

Task by Fricative by Vowel Interaction

8
c
III 0.8
~

o@ 0.6
GI

0.4Q.

ti
0.2GI....

8 0

Perception Production

os 0.63 0.72 0.88 0.49 0.64 0.73

.s· 0.78 0.88 0.7 0.82 0.55 0.76

FIGURE 7.7 Mean correct performance scores of Korean fricative contrast Is-s*1 in three
vowel contexts in both perception and production

Subsequent post-hoc tests revealed that in Isul and Is*i/, there was a statistically

significant difference between production and perception (lsul and Is*i/: perception>

production). But in Isa!, Is*a!, Is*uI, and Isil, there were no statistically significant

differences between production and perception.

7.4.2 Production and perception of English Is-SI contrast

Table 7.10 is a four-way repeated measures ANOVA summary table for the

English Is-SI distinction by Korean ESL learners and by AE native speakers. The
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experiment had a four-factor design: 3 Group (control, L2 adv, L2 beg) x 2 Task

(perception, production) x 2 Fricative contrast (lsI, lSI) x 3 Vowel context (IiI, la!, luI).

The results of the correct performance scores yielded two significant main effects of

Group and Task and four interactions of Task x Group, Task x Vowel context, and Task x

Fricative contrast x Vowel context.

A main effect of Group and a subsequent Tukey post-hoc test indicated that the

mean correct performance scores were significantly higher for native AE speakers (1)

than they were for Korean ESL learners. Korean ESL advanced learners were

significantly higher in their mean correct performance scores (0.9) than were Korean ESL

beginning learners (0.67) (L2 Beg < L2 Adv < Cont). A main effect of Task and a

subsequent post-hoc test revealed that overall perception scores (0.992) were

significantly higher than production scores (0.74) (Perception> Production).

There was an interaction of Task x Group in the perception and production of

English fricatives by Korean ESL learners. The graph in Figure 7.8 reports the mean

correct performance scores of the three groups in both production and perception.
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TABLE 7.10 Four-way repeated measures ANOVA summary table showing the effects of
Group, Task, Fricative contrast and Vowel context on the correct performance scores of

English fricatives lsi and lSI
Source df MS F-value P-value
Between groups
Group 2 2.874 38.385 <.0001
Error 27 0.075
Within groups
Task 1 5.725 86.442 <.0001
Task x Group 2 2.421 36.559 <.0001
Error 27 0.066

Fricative contrast 1 0.069 1.391 0.2486
Fricative contrast x Group 2 0.036 0.723 0.4944
Error 27 0.050

Vowel Context 2 0.117 2.814 0.0688
Vowel context x Group 4 0.035 0.829 0.5123
Error 54 0.042

Task x Fricative contrast 1 0.107 1.635 0.2119
Task x Fricative contrast x Group 2 0.063 0.972 0.3913
Error 27 0.065

Task x Vowel context 2 0.148 3.768 0.0294
Task x Vowel context x Group 4 0.049 1.237 0.3064
Error 54 0.039

Fricative x Vowel context 2 0.225 8.830 0.0005
Fricative x Vowel x Group 4 0.064 2.512 0.0522
Error 54 0.025

Task x Fricative x Vowel 2 0.185 6.760 0.0024
Task x Fricative x Vowel x Group 4 0.062 2.266 0.0739
Error 54 0.027
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Task by Group Interaction
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FIGURE 7.8 Mean correct performance scores of the three groups in both production and
perception of the English lsi and lSI contrast

A Task x Group interaction and subsequent Tukey post-hoc tests in perception

found that Korean ESL beginning learners (0.977) were significantly different from

Korean ESL advanced learners (1), but that the latter were not significantly different from

AE speakers (1). This suggests that L2 experience made a difference in native-like

achievement of perception (L2 Beg < L2 Adv == Cont). Overall, both Korean beginning

and advanced learners of English were able to identify the English fricative contrast

accurately. It seems that Korean speakers perceived English lsi and lSI as distinct sounds,

regardless of their length of residence in the U.S., since Korean beginning learners of

English showed excellent perception scores, although there was a statistically significant

difference in perception scores between L2 advanced and L2 beginning learners of

English.

On the other hand, in L2 production of English Is-J! contrast, although the mean

production scores were not as good as perception scores, longer exposure to English
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enabled Korean ESL learners to improve their production ability. Post-hoc tests indicated

that L2 beginning learners of English (0.42) were significantly different from L2

advanced learners of English (0.8) who were, in tum, significantly different from native

AE speakers (L2 Beg < L2 Adv < Cont). The mean production scores of Korean ESL

advanced learners showed "very good" performance. Thus, Korean advanced learners did

not seem to experience a lot of difficulty with the contrast. However, Korean ESL

beginning learners could not distinctively produce the English fricative sounds.

Table 7.11 summarizes the mean correct performance scores of the English Is-SI

distinction and the results of Tukey post-hoc tests in both perception and production.

TABLE 7.11 Mean correct performance scores of English Is-SI distinction by three groups
and the results of post-hoc tests
Mean scores Beginning Advanced Control Post-hoc tests

Perception
Production

0.98
0.42

1
0.8

1
1

L2 Beg < L2 Adv == Cont
L2 Beg < L2 Adv < Cont

Tukey post-hoc tests indicated that L2 ESL advanced and beginning learners

showed a statistically significant difference in performance between perception and

production (Production < Perception), which suggests that perception precedes

production. The result of statistical analysis indicated that good perception did not always

result in good production. Table 7.12 summarizes the mean correct performance scores of

English Is-SI distinction and the results of post-hoc tests.

TABLE 7.12 Mean correct performance scores of English Is-SI distinction and the results
of post-hoc tests
Mean scores Perception Production Post-hoc tests

L2 Beginning
L2 Advanced

0.98
1

0.42
0.8

Production < Perception
Production < Perception
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There was a Task x Vowel context interaction. Figure 7.9 shows the mean

production and perception scores in three vowel contexts. As Figure 7.9 shows,

perception scores were higher than production scores in all three vowel contexts.

Task by Vowel Interaction

-+- Perception Production

1.1
lD

1u • •l:
ClI
E 0.9...g

0.8lD
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!.. 0.68

0.5
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•

u

FIGURE 7.9 Mean production and perception scores in three vowel contexts

Tukey post-hoc tests found that production scores were significantly different from

perception scores in all three vowel contexts (laI: Production < Perception; Iii: Production

< Perception; lui: Production < Perception). Production scores were worse in the context

of Ial than in the context of Iii or lui. According to the native English speakers who

worked on the production judgments, the English fricative sound lsi produced by Korean

speakers was judged as something different from the typical English alveolar fricative

sound. That implies that the Korean tense fricative sound is not produced as an alveolar

fricative. The observation is consistent with those of Schmidt (1994), Choo and O'Grady

(2003), Cho et al. (2002), and Anderson et al. (2004). Anderson et al. (2004) found in

their static palatographic study that Korean coronal obstruents all showed denti-alveolar

contact patterns on the palate.
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A Fricative contrast x Vowel context interaction and subsequent post-hoc tests

revealed that lsi (0.92) was significantly more accurate than lSI (0.85) in the context of Iii,

but lSI (0.94) was higher than lsi (0.83) in the context of lui. There was no statistically

significant difference between lsi (0.81) and lSI (0.85) in the context of Ia!. Figure 7.10

shows the mean perfonnance scores of English fricatives in three vowel contexts.

Fricative by Vowel context Interaction
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0.85
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A. 08513 .
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0.75 +--------r--------,---------,

a u

FIGURE 7.10 Mean perfonnance scores of English fricatives in three vowel contexts

There was a Task x Fricative contrast x Vowel context interaction. Figure 7.11

shows the mean correct perfonnance scores of English fricatives in three vowel contexts

in both perception and production.
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Task by Fricative by Vowel Interaction
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FIGURE 7.11 Mean correct perfonnance scores of English fricatives in three vowel
contexts in both perception and production

Subsequent post-hoc tests revealed that there were statistically significant differences

between production and perception in the perfonnance of IsaJ, ISaJ, Isil, ISil, and Isul, but

there were no significant differences between production and perception in the

perfonnance of ISuI.

7.5 Discussion and conclusion

A number of studies by Flege and his colleagues focus on similarities and

differences between Ll and L2 and how they affect L2 acquisition in both production and

perception. One of his claims is that similar sounds are difficult to learn because L2

speakers perceive and classify them as those occurring in their Ll, while dissimilar

sounds are easier because L2 speakers notice the difference. Similarly, Schmidt (1994)

examined the articulation of some English consonants by native Korean speakers based

on substitution or transfer from LI by L2learners. She reported that some English sounds
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that are perceptually similar to Korean were often produced with Korean-like articulation

but most English sounds which did not exist in the Korean phoneme inventory were

produced with English-like articulation.

The present study examined two sets of phonemic contrasts: Korean lsi and Is*1

which are allophones in English, and English lsi and lSI which are allophones in Korean.

Figure 7.12 illustrates the mean performance scores of the L2 fricative contrast by L2

learners. KSL in the graph refers to Korean as a Second Language.
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FIGURE 7.12 Mean performance scores of the L2 contrasts by two L2 learners' groups

The two different phonological contrasts showed interesting results, as in Figure

7.4. Regarding the relation of production to perception, Tukey post-hoc tests revealed

that the overall mean production performance of the Korean Is-s*1 contrast by AE

advanced KSL learners was significantly worse than their mean perception performance

on the same contrast (production < Perception). Korean language experience made AE

KSL learners improve their performance in perception, but did not make any difference
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in production. AE KSL learners improved in perception over time. Yet they did not yet

reach a native speaker level of perception (L2 Beg < L2 Adv < Cont). There was no

significant difference between perception and production among AE KSL beginning

learners (Production == Perception).

On the other hand, Korean ESL learners were able with experience to identify the

lsi-lSI contrast at native levels of perception and produce the contrast adequately. Longer

length of stay in the U.S. helped Korean ESL learners to improve both production and

perceptual abilities. Korean ESL learners in the two groups show worse performance

scores in production than in perception (Production < Perception). Table 7.13 is a

summary of Tukey post-hoc tests of Group x Task interaction.

dT k'fGhfT k713 STABLE. ummaryo u ey post- oc tests 0 roup an as mteractIOn
Task Korean Is-s*1 contrast English Is-f! contrast
Perception L2 Beg < L2 Adv < Ll Korean L2 Beg < L2 Adv == Ll American
Production L2 Beg == L2 Adv < Ll Korean L2 Beg < L2 Adv < Ll American
Group Korean Is-s*1 contrast English Is-jl contrast
Advanced Production < Perception Production < Perception
Beginning Production == Perception Production < Perception

As in Table 7.13, unlike AE KSL learners, who showed no improvement in production

ability even after long exposure to the Korean, Korean ESL learners showed a big

improvement in production with a longer length of stay in the U.S. Unlike AE KSL

learners, who showed improvement in perceptual ability after long exposure to Korean

but did not reach a native level of perception, Korean ESL learners showed a native-like

perceptual ability with a longer length of stay in the United States.
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In Figure 7.12, Korean ESL advanced learners showed near perfect performance

on the 'Forced Choice Identification Task' of the English contrast lsI-lSI. However, it was

observed that Korean ESL beginning learners had excellent scores in perception but their

production scores were poor. It does not seem that accurate perceptual representations

are always responsible for accurate production in second language acquisition.

In L2 speech learning by AE KSL learners, statistical analysis showed that there

was no improvement in production even after a long period of L2 learning or training. It

appears that L2 advanced KSL learners were able to notice differences between lsI and

Is*l, but they may not know the exact phonetic nature of the differences needed to

produce the contrast authentically, as claimed in NP. Conversely, unlike AE KSL

learners, who did not show significant improvement in production over time, Korean

learners of English showed a high improvement in production after long exposure to

English. The fact that Korean ESL beginning learners did not produce adequately the

very contrast that they had been able to identify correctly confirms the finding of Bohn

and Flege (1990).1

Recent research studies with various minimal segmental distinctions (Brown

2000; Larson-Hall 2001; Toda 2003, De Jong1995) reveal that L2 learners' failure to

acquire L2 contrasts differs according to the age of exposure to L2, class of L2 sounds, or

other factors. Some researchers claimed that the relationship between perception and

production changes with time or L2 experience, i.e., with better perception than

production in early stages of acquisition, but more improved production over time than

1 Bohn and Flege (1990, 1997), in their experimental study of perception and production of a new category
by adult L2 learners, found that inexperienced German learners did not produce the contrast between the

two vowels leI and lrel, but they succeeded in differentiating the vowels in a labeling task.
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perception (Bohn & Flege 1990). The present study showed two contrasting results: 1)

poor perception and poor production in the speech of beginning learners; (improved)

good perception but still poor production in the speech of advanced learners 2) perfect

perception but poor production in the speech of beginning learners; perfect perception

and (improved) very good production in the speech of advanced learners. The results

have been quite variable, depending on the nature of the contrast (KG lsi and KG Is*1 vs.

EN lsi and EN IJ/), the degree of phonetic similarity between sounds, the existence of a

surface contrast in Ll, similar to that in L2, and the degree of exposure to L2 language.

The relationship between production and perception in L2 acquisition does not seem to

be simple to establish. Perception scores are better than production scores in children's

speech. However, how can we account for "perfect perception but poor production" in

the speech of Korean ESL beginning learners? NP claims that the perception-production

relationship can be accounted for in terms of fortition and lenition processes.

In Natural Phonology (Donegan 1994), lenitions are context-sensitive so that they

create variants of the phonemes. But fortitions are context-free. Korean has no phoneme

lSI because fortitions limit the phoneme inventory. lSI is ruled out (i.e., *ISI) in Korean

because Korean coronal sibilants are denti-alveolar. However, Korean has a lenition

process, palatalization. lsi becomes mbefore iii. In production, Korean speakers apply

the lenition process (lsi ~ mI _ {in. However, the English [Ji] is different from

Korean [Ji] in that English ISil is produced with lip rounding near palato-alveolar region

and Korean [Ji] is produced without lip rounding near alveolar region. Thus, the English

lsi before Iii as produced by Korean speakers may be judged as an incorrect sound by AE
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speakers due to the application of the lenition process. Conversely, in perception, Korean

speakers reverse the lenition process. mis perceived as the phoneme lsi before iii or Ij/,

so, [Si, Sa] are perceived as lsi (or swi), sja!. Thus, English [Sa] is perceived as Korean

Isja!, not Korean Isa!. But as described in Chapter 2, Korean lsi before Iii has different

phonetic properties from English lSI. So, the palatalized mproduced by a Korean speaker

may be judged by AE speakers as incorrect pronunciation. Even though Korean speakers

make a difference between English lsi and lSI in production, the Korean [s] and m
(produced by Korean speakers) are not the same as English [s] and m.

TABLE 7.14 Summary of probable perception and production of English fricatives by
Korean ESL learners
Perception KG [Si] is perceived as KG Isi/.

KG [Sa] is perceived as KG Isja!, or KG */sa!.

KG [Su] is perceived as KG Isju/, or KG */su/.
English [sa] is perceived as KG Is*a!.
English [Sa] is perceived as KG Isja!.
English [Si] is perceived as KG Iswil or KG */si/.

Production English Isa! is produced as KG Is*a! or KG */sa!.
English ISa! is produced as KG Isja!.
English Isil is produced as KG Is*i/, or KG */si/, or KG */swi/.
English ISil is produced as KG Iswi/, or KG */si/.

'*' before a slash (/) refers to either misperception or foreign accented pronunciation.

NP explains why Korean ESL beginning learners should be able to distinguish the

Korean fricatives even though their production scores are very poor.



CHAPTERS
CONCLUSION

8.1 Introduction

This study has investigated the effects on 1) the differing degree of phonetic

similarity between L1 and L2 sounds and between members of an L2 contrast and 2) L2

experience in the production and perception of L2 phonological contrasts which do not

exist in L1, along with 3) the relationships between production and perception in second

language acquisition. In conclusion, the production and perception of L2 contrasts not

found in native languages are related in various and different ways. The present study

claims that the production-perception relationship depends on the nature of the contrast

(KG lsi and KG Is*1 vs. EN lsi and EN lSI), on the relative degree of phonetic similarity

between L1 and L2 sounds and between members of an L2 contrast, and on the L2

experience.

8.2 Production of L2 phonological contrasts

The assumption that L2 learners would have the same degree of difficulty with L2

sounds or contrasts which are allophonic in their L1 does not seem to be supported by the

present study. This study showed two contrasting results, which differ according to the

nature of the contrast, the relative degree of phonetic similarity between L1 and L2

sounds or between members of L2 contrasts, and the L2 experience.
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8.2.1 Effect of the degree of phonetic similarity between Ll and L2 sounds
and between members of an L2 contrast

Experiments 1A and 1B, reported on in Chapter 4, dealt with the relative degree

of both perceived identity and acoustic similarity, respectively, between L1 and L2

sounds and between members of an L2 contrast. The results of both Experiments 1A and

1B were used 1) to examine the effect of differing degree of perceived and acoustic

similarity between L1 and L2 sounds and between members of an L2 contrast on

acquisition in both perception and production and 2) to provide adequate explanation for

the contrasting results.

The acoustic measurement-based production tasks in Chapter 5 showed two

contrasting results. AE KSL learners did not differentiate the L2 contrast between Is*1

and lsi in terms of Aspiration/Frication (AIF) duration ratio. However, Korean ESL

learners differentiated the L2 contrast between lsi and lSI in terms of spectral peak

location. In terms of AIF duration ratio, the production of Korean Is*1 by AE KSL

advanced learners was accurate (i.e., AE KSL advanced learners and native Korean

speakers showed the same duration ratio), but the production of Korean lsi by the same

L2 speakers was poor, as shown in Figure 5.4. This means that AE KSL learners made

more errors in the production of the less similar sound lsi (i.e., 56% perceived identity

between Korean Isa/ and English Isa/; 1% perceived identity between Korean Isil and

English lsi/) than in the production of the more similar sound Is*1 (i.e., 77% perceived

identity between Korean Isa/ and English Isa/; 55% perceived identity between Korean

Isil and English lsi/). See Chapter 4 for detailed information about acoustic similarity

between Korean and English fricatives.
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In Chapter 7, listener judgment-based production tasks also yielded two

contrasting results. The AE KSL learners' production of the Korean fricative contrast Is-

s*1 (whose two phonemes are similar to each other) showed 'poor' production scores

around chance accuracy (beginners: 0.47; AE advanced learners: 0.51). AE KSL learners

tended to produce the Korean fricatives lsi and Is*1 as an English lsi that was judged by

native Korean speakers as either correct or incorrect, meaning that the Korean fricative

Is*1 which was produced as an English lsi by AE KSL learners is more likely to be

judged by native speakers of Korean as correct, but the Korean fricative lsi which was

produced as an English lsi by AE KSL learners is more likely to be judged by native

speakers of Korean as incorrect. AE KSL learners made more errors in the production of

lsi than in the production of Is*1 in the context of Ial and luI. l But they made more errors

in the production of Is*1 than in the production of lsi in the context of /iI, as in Figure 7.1.

On the other hand, Korean ESL advanced learners' production of the English

fricative contrast Is-SI (whose two members are dissimilar to each other) showed '(very)

good' production scores, but Korean ESL beginning learners showed 'poor' production

scores. Korean ESL learners produced English voiceless alveolar fricative Isal as a

Korean tense (denti-alveolar) fricative Is*aI which was more likely to be judged by native

English speakers as correct, as in Figure 7.3. For AE speakers, the degree of perceived

identity between Korean Is*aI and English Isal was 77% and the degree of perceived

identity between Korean Is*aI and Korean Isal was 60%, as in Table 4.3.

I I d Is*1 by AE KSL learnersfKdean correct pro uctlOn scores 0 orean s an
lsi Is*1

KSL Beginning learners 0.34 0.59
KSL Advanced learners 0.48 0.54
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Korean ESL learners made more errors in the production of lsi than in the

production of lSI in the context of Ial and lui, but they made more errors in the production

of lSI than in the production of lsi in the context of /iI, as in Figure 7.3.2 English lSI is not

a phoneme in Korean. The English voiceless fricative ISil was produced as a Korean

fricative [Ji] by Korean ESL learners and was more likely to be judged by native English

speakers as incorrect due to different phonetic properties between English ISil and Korean

[Ji]. The degree of perceived identity between English ISil and Korean [Ji] was 80% for

AE native speakers, as in Table 4.3. I concluded that the degree of phonetic similarity

between L1 and L2 sounds and between members of an L2 contrast had an impact on the

production of L2 sounds.

8.2.2 Effect of L2 experience

Non-native listeners' abilities to acquire L2 sounds may differ, depending on

when in life L2 learning begins and how long the L2 has been studied and spoken. It is

theoretically possible that a lack of L2 experience or later L2 exposure in life results in

poor acquisitional performance in both production and perception.

The data results in the acquisition of Korean fricatives by AE KSL learners

indicated that the length of the Korean language study did not make a difference in

uctlono ngllS lcatlves.
lsi lSI

ESL Beginning learners 0.34 0.49
ESL Advanced learners 0.79 0.82

2 Korean ESL learners made more errors in the production of similar sound lsi than in the production of

dissimilar sound lSI. The following table shows the mean correct production scores of English lsi and lSI by

Korean ESL learners. However, statistically there was no significant difference between lsi and lSI in the
prod . fE r h fro
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improvement in production. On the other hand, the data results in the acquisition of

English fricatives by Korean ESL learners showed that L2 experience made a big

difference in the improvement of production. One possible reason for the contrasting

result is that, unlike AE KSL learners, most adult Korean ESL learners have received

training in English grammar and vocabulary from junior high school. However, they had

few opportunities to study English pronunciation with a native speaker of English before

coming to an American English-speaking country unless they majored in English.

Whether formal instruction is important in second language acquisition was not

supported in the listener judgment-based production of English voiceless sibilant

fricatives by Korean ESL beginning learners. Their production scores were very poor. In

the production of English Is-SI, many of the English fricatives produced by Korean ESL

beginning learners were judged by native AE speakers as incorrect. Clearly, formal

school instruction is different from natural language acquisition. The other possible

reason is that the subjects' English proficiency level was higher than we thought because

most of the Korean advanced learners of English who participated in the present study

were majoring in ESL or SLA in graduate programs or had some teaching experience at

American universities.

AE KSL advanced learners made a lot of errors in the production of Korean

fricatives, but their production patterns were systematic. The systematic or consistent

patterns that AE KSL advanced learners used in the production of Korean fricatives were

not found in the production of native Korean speakers. The durations of both frication

and vowel were shorter in lsi than they were in Is*l. In production, L2 learners tried to

differentiate the Korean fricative contrast in terms of duration only; whereas Korean
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native speakers used both duration and amplitude. This finding supports the claim

described in Chapter 1 regarding the Interlanguage Hypothesis. The claim was that ILs

have some idiosyncratic rules which cannot be accounted for as originating either in the

target language (TL) or the native language (NL), but the idiosyncratic rules are

systematic. As the L2 learners gain experience, they may begin to correct and modify

their production errors.

In sum, development of abilities to acquire L2 contrast occurs if the L2 learners

are exposed to the sounds over a long period of time or are given intensive Korean

language training in a conversational context. But it depends on the degree of phonetic

similarity between each member of an L2 contrast and between Ll and L2 sounds.

8.3 Perception of L2 phonological contrasts

There are some factors which contribute to the attainment of native-like

perception. In the present study, factors such as the nature of the contrast (KG lsi and Is*1

vs. EN lsi and EN IS/), the degree of phonetic similarity between Ll and L2 sounds, and

L2 ,experience were taken into account in explaining differences in achievement of

native-like perception.

8.3.1 Effect of the degree of phonetic similarity between Ll and L2 sounds
and between members of an L2 contrast

Previous research studies in the literature review claim that achievement of a

native-like perception in the realization of an L2 contrast (whose two phonemes are

similar to each other) is more difficult due to weak perceptual saliency.
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The two identification tasks in Chapter 6 also yielded two contrasting results. In

the identification of the Korean fricative contrast Is-s*1 whose two phonemes are similar

to each other (i.e., AE speakers: 60% perceived identity between Korean Isa/ and Is*a/;

Korean speakers: 0% perceived identity between Korean Isa/ and Is*a/), AE KSL

advanced learners showed 'good' identification scores (0.7), as in Figure 6.1, while in the

identification of the English fricative contrast Is-SI whose two phonemes are dissimilar to

each other (AE speakers: 0% perceived identity between English Isil and ISi/; Korean

speakers: 4% perceived identity between English Isil and ISi/) , both Korean ESL

advanced and beginning learners showed 'perfect' identification scores (L2 Adv: 1 vs. L2

Beg: 0.98), as in Figure 6.2. I conclude that the perception of a similar L2 contrast

(Korean Is-s*/) is more difficult than the perception of a dissimilar L2 contrast (English

Is-SI) for L2learners to acquire in second language acquisition.

8.3.2 Effect of L2 experience

The data results in the acquisition of both Korean fricatives by AE KSL learners

and English fricatives by Korean ESL learners indicated that the length of Korean

language study made a difference in perception improvement. The difference between

AE KSL learners and Korean ESL learners is that unlike AE KSL learners, Korean

speakers learning English showed a big improvement in perception and thus reached

native-like perceptual ability with a longer length of stay in the U.S. As predicted, length

of residence is one factor that may playa role in performance (Markham 1997; Larson

Hall 2003). It is obvious that it takes time for L2 learners to reach native-like perception
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in a second language, especially if they are exposed to L2 after puberty. Prior L2

experience has an effect on perception of an L2 contrast which is allophonic in Ll.

8.4 Relationships between production and perception in Ll and L2

The relationships between production and perception of L2 sounds are complex. It

is widely accepted that production and perception of L2 sounds are influenced by the

sound system of an L1, and that perceptual mastery is a prerequisite to good production.

In second language acquisition, perceptual mastery does not always seem to lead to

accurate production of L2 sounds. For example, in the present study, L2 fricative

contrasts, which are not found in the native language phoneme inventory, showed

contrasting results, as in Table 8.1.

T k'fGhfT k81 STABLE ummaryo u ey post- oc tests 0 roup x as mteractlOn
Task Korean /s-s*/ contrast English /s-f! contrast
Perception L2 Beg < L2 Adv < L1 Korean L2 Beg < L2Adv == L1 AE
Production L2 Beg == L2 Adv < L1 Korean L2 Beg < L2Adv < L1 AE
Acoustics (listener judgment) (listener judgment)

L2 Beg == L2 Adv < L1 Korean L2Beg== L2Adv == L1 AE
(duration & amplitude) (spectral peak)

Group Korean /s-s*/ contrast English /s-f! contrast
Advanced Production < Perception Production < Perception
Beginning Production == Perception Production < Perception

Both Korean ESL learners and AE KSL learners (except for AE KSL beginning

learners) could perform L2 fricative contrasts more accurately in perception than in

production. Achievement of native-like perception by Korean advanced learners of

English was possible in the case of the English L2 fricative contrast. But achievement of

native-like production was not possible at all in the present study. L2 language
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experience made a difference in the perception but not the production of L2 Korean

fricatives. However, L2 experience made a difference in both production and perception

of L2 English fricatives. The results of the present study support the claim that native

acquisition of a second-language after puberty is not possible (Long 1990; Scovel 1969;

Caramazza et al. 1973). L2 experience has an effect on the perception of both English

fricatives and Korean fricatives by L2 learners, but L2 experience has an effect on the

production of English fricatives by Korean ESL learners but not on the production of

Korean fricatives by AE KSL learners.

It is necessary to account for a discrepancy in improvement between perception

and production, as shown in Table 8.1. The discrepancy refers to improved perception but

not improved production in the acquisition of an L2 contrast. In the acquisition of L2

Korean fricative contrast by AE speakers, neither perception nor production reached a

native-like level. However, in the acquisition of English fricatives by Korean speakers,

perception reached a native level but production did not. Thus, I claim that the

production-perception relation depends on the nature of the contrast (KG lsI and Is*1 vs.

EN lsI and EN III), the degree of phonetic similarity between Ll and L2 sounds and

between each member of an L2 contrast, and on the degree of L2 exposure.

First, the degree of phonetic similarity between Ll and L2 sounds or each

member of an L2 contrast may be one of the factors that have an effect on the

relationships between production and perception. Korean ESL learners showed a big

improvement in the production of the English contrast Is-SI with longer L2 experience,

but AE KSL learners did not show any improved production ability of the Korean Is-s*1

even after five years of residence in the U.S. As shown in the same-different
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discrimination task, English native speakers judged Korean lsi and Is*1 as the same sound,

with 48% perceived identity; this implies that they, especially AE KSL beginning

learners, were confused about the Korean fricative contrast, unlike Korean native

speakers who judged them as different sounds, with 0% perceived identity because they

are different phonemes to Korean speakers. The Korean contrast Is-s*1 was perceived as

the same English sound lsi by AE KSL learners, but the English contrast Is-SI was

perceived as two different sounds by Korean ESL learners. In sum, in the case of Korean

Is-s*1 produced by AE KSL learners, L2 sounds that were not correctly perceived were

not produced adequately, either. Korean Is*aI produced by AE KSL learners was judged

as the correct sound by Korean native speakers, but Korean Isal was not. In contrast, in

the case of English Is-SI contrast produced by Korean ESL beginning learners, L2 sounds

that were correctly perceived were not produced adequately. Korean lsi and Is*1 are

perceptually so close that most AE KSL learners and some native Korean speakers (e.g.,

Kyungsang speakers) do not distinguish the contrast, but English lsi and lSI are

articulatorily, perceptually, and acoustically so distinct that most L2 learners do not have

any difficulties in differentiating the contrast.

English lsi differs from the Korean fricatives Is*1 and lsi phonetically. English lsi

is alveolar, while Korean lsi and Is*1 are denti-alveolar. In the same-different

discrimination task reported on in Chapter 4, Korean native speakers judged English lsi

and Korean Is*1 to be the same sound with 88% perceived identity, while English lsi and

Korean lsi were judged as the same sound with only 7% perceived identity (see Table

4.3). Based on the result, AE native speakers had less difficulty in producing the tense

fricative Is*1 than the lax fricative lsi because English fricative lsi is more similar to
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Korean tense fricative Is*1 than to Korean lax fricative lsi. As shown in Table 8.1,

however, in the production of Korean fricatives, there was no effect of L2 group on

accurate performance (L2 Beg == L2 Adv < Cont). This suggests that AE KSL learners,

in both advanced and beginning levels, did not produce the Korean fricative contrast Is

s*1 adequately, particularly lax lsi. AE KSL learners tended to produce both lax and tense

fricatives as the English fricative lsi, which sounds more similar to the Korean tense

fricative Is*1 than to the lax fricative lsi. Here, production accuracy was judged by two

(or three) native Korean speakers along with acoustic analyses. In the labeling study of

Kim (1972), English lsi was consistently labeled as the Korean tense fricative Is*l.

Second, whether there is an improvement in production depends on the degree of L2

exposure. In the acquisition of the Korean fricative contrast Is-s*1 by AE KSL learners,

the result suggests that AE KSL learners can improve their abilities to perceive the

Korean fricative contrast with L2 experience and time, but not their abilities to produce

the fricative contrast. On the other hand, in the acquisition of the English fricative

contrast Is-SI by Korean learners of English, Korean ESL advanced learners did produce

the contrast adequately and were able to achieve a native speaker's level of perception,

whereas Korean ESL beginning learners did not produce the English contrast correctly

but they were very good at differentiating the fricatives in the identification task. Longer

language experience enables Korean ESL learners to reach native-like achievement in

perception, but not in production.

Finally, whether there is an improvement in production depends on the nature of

the contrast (KG lsi and Is*1 vs. EN lsi and EN lSI). Korean Is-s*1 sounds are allophones

in English; likewise, English Is-SI sounds are allophones in Korean. However, the two L2
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fricative contrasts show two different results. NP claims that the perception-production

relationship can be accounted for in terms of fortition and lenition processes. In Natural

Phonology (Donegan 1994), lenitions are context-sensitive, so that they create variants of

the phonemes. But fortitions are typically context-free. Korean has no phoneme lSI

because fortitions limit the phoneme inventory. lSI is ruled out (i.e., *ISI) in Korean

because Korean coronal sibilants are denti-alveolar. However, Korean has a lenition

process, palatalization. lsi becomes mbefore a high front vowel. In production, a Korean

speaker applies the lenition process (lsi ---4 mI _ {i, j n. Conversely, in perception, a

Korean speaker reverses the lenition process. mbefore iii is perceived as the phoneme lsi.

([Si, Sa] ---4 lsi, sja/). Thus, Korean [Sa] is perceived as Korean Isja/, not Korean Isai, and

English [Sa] is perceived as Korean Isja/ by undoing the lenition process. But as described

in Chapters 2 and 7, Korean lsi before Iii has different phonetic properties from English

lSI. So, the palatalized mproduced by a Korean speaker can be judged as an incorrect

pronunciation, even though Korean speakers make a difference between English lsi and

lSI in production, but the Koreans' [s] and mare not the same as AE speakers' [s] and m.

English mis produced with lip rounding in the palato-alveolar region. On the other hand,

all English alveolar sibilants are tense. There is no process like Is*1 ---4 [s] in English. So

Korean has a surface difference between [s] and m, but English has no such difference

between [s] and [s*]. Thus, NP assumed that Korean ESL beginning learners were able to

identify the Korean fricatives accurately even though their production scores were very
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poor. The data results of present study support that NP can account for a discrepancy in

improvement between perception and production found in the present study.

8.5 Limitations and future research

The present study consisted of five experimental tasks to examine the relationship

of production and perception. The experiments were not theoretically driven. I did not

provide a specific framework for the experiments, except for the perception-production

relationship. For the perception-production relationship, I reviewed and discussed Natural

Phonology to account for a discrepancy in improvement between perception and

production. For the stimuli, I chose L2 phonological contrasts which exist allophonically

in Ll, instead of individual "similar" or "new" segments.

De Jonge (1995) concluded that whether one sees significant improvement in

perception or production of second-language speech sounds that do not occur in the

native language is heavily dependent upon the test instrument used. In order to establish

the relationship between production and perception in L2 acquisition, comprehensive

experimental research with more participants needs to be done. I hope that the findings of

the present study provide good opportunities for future research.
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TABLE 1 KG /sa/, KG /s*a/, EN /sa/
1 KG /sa/ vs. KG /sa/
2 EN /sa/ vs. EN /sa/
3 KG /s*a/ vs. KG /s*a/
4 KG /sa/ vs. KG /s*a/
5 KG /sa/ vs. EN /sa/
6 KG /s*a/ vs. EN /sa/

TABLE 2 KO Isii & Is*ii, EN Isii & lIii
1 KO Isii vs. KO Isii
2 EN Isii vs. EN Isii
3 KO Is*ii vs. KO Is*ii
4 ENlJii vs. EN lIii
5 KO Isii vs. KO Is*ii
6 KO Isii vs. EN Isii
7 KO Isii vs. EN lIii
8 KO Is*ii vs. EN Isii
9 KO Is*ii vs. EN lIii
10 EN Isii vs. EN lIii
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AppendixB

Demographic Form for LBC "Listening to sounds" project

Part 1.
Since the purpose of this project involves linguistic background of participants, I am
collecting the following demographic information. You are encouraged but not required
to provide it. I assure you that this information will not be associated with your name.
This information is used to evaluate whether participants in our experiments are
representative of the larger population.

Sex: (check one) __ female male
Age: __
Race (check all that apply):

American Indian / Alaskan
Asian
Native Hawaiian or other Pacific Islander
Black or African American

__ Hispanic or Latino
White
other: _

Part 2.
The following information is used to ensure that participants meet the requirements of
our experiments. All information will remain confidential.

Normal Hearing: __ yes no
Normal or Corrected-to-Normal Vision: __ yes no
Your native language (the primary language spoken in your childhood home):

_ English -7 English-speaking region that you grew up: _
other: -7 Language name Country/region _

How long have you lived in the U.S.?
whole life

__ years, from the age of__ to __
If elsewhere, where ?
How long have you lived in Hawai'i ?

whole life
__ years, from the age of__ to __

If elsewhere, which state ?
Do you sometimes speak using "Pidgin"? __ no
__ with friends, __ with family other: _
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Native languages of your parents or your primary caregivers (e.g., grandmother living in
your childhood home):

Mother: __ English ~__ Hawai'i Mainland __Other

Father:

Other

other ~ Language name Country/region

__ English ~__ Hawai'i __ Mainland __Other

other ~ Language name Country/region

__ English ~__ Hawai'i __ Mainland __Other

other ~ Language name Country/region

Do you speak/understand languages other than your native language? Answer "yes" only
if there are many sentences you can understand: __ yes __ no

If yes, fill in blanks/check all that apply below.

Language 1 _

__ native proficiency
fluent but not native
mid-level

__ beginner
__ comprehension only

Language 2 _

__ native proficiency
fluent but not native
mid-level

__ beginner
__ comprehension only

Mahalo!

Years of experience (approx.) __

__ exposure in family
__ exposure in foreign country
__ school instruction only
__ exposure in community (in the US)

other: _

Years of experience (approx.) __

__ exposure in family
__ exposure in foreign country
__ school instruction only
__ exposure in community (in the US)

other: _
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Appendix C

AGREEMENT TO PARTICIPATE IN

Perception and Production of the Korean and English Fricatives
in Second Language Acquisition

Sang Yee Cheon

Ph.D. Program of Department of Linguistics
Moore Hall 566B

University of Hawai 'i at Manoa
1890 East-West Road, Honolulu, HI 96822

(808) 956-3231; scheon@hawaii.edu

The purpose of this research study is to examine the production and perception of the Korean lax lsi and
tensed Is*1 fricatives and the English fricatives lsi and Ish! in three different vowel environments la, u, il by
English-speaking learners of Korean and Korean learners of Korean and to investigate how perception
affects the production of the Korean fricatives Is, s*1 and English fricatives Is, sh! in second language
phonology. This project collects information about Korean and English speakers' speech sounds from their
reading samples of certain Korean lexical items and about their ability to distinguish second-language
sound patterns. Recordings are once made in a sound-attenuated booth at the University of Hawaii at
Manoa for at most one hour between January 2003 and August 2004. The approximate number of subjects
involved in the study is 60.

Your participation in this study will not only contribute to the understanding of second language phonology
acquisition but also to the improvement of language teaching materials and pedagogy.

No risk is anticipated in participating in this experiment. The data is collected anonymously, and you will
not be identified in any report. Your participation is voluntary; you can withdraw if you wish, at any time.
The results of the research will be made available to participants upon request, or possibly in my
dissertation.

I certify that I have read and that I understand the foregoing, that I have been given satisfactory answers to
my inquiries concerning project procedures and other matters and that I have been advised that I am free to
withdraw my consent and to discontinue participation in the project or activity at any time without
prejudice.

I herewith give my consent to participate in this project with the understanding that such consent does not
waive any of my legal rights, nor does it release the principal investigator or the institution or any employer
or agent thereof from liability for negligence.

Signature of individual participant

Participant's Name

Date

If you cannot obtain satisfactory answers to your questions or have comments or complaints about your
treatment in this study, contact: Committee on Human Studies, University of Hawaii, 2540 Maile Way,
Honolulu, Hawaii 96822. Phone: (808) 956-5007 (www.hawaii.edu/irb).

c: signed copy to subject
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AGREEMENT TO PARTICIPATE IN THE PROJECT: LISTENING TO SOUNDS

Sang Yee Cheon

Ph.D. Program of Department of Linguistics
Moore Hall 566B

University of Hawai'i at Manoa
1890 East-West Road, Honolulu, HI 96822

(808) 956-3231; scheon@hawaii.edu

The purpose of this study is to compare how different native and non-native speakers of Korean and
English discriminate Korean and English sounds. The degree of perceptual similarity between English and
Korean consonants before vowels are investigated in this experiment. Participants will be presented with a
pair of Korean and English sounds and your task is simply to judge sounds you hear as same or different.
The experiment takes less than one hour. The approximate number of subjects involved in the study is 100.
You are one of a large number of participants from which the study is planning to collect data.

If you decide to participate in this project under the Linguistics Beyond the Classroom (LBC) requirement,
you will receive compensation of course credit as part of the LBC program, for participating in the study
and filling out the LBC questionnaire. If you happen to be emolled in a linguistics course taught by me,
your course grade will not reflect your performance in this task or your choice to participate or discontinue
participation in this project. For example, you may choose to discontinue participation in this project and
choose some other means to satisfying the LBC requirement with no penalty.

Your participation in this study will not only contribute to the understanding of second language phonology
acquisition but also to the improvement of language teaching materials and pedagogy.

No risk is anticipated in participating in this experiment. The data is collected anonymously, and you will
not be identified in any report. Your participation is voluntary; you can withdraw if you wish, at any time.
The results of the research will be made available to participants upon request, or in my dissertation.

I certify that I have read and that I understand the foregoing, that I have been given satisfactory
answers to my inquiries concerning project procedures and other matters and that I have been
advised that I am free to withdraw my consent and to discontinue participation in the project or
activity at any time without prejudice.

I herewith give my consent to participate in this project with the understanding that such consent
does not waive any of my legal rights, nor does it release the principal investigator or the institution
or any employer or agent thereof from liability for negligence.

Signature of individual participant

Participant's Name

Date

If you cannot obtain satisfactory answers to your questions or have comments or complaints about your
treatment in this study, contact: Committee on Human Studies, University of Hawaii, 2540 Maile Way,
Honolulu, Hawaii 96822. Phone: (808) 956-5007 (www.hawaii.edu/irb).

c: signed copy to subject




